
  

 

ABSTRACT 

COLLINS, MICHAEL SCOTT . Finite Element Modeling of Light Frame Wood Structures 
An Integrated Approach. (Under the direction of Professor Bohumil Kasal). 
 

This research aims to improve the framework and practicality for the analysis and design of 

light frame wood structures.  The light frame wood structure is broken down into its 

constituent components for modeling: connections, shearwalls and diaphragms, then the 

assembled structure.  This work relies extensively on available finite element technologies to 

identify key components and modeling methods of those key components.  Finite element 

modeling strategies were developed to investigate the response of light framed wood 

structures.  The models developed are intended to be general in nature and not restricted to a 

particular type of loading and cover static monotonic, dynamic monotonic, static cyclic and 

dynamic loading.  In doing so, modeling strategies are proposed to make the models more 

computationally efficient and reduce the complexity without a loss of information of the 

response.  Experiments were conducted on connections, components, and the assembled 

structure and designed to evaluate the response of wood structures and their components and 

verify the developed models.  Criteria used to evaluate the models include hysteresis shape, 

energy dissipation, strains, local displacements and forces, and observed failure modes.  

and compared with results of experiments designed and verify the model.  
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Introduction 

BACKGROUND 
 

The large majority of residential structures in the US are the light frame wood type.  

This type of construction is characterized by the assemblage of the substructure and the 

intercomponent connections between them.  The substructure assemblages such as shear 

walls, floor and ceiling diaphragms are generally made up of dimension lumber of varying 

dimension constructed into simple frames and sheathed or braced to prevent racking and 

contribute lateral resistance for the whole structure.   

Vertical loads such as snow loads are carried to the walls by the roofs and floors 

through out of plane bending. The walls then transfer the vertical loads to the foundation.  

Lateral loads such as wind loads or seismic loads are transferred through in-plane bending of 

the floor and ceiling diaphragms and out-of plane bending of the walls to walls inline with 

the applied loads. The shear loads are transferred to the foundations primarily through in-

plane shear.  

The connections between the parts of the substructure are typically of the dowel 

bearing type. This type of connection is characterized by a dowel being embedded or 

withdrawn into the surrounding medium through the transfer of lateral and axial loads.  This 

type of connection when loaded in shear is highly nonlinear under cyclic and montonic 

loading.  Under dowel bearing the surrounding medium displays a nonlinear force 

deformation response. The amount of nonlinearity present in the particular substructure 

depends on the load orientation relative to the substructure and the substructure placement 

and method of attachment to the surrounding structure.  

The complexity of analyzing the load distribution and stresses within the complete 

building precludes the use of a closed form solution as none exist.  Therefore an analytical 

model must be formulated and which may be extremely complex and computationally 
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demanding if all the physical phenomena such as friction, gaps and contact forces, material 

aniosotropy are accounted for in the formulation.  The number of nonlinear dowel 

connections such as nails and bolts in light frame construction typically results in a nonlinear 

response of the subsystem or component and subsequently of the whole structure. This 

complexity and the sheer number of connectors results in a large number of unknown 

degrees of freedom necessitating that simplifications must be made.   

The goals of this research include: 

The identification of where simplifications are appropriate and develop finite element 

models exploiting these simplifications when appropriate while still preserving the necessary 

response information.  

Develop a general modeling approach that may be used for the analysis of light frame 

wood structures regardless of the type of natural hazard loading.  

Verify the developed models under an experimental program designed to validate the 

models and increase the understanding of wood systems under lateral loading.  

DISSERTATION ORGANIZATION 
 

Section 1 introduces the developed hysteretic connection and demonstrates the ability 

of the connection model to model the hysteresis typical of wooden connections.   

Section 2 examines a component model and verification of this subassembly under 

wave loading.  The experiment subjected a wooden wall to failure under wave loading.  The 

modeling objective included matching strains, failure loads and failure modes. Two models 

were evaluated. 

Section 3 examines typical light frame design models and compares them with 

analytically determined point loads applied statically to a full scale light frame.  The design 

assumptions and models are evaluated against the results of the experiment and the results of 

a three dimensional light frame wood structure developed in section 4 and 5.  
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Section 4 reviews three dimensional modeling of light frame wood structures and 

develops a three dimensional model utilizing a energetically equivalent substructuring 

technique combined with the model presented in section two to retain local response 

information under lateral loads.   

Section 5 presents the comparison of the model developed in section 4.  The 

comparative indices include energy dissipation per cycle, load, and displacement responses.  

The global displacements of the equivalent substructure are then applied to the model 

presented in section 2 as boundary conditions to obtain the localized response. 

Section 6 analyzes a two dimensional model of a laminated frame with densified and 

reinforced connection under an artificially generated earthquake.  The results are compared 

through accelerations, story drifts, and recorded joint rotations.  The incongruity of the 

loading protocol for joint testing with predicted and recorded joint rotations is noted and an 

alternative is suggested. 
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Nonlinear Hysteretic Connections 

 

1 Background 

Wood connections, since they dominate the response of light frame wood structures 

are of a primary interest in this research.  Wood dowel type connections are highly nonlinear 

under even monotonic loading.  Much testing has been undertaken to characterize the cyclic 

response of dowel connections.  Foliente (1993) identified characteristic features of the 

cyclic response of the subsystems: (1) nonlinear, inelastic load displacement response with 

no distinct yield, (2) stiffness degradation under each loading cycle, (3) strength degradation 

when cycling to the same displacement, (4) pinched hysteresis loops, and (5) load history 

dependence.  Krawinkler et al. (2000) identified four requirements in modeling the 

deterioration of shear walls-basic strength degradation, post peak degradation, unloading 

stiffness degradation, and increased degradation under reloading. The dowel connections 

essentially function as an elastic-plastic pile in a nonlinear medium or foundation.   

Polensek (1991), Dolan (1989), and Dowrick (1986) among others have noted that 

the primary connection hysteresis in a subassembly governs the subsystem response.  

Dowrick(1986) examined hysteretic shapes for both components and connections and 

categorized the hysteretic loops by their shape into three categories two of which are of 

concern in this research.  The yielding bolt and the yielding nail, both dowel connections, 

display similarly shaped loops with the yielding bolt exhibiting a much greater degree of 

pinching.  These same shapes are clearly observable in the wooden shear wall tests sheathed 

with plywood.   

Hysteresis models of connections generally fall into three categories: (1) Multi-

segment rule based or phenomological , (2) mechanics based or distributed element, and (3) 

continuous or hysteretic differential equation.  The phenomenological models can be further 

divided into piecewise linear (PWL), piecewise nonlinear and a combination of the two.   
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PWL models require a set of rules to define the regions for which each segment is 

active. The simplest is the elastic-perfectly plastic model often used to model steel behavior.  

Some PWL models of note include Stewart’s (1987) whose multilinear hysteresis rules have 

been used in the developing of the CASHEW by Folz and Filiatrault (2000, 2001).  Folz and 

Filiatrault used Foschi’s (1977) piecewise smooth function for the backbone curve.  Folz and 

Filiatrault automated the parameter extraction from test data that has contributed to the usage 

of this program. Pang et al. (2007) extended the model by Folz and Filiatrault by 

incorporating an evolutionary parameter approach that adjusted the level of pinching and 

unloading stiffness as a function of the degradation however at an increase in the number of 

parameters required.  The hysteretic response was improved and the predicted shear wall 

model response was improved  An automated parameter extraction in Matlab was proposed.  

Dolan (1989) used four exponential curves, upon which this element is based, to model the 

sheathing to stud connection for shear walls under seismic action.  Versions of PWL models 

are available in commercial software including RUAUMOKO and DRAIN 2DX .  

Distributed element or mechanics based models proposed by Biot (1958) and Iwan 

(1966) are based on a series of springs, dampers, and friction elements in parallel and in 

series and once defined mathematically can demonstrate smooth behavior with enough 

elements and/or accurate material models.  Two models of note include Foschi (2000) and 

Chui and Li (2006).   Foschi’s approach uses a dowel on a foundation defined by an 

experimentally determined embedment response.  After determining the embedment 

properties as outlined in Foschi et al. (2000) in which dowels are embeded into into the 

medium, the finite element formulation is effected by the principle of virtual work wherein 

the work by the external forces through the virtual displacements equals the internal work 

done by the foundation and beam element.  The beam uses an elastic perfectly plastic model 

for the dowel.   

Chui and Li (2005) based on the work in Chui et al. (1998) also use a beam finite 

element for the dowel which is capable of large displacements, shear deformation, and 

material nonlinearity on an embeddable medium. The load embedment relationship is 
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developed using nonlinear springs with an envelope curve and hysteresis loop defining the 

spring behavior.  These methods as noted by Foschi tend to be more computationally 

demanding but more versatile in analyzing different joint configurations.  

 Blasetti et al.(2008) used ANSYS (SAS 2008) and the COMBIN40 element to create 

a hysteretic connection model that utilized a gap element, friction sliders  and linear springs 

and displayed pinching, strength degradation when cycling to the same displacement as a 

result of the gap element in series with the friction slider.  The connection does not display a 

post peak decline in strength and was very coarse at the element level however as shown 

when many elements are included and available to share in the load the entire response of the 

structure is smooth. The modeling strategy was compared with a cyclic shearwall test with 

the Curee protocol developed by Krawinkler (2001). 

A differential or continuous hysteresis model was first formulated by Bouc (1967) 

and modified, most notably by Wen (1976,1980) through equivalent linearization.  This 

technique replaces the non-linear differential equation with a statistically equivalent linear 

function tractable in random vibration analysis.  Foliente (1993) further modified it by 

including a pinching degrading function and Paevere (2002) used this modification in 

evaluating the light frame building analyzed in subsequent sections of this document. 

Foliente (1993) and Paevere (2002), and Xu (1998) offer a more extensive review of all of  

the above models for steel, concrete, and wood materials. 

The model proposed here is a modification of the element by Xu (1998) and is 

piecewise smooth except for the post peak strength loss in which a linear function is used.  

The ability of the developed model to simulate the components of wood structures will be 

investigated by evaluating the shape and comparing the model’s response to arbitrary loads 

with parameters estimated from standard cyclic tests. The model is developed within ANSYS 

(1999) with the intent for use in the analysis of wood structural systems regardless of the 

natural hazard loading.  The model will be shown to include cyclic strength and stiffness 

degradation, post peak strength loss, decaying unloading stiffness, and load history 

dependence   
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2 Developed hysteretic element 

The hysteretic element developed is a two force member with the following stiffness 

matrix 

   1 1

1 1
e

df
K

du

 
   

 (0.1) 

where  
df

du
 is slope of the current load displacement relationship a given displacement,u.  

The load vector for this element is given by  

  
1

1
e iF F

 
   

 (0.2) 

where iF  = current force in the element in the current segment.  The element stiffness matrix 

may be expanded into two or three dimension in the same fashion as a standard truss 

element.  The stiffness matrix assembly into the global stiffness matrix is by standard finite 

element procedures (SAS 2004).  

 The hysteretic connection consists of piecewise smooth functions with the loading 

functions in a concise form as follows  

 

( )max min

, max max          ( ) ( ) (1 )   u  u  and u u k 1,8k sign u u

k k i kF u sign u F e eta u             (0.3) 

 

1 , 2 , 3 ,( )             j 2 ,  3 , . .7j u

j j j jF u a a u a e            (0.4)   

m a x
, 1m a x m a x

, , 1
m a x 1
, 1

k = 1 ,8

2

k

k i
k i k i R R

i i
k i

F
F F

F F
F









 
 
 
 
 
  
 




       (0.5) 
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where j and k = curve numbers; u=generalized deformations with sign(u)=1 if u >0 and -1 if 

u<-0.   and j k   are the exponents dictating the shape of the controlling function; 

min
keta =minimum allowable slope for monotonic loading;  /

maxu  = breakpoint or failure 

deformation in the 1st or 3rd quadrant; am,j = parameters calculated from curve boundary 

conditions for each cycle m=1,2,3 and j=2,3,..7; i=cycle number defined as load reversal to 

load reversal; andk= degradation rate coefficients.  

2.1 SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION OF MODEL PARAMETERS 
 

The parameters in Eqs. (0.3), (0.4), and (0.5) may be determined by the system 

identification macros programmed in Matlab (2006) presented in the appendix. The macros 

are based on the work by Xu (1998) where the technique is discussed at length. The 

identification techniques requires three joint tests to identify the system parameters (Fig. 3).   
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Fig. 1 Asymmetric behavior- Curve locations defined 
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The first test is monotonic to failure used to extract the backbone parameters .  A 

nonlinear least squares approach is used to extract the data with the initial guess of 1  

provided by differentiating Eq. (0.3) for the slope of the first segment at u=0 and dividing by 

the maximum load recorded in the test since the min

keta  term in the equation is small relative 

to the initial slope. 
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The second test involves a zero mean cyclic test in which the reversal points, their 

slopes and the zero force intercepts and their respectives slopes are recorded along with the 

energy dissipated for the given cycle.  The parameters associated with the segments as shown 

in Fig. 1 are matched with the corresponding data and then determined using a nonlinear 

least squares routine for each loop. The vector of parameters for each hysteretic loop is then 

weighted by the energy dissipated in the loop divided by total energy dissipated for all the 

matching loops pertinent to the segment. Eq. (0.6) describes this mathematically. In Eq. (0.6) 

n represents the cycle for the individual loops and j=2,3,4,5. 

 ,* *j n j n nEnergy Energy   (0.6) 

 
The third test extract parameters for segments 6 and 7 from a non-zero mean cyclic 

test.  Segment 6 while not shown in Fig. 1 is the same curve but in the third quadrant rather 

than the first quadrant.  The parameters were again extracted using a nonlinear least squares 

approach but without the energy dissipation as weighting criterion.  In practice this test was 

not conducted for the research contained in subsequent sections and thus these parameters 

were estimated after the rest of the parameters were determined. 

This approach involves significant practical difficulty in implementing given the 
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inherent variability in wood connections and wooden structural assemblies.  An example of 

this variability which investigated the monotonic response of wooden connections under 

dynamic loading (Yeh et al. 1999) is shown in Fig. 2.  The results include thirteen tests under 

dynamic loading and eight for statically loaded connections.  The graphs plot the variation of 

the mean response over the full range of deformation.  This amount of variability explains 

why it is quite possible that the cyclic loading maximum may exceed the monotonic 

maximum from single shear joint tests as shown in Fig. 4 conducted in Collins et al. (2005).  

In light of the limitations imposed by the three test procedure several alternatives are 

available.  One approach is to identify the expected demand for the system under analysis 

and design a test that mimics this demand.  An example developed recently is that used in the 

CUREE loading protocol (Krawinkler et al. 2001). This loading protocol simulates the 

demand on wood construction under seismic loading.  The backbone curve and associated 

parameters could be estimated as in Folz and Filiatrault (2001) and more recently Pang et al. 

(2007) where they assume the backbone is defined by the peaks of the cyclic loops. In this 

case the system identification for test 2 outlined above would identify the parameters 

governing the pinched loops of the hysteresis.  This approach explicitly includes some of the 

cyclic degradation in the backbone function and thus the degradation parameter discussed 

later would yield a reduced value.  An additional iteration would then be necessary to 

confirm the assumption made in determining the backbone parameters.   

Another approach would be to use a mechanics based approach for wood connections 

such as in Foschi (2000) or a Chui and Li (2006) to generate the force displacement 

relationship for a specific connection configuration.  After generating the monotonic 

response and cyclic response from either of the methods for the selected configuration the 

first and second part of the above system identification routine may be used. 

 The final approach, commonly used to determine parameters for 

phenomological models, is a trial and error approach. This approach can be significantly 

enhanced by a few simple estimates. An advantage of this approach is that it is not limited to 

a specific loading protocol.  A disadvantage is the reliance on the judgement of the analyst.  
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The monotonic properties are simple to extract with software capable of fitting nonlinear 

functions by least squares methods as long as the care is taken in selecting which portions are 

analyzed.   

Fig. 5 pointedly illustrates the care that must be exercised in an automating the 

analysis of data.  The fitted data provides a “solution” that is clearly not physically realistic 

as the fitted maximum load is three times the actual from the test. Another fit with applied 

constraints based on the maximums and minimums allowed in the mathematical formulation 

yield a much improved solution of max

,k iF  = 1.24, 1 0.295 and _1 0eta   .  The trial and 

error solution used the maximum load and the initial slope for the estimate of max

,k iF  and 

1  with _1 0.001eta  .  The third trial is shown with curve 10 plotted starting at the selected 

breakpoint.   

 

2.2 MODEL SEGMENTS 
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2.2.1 Segment 1 and Segment 8 
 

Eq. (0.3) defines the current capacity curve for the 1st and 3rd quadrants and defines 

the load displacement relationship when loading past the previous maximum displacement.  

These capacity curves, an example shown in Fig. 6, physically represent the maximum load 

the connection may obtain under a monotonic load.  This maximum is dependent on the 

degradation of the load history as described in Eq. (0.5) when under non-monotonic loading.  

This simple degradation function calculates the maximum degraded capacity dependent on 

the previous load reversals.  Noteworthy is the linear portion of the backbone curve in Eq. 

(0.3) described by the parameter eta which does not degrade with load history and is a 

modification from Xu (1998).  The breakpoint is defined as the point of deformation, 

u_max1 in Fig. 6, at which the maximum load occurs after which there is a negative slope 

under increasing displacement.  

2.2.2 Segment 2 and Segment 4 
 

Segment 2 and Segment 4 are described by the same functions and boundary 
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Fig. 6 Backbone curve, yield point, and breakpoint in positive quadrant 
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conditions in their respective positive and negative quadrants.  The curve force displacement 

response is described by Eq.  (0.4).  Curve 2 operates in the 1st quadrant while curve 4 as 

shown in Fig. 1 defines the unloading in the 3rd quadrant.  For conciseness only curve 2 will 

be discussed.  The boundary conditions for Curve 2 are shown in Fig. 7. The reversal point, 

(u_r, f_r) is stored and used for calculating the degradation in positive quadrant upon the next 

load reversal.  In Fig. 6 the defined yield point is used for calculating the zero displacement 

intercept, P_0_F1, for the unloading curve.  P_0_F1 is found by differentiating Eq. (0.3) with 

respect to “u” to obtain Eq. (0.7) .  

Using this equation, the initial slope is provided in Eq. (0.8) and u1/10 in Fig. 6 are 

determined.  In practical cases, eta_1, in Eq. (0.7) is very small compared to the initial slope 

and thus may be neglected leading to Eq. (0.9) 
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Fig. 7 Curve 2 and boundary conditions 
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The force at this point, 1
10

F  is calculated from Eq. (0.10) where again the eta1 term 

has been neglected.  The yield location is then determined by Eq. (0.11)and solving for uy 

leading to (0.12). 
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The force intercept, P_0_F1, defined in Eq. (0.13) is a function of the previous 

maximum load F1(upeak) where upeak = previous maximum displacement. The exponential 

term in Eq. (0.13) contains the variable xn, a counter for the number of cycles.  

 

 (1/ )1
1 max

1 1

( )
_ 0 _ 1 _ 8* ( )*(min( ),1)

* *
xn

y

F upeak
P F s p F upeak

F u
  (0.13) 

 

The dependence on the number of cycles for P_0_F1 is demonstrated in Fig. 8. The 

influence of the yield load is currently limited to load responses less than the yield load after 

which the ratio 1
max

1 1

( )

* * y

F upeak

F u
 >1 and the force intercept is dependent entirely on the 

degraded peak force.   

 
2.2.3 Segment 3 and Segment 5 

 
Segment 3 and segment 5 are described by the same functions (0.4) and boundary 

conditions in their respective positive and negative quadrants.  Curve 3 operates in the 3rd 

quadrant while curve 5 defines the pinched response when loading in the 1st quadrant.  Again 
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Fig. 9 Curve 3 boundary conditions 
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for conciseness only one will be discussed in the text.  The boundary conditions for curve 3 

are shown in Fig. 9.  Both the peak displacement, upeak, F8(upeak) are negative and 

independent of the positive peak values.  F8 (peak) represents the degraded peak force at the 

past negative peak displacement. The slope 3dF

du
at u=0 is forced to K_0_F1.  The slope 

K_0_F1 is calculated by Eq. (0.14) 

 

 

max
1 1,

_ 0 _ 1
_ 0 _ 1

_
_

i

P F
K F

f r
u r

F






 (0.14) 

 
where the term 

max
1 1,

_

i

f r

F 
 represents the recoverable elastic displacement.  The value of 

K_0_F1 is then compared to several concavity checks of F2, F3, and initial slope on F8.  If the 

recoverable elastic displacement is greater than u_r then the slope is calculated by  

 

 
_ 8*( _ 0 _ 1 _ )

_ 0 _ 1
_

s k P F f r
K F

u r


  (0.15) 

 
where s_k8 is the fraction of the minimum allowed slope required for concavity in the 

exponential function. For small oscillations about zero this governing equation is hard 

numerically as it causes large changes in the calculated stiffness between loading and 

unloading segments.  Phenomological models such as Folz and Filitrault (2001) based on 

Stewart’s (1987) for wood hysteretic systems have generally assumed a fixed force intercept 

and slope for simplicity are based often on the response of shear walls. Several models 

notably Takeda (1970) as well as Xu (1998) and more recently Pang et al. (2007) have again 

noted that the slope and intercept are not fixed and necessary for implementation in 

performance based design.  Pang et al. used a linear function of the previous load reversal to 

model the shifting intercept along with an exponential unloading function with an 

exponential degradation function to determine the change in slope at the force intercept.  
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Heiduscke et al. has shown that the response of a 2 story laminated frame depended 

on modeling the response of the densified glass fiber reinforced connections in the vicinity of 

the zero intercept.  He also noted the incongruity in current loading protocols with the 

recorded seismic rotations for a strong motion earthquake.  Depending on the nature of the 

wood system being analyzed the loading functions may not provide sufficient information to 

determine a suitable load intercept model and therefore more research into the hysteretic 
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Fig. 10 Five non-zero mean cyclic tests of reduced scale specimens 
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response of wood systems at oscillations of varying amplitudes centered at varying 

displacements is needed. 

2.2.4 Segment 6 and Segment 7 
 

Segment 6 and 7 are defined by the same equations and boundary conditions and 

differ only by sign.  In order to gain a better understanding of the response of these hysteretic 

systems, a short experimental study was undertaken that examined the force intercept under 

non-zero mean loading.  The experiment tested five reduced scale single shear dowel 

connections identical in their nailing configuration under a pseudo-static loading.  Test one 

was conducted at a slower test speed (450 mm/min) for the first few cycles and the remainder 

of the duration of the test at 508 mm/min .   

Each of the tests display the pinching, strength, stiffness degradation, and 

stabilization under repeated cycles that characterize dowel bearing connections in wood.  In 

particular the pinched response characterized by the dowel moving through previously 

crushed material is very evident. Comparing the experimental results in Fig. 10 and the 

experimental result in Fig. 11 it is clear that the reloading described by segment 7   (Fig. 1 ) 

as described in Xu (1998) will need the ability to match two different shapes- a “cigar shape” 

and the pinched response.  Unfortunately the governing equation is unable to match the two 

shapes with a single hysteretic parameter.  The solution as implemented reloads in the “cigar 
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Fig. 11 Connection test 
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shape” if the force at reversal point is greater than P_0_F8.  If the force is less than the 

positive force intercept then the pinched response is determined and reloading again in the 

“cigar shape” continues to the pinched response defined by curves 3 and 5.  The intersection 

is defined by Eq. (0.16) with the boundary conditions given in Eqs. (0.17) and (0.18). This is 

shown graphically in Fig. 12.   A coarse example of the element response is shown in Fig. 10 

(b).  The model response for the loading in Fig. 11 using parameters determined from a 

similar specimen is shown in Fig. 13. 
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2.2.5 Segment 9 and Segment 10 
 

Segment 9 and 10 are linear equations defined by the breakpoint after which 

increasing displacement yields a decreasing load as defined in Eq. (0.19).  Eq. (0.20) 

identifies the point of zero remaining capacity for the system.  A small residual capacity is 

added for numerical stability after this displacement. 

 

 9 1 1, 1_1*( _ max ) ( _ max )iF slope u u F u    (0.19) 
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3 Hysteretic Models 
 

A few examples of the single degree of freedom (sdof) response of the element for 

various types of wood structures including shear connections, moment connections, shear 

walls. Fig. 14 plots the displacement driven response of a single shear nail connection under 

several displacement patterns.  The connection tests were conducted as part of the research 
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Fig. 13 Comparison of model response to experiment 
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presented in sections three, four, and five of this document.  The connections were 

geometrically identical and loaded pseudo-statically.  The loading displacements contain 

large displacement cycles and display asymmetric displacements about the displacement 

origin.   

The connection parameters identified in the figure were determined from a hybrid of 

nonlinear least squares for estimates of the backbone parameters neglecting the eta term for 

curve 1 in Eq. (0.3)  and trial and error for the remaining parameters for the displacement test 

in Fig. 14 (a).  The parameters were selected to be symmetric in the positive and negative 

quadrants.  Figures (b) through (e) plots the response of the same connection model loaded 

by the new displacements.  The results here demonstrate the ability of the model to capture 

the components of the hysteresis and thus not restricting the model to specific loading 

sequence, e.g. zero mean cyclic test.   
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 This section demonstrates the ability to simulate a moment resisting 

connection of laminated frames.  Fig. 15 compares the analytical fit for quasi-static cyclic 

test (QSCT). If the expected displacement demands correspond to the joint test data then this 

match should be further refined by using the system identification outlined earlier by 

weighting the vector of parameters by the energy dissipated.   

The parameters determined for this match were then used examine the connection 

response to an arbitrary load defined by an arbitrary artificial earthquake a defined in IEEE 

344 (1987) followed by the QSCT loading.  The test amplitudes and loading sequence are 

shown in Fig. 16.  The third portion of the test is the same displacement pattern scaled by 10.  

There is reasonable agreement among the first three tests although by the fourth test there is a 

clear error in the model’s ability to evaluate the response.  The equation governing the 

location of the zero force intercept is not capturing the shift under the reduced loading 

displacements. This causes an error in the dissipated energy.  The next loading by the QSCT 

shows reasonable agreement with an error in the amount of degradation.   

The next comparison in Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 displays the  response of the same joint 

configuration but without without the glass fiber reinforcement. Again the parameters are 

fitted from the QSCT and then compared to the arbitrary loading.  The parameters for Eq. 
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Fig. 15 Analytical fit for model of moment resisting joint under QSCT loading for 
Type III reinforced connection 
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(0.3) are kept symmetric with only the zero force intercept slightly different for the positive 

and negative intercept.  There is overcapacity predicted in. Fig. 17  The results show that the 

pinching function could be improved when under an increased number of cycles associated 

such as with the five tests of the arbitrary load.   

The last comparison is of a gypsum clad wall tested by Paevere et al.(2002). The sdof 

connection model is able to capture the shear wall hysteresis under the reversed cyclic load 

(ISO 2000).  This standard adequately approximates the seismic demand on wood subsytems 

as shown in Gatto and Uang (2003).  The energy dissipated under this protocol is similar to 

the protocol developed by Krawinkler (2001) for wood structures under seismic loading and 

as such could the proposed model could be expected predict the seismic demand for this 

substructure. 
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Fig. 17 Analytical fit of model of moment resisting joint under QSCT 
loading for Type III unreinforced connection 
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Fig. 18 Analytical fit of model of moment resisting joint under 
arbitrary loading for Type III unreinforced connection 
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4 Conclusions 

The proposed finite element formulation of hysteresis of wood connections, wood 

subsystems was shown to adequately match the strength and stiffness degradation, pinching, 

and history dependence for a variety of connections under cyclic zero mean and arbitrary 

cyclic tests.  The parameters for the proposed formulation may be obtained through a system 

identification routine programmed in Matlab by a nonlinear least squares routine.   
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Fig. 19 Analytical fit of gypsum clad shearwall 
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Notation 
 

jma ,  = parameters calculated from curve boundary conditions for each cycle m=1,2,3 

min
keta  = Minimum slope allowed on backbone curve; 

eta_1 = Minimum slope allowed on backbone curve 1 

eta_8 = Minimum slope allowed on backbone curve 8 

f_r = Force at load reversal 

s_p8 = Percent multiplier of 1( )F upeak  

min
1k  = Multiplier for K_0_F1 for allowable level of concavity 

slope_1= Negative slope on curve 9 

u = Element deformation; 

 /
maxu  = Deformation at maximum peak load in quadrant 1 and 3;  

u_max- =  Deformation at maximum peak load,negative quadrant 

u_max+= Deformation at maximum peak load,positve quadrant 

u_r = Displacement at load reversal 

1
10

u  = Tangent point at 1/10 initial slope of Curve 1 

yu  = Intecept of initial slope and slope at tangent of 1/10 initial slope 

upeak = Maximum recorded displacement 

u7bdry= Boundary displacement for curve 7 

xn = Number of Cycles 

  = Summation 

nEnergy = Dissipated energy for cycle n 

1
10

F  = Force at tanget at 1/10 initial slope of Curve 1 

 eF  = Element Load Vector 

iF   =  current force in the element 
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R
iF  = force at the load reversal of the i-th cycle; 

)(uFj  = generalized force in the element on jth curve j=2,3,..7; 

)(uFk  = generalized force in the element when loading follows backbone function; 

max
,ikF  = maximum degraded capacity of the element at i-th cycle for the backbone; 

Fmax = maximum connection load 

H = Upper 95 % Confidence Interval 

 eK  =  Element Stiffness Matrix 

L = Lower 95 % Confidence Interval 

MDOF = multiple degree of freedom; 

P_0_F1= Negative force intercept 

P_0_F8= Positive force intercept 

K_0_F8= Slope at positive force intercept 

K_0_F1= Slope at negative force intercept 

NDS = National Design Specification;  

SDOF = single  degree of freedom 

Umax = positive maximum displacement 

j  = exponent governing shape of force displacement function; 

k  = exponent governing shape of backbone function; 

k  = degradation rate coefficients; 

df

du
 =   Differential of load displacement  

1dF

du
 =  Derivative of Curve 1 

7dF

du
 = Derivative of Curve 7 

5dF

du
  = Derivative of Curve 5 
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Subscripts 

i = cycle number; 

j,k = curve numbers  j=2,3,..7; k=1,8 
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Dynamically loaded light-frame wood stud walls       
Experimental verification of an analytical model 

 
 
ABSTRACT: Light-frame wood structures may deform well beyond the elastic limit when 

loaded by dynamic forces such as earthquakes and sea wave impacts.  This paper reports the 

results of an investigation into the response effects of structural modeling assumptions 

typically made in the design of light-frame wood structures.  Two dimensional and three 

dimensional models based on previous research were developed to simulate such responses 

and examine the validity of such models.  The models utilize the finite-element method and 

include options of nonlinear connection properties, elastic constitutive laws of wood 

material, large deformations, contact forces, and inertial forces.  The models were subjected 

to an estimate of the impact load imparted by a rapidly moving sea wave.  To verify the 

models, the results of a wave-channel experiment of a full-scale wall were used wherein the 

wall was instrumented with reaction load cells, displacement transducers, and strain gauges 

on plywood sheathing and wood framing. A closed-loop hydraulic system utilizing a time 

varying loading function generated the wave trains.  The resulting reactions, deformations, 

and strains were recorded as functions of time while high-speed cameras visually recorded 

the failure modes and wall behavior.  Material tests were conducted before and after testing 

to record both the observed member properties and the localized section properties.  

Connection tests were conducted to provide the ultimate strengths for input in the finite 

element model.  Reasonable agreement between the experimental and analytical results over 

the duration of the analysis depended on the model and model assumptions as well as the 

result of interest.  The three dimensional model captured observed failure modes including 

rigid-body motions after connection failures and may reliably be used to analyze similar 

nonlinear systems loaded well beyond the elastic limit. 
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1 Introduction 
 

 Buildings located in regions defined as high hazard coastal areas prone to 

flooding are required by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) to be 

constructed on open foundations up to the design flood elevation (FEMA, Coastal 

Construction Manual 2000). Structures situated on open foundations decrease the loads 

imparted by flooding and wave attack thus reducing the likelihood of a structural failure 

when compared to solid foundations below. Under the National Flood Insurance Program 

(NFIP), the area beneath the raised structure can be enclosed and used for storage, building 

access, and vehicle parking provided the enclosure is designed to “breakaway” at the design 

load level thus preventing excessive loads from transferring to the foundation.  The walls 

must therefore be designed to resist moderate load levels and yet reliably fail at a larger 

predetermined load level.  The Coastal Construction Manual (CCM) has set forth a set of 

prescriptive requirements based on experiments undertaken at Oregon State and analytical 

studies by Tung et al (1999).  As an alternative to the prescriptive requirements, models like 

those used by Tung et al (1999) may allow the designer or engineer more flexibility in 

pursuing certain design considerations such as material availability or cost minimization.  

Safe use of analytical models requires accurate prediction of both the structural behavior and 

environmental loadings. Successful prediction of a breakaway wall response requires a 

model that captures the critical element responses governing the overall response of the wall 

to wave action.  In this case, the critical component is the connection behavior at either the 

sill plate to stud connection or the sill plate to foundation connection.  This research 

investigated the behavior of the nailed connections, developed models of breakaway walls, 

and compared the analytically determined behavior with the behavior observed in wave 

channel tests.  

 

Keywords: Wooden structures; Nonlinear analysis; Three-dimensional models; Finite 

elements; Hysteretic systems:Wave Forces 
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2 Breakaway Walls 
 

 The breakaway wall investigated here is a common stud framed wall 

consisting of dimension lumber with plywood sheathing and is described in detail in Tung et 

al (1999) and Yeh et al (1999).  A typical design wall attaches to the foundations and piles 

through nailer plates securely attached to the foundation or floor beams.  The studs are 

typically 39 x 89 mm members spaced 610mm apart.  The sheathing can abut but not overlap 

the elevated horizontal beams or joists unless a separation joint is used as specified in the 

CCM . The sheathing may overlap and be attached to the vertical foundation members.  The 

vertical studs are either toe nailed or end nailed to the bottom frame member identified here 

as a sole or sill plate.  The sill plate is then attached to either a nailer plate or an unreinforced 

concrete floor slab or wood grade beam. The connection between the nailer plate and the 

foundation,if present, is made significantly stronger than the connection between the nailer 

plate and the wall. This design is intended to ensure that the wall separates from the nailer 

plates and/or stud to sill plate and is intended as the control mechanism to maintain overall 

structural integrity. 

Breakaway walls are primarily intended to resist lateral loads such as wind and wave 

 

Fig. 1 Unbroken Wave Pressure on Wall (wd=hydrostatic pressure, P1 =Pressure from 
Standing Wave, SWL= Still Water Level) 
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forces perpendicular to the face of the sheathing.  Wave action can be described by three 

wave types: unbroken, broken, and breaking waves (Shore Protection Manual (SPM), 1984).  

An unbroken wave loading was used in this investigation due to the difficulties in measuring 

and specifying the time and spatial pressure distribution associated with the other two wave 

types.  Yeh et al (1999) described simplified analytical methods for the analysis of 

breakaway walls subjected to breaking wave action. Of note is the determination that 

breaking wave action is usually the more severe environmental loading and that unbroken 

waves were used here only to minimize the unknowns in the loading function.   

3 Wave Forces 
 
 In order to verify the behavior of breakaway wall models, the loading must be known 

with sufficient accuracy to separate out the error in the predicted response due to an 

approximate loading function.  One method of ascertaining the loading is to outfit the wall 

with a sufficient number of pressure taps and build a database of the spatial and temporal 

distribution of the wave forces on the breakaway wall subjected to the various waves.  

However the use of pressure sensors over the entire wall would have substantially increased 

the instrumentation as well as the data acquisition costs. These costs were prohibitive and as 

a result, only the wave heights and reactions on the breakaway wall were recorded as a 
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function of time to be used in determining both the response of the wall and the loading 

function 

Having recorded the wave height as a function of time, the next task involved 

determining the temporal and spatial pressure distribution with the given information.  The 

primary period of each wave train was verified from the wave height time history at the face 

of the wall using discrete Fourier transforms and the primary period was used in subsequent 

pressure calculations.  In doing so, the calculation involves neglecting the contribution from 

the the spectrum of wave frequencies loading the wall. This approach is consistent with the 

approach in Yeh (1997). Furthermore, nondimensional wave parameters were examined, e.g. 

Ursell number, and generally found to lie outside of the delineated range for linear wave 

theory.  However, an initial analysis and previous research (Yeh 1997) indicated that using 

the recorded wave height information and an approximate spatial pressure distribution for 

linear waves might be sufficient for the purposes of this study.  

The SPM suggests that the pressure profile generated by nonbreaking wave crests or 

troughs located at the wall face vary nearly linearly with the wave height.  This SPM model 

assumes a smooth rigid wall with no overtopping.  This assumption of a smooth rigid wall in 

contrast to the actual flexible wooden wall simplifies the fluid structure interaction to one of 

complete or nearly complete reflection.  A schematic for the two pressure profiles is given in 

Fig. 1.  The SPM does not describe the pressure profiles between these two loading 
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conditions.  However, the two profiles suggest that the changing pressure may be 

approximated as a linear function of the wave height.   

This information, combined with the wave height time history, was used to generate 

loading functions for the model.  The pressure coefficients were initially determined using 

the lengths calculated from the primary period for linear waves.   An iterative process then 

determined the magnitude of the coefficients by comparing the measured reactions with the 

calculated reactions under static loading and adjusting the applied analytical pressures by the 

calculated ratio.  The specific ratios varied depending on the wave height, wave period, still 

water depth, and the specific time of sampling.  Ratios were estimated for the each of the 

nine wave trains examined and were not adjusted to match the reactions at each point in time 

over the duration of the analysis. Thus, the reactions may or may not match the recorded 

reactions at a given time instant. An example is shown in Fig. 2.  The recorded reactions 

were multiplied by 0.88 which is the ratio of the breakaway wall area to the total wall area 

attached to the load cells (discussed in subsequent section).  

Some additional assumptions and notes involving the conversion from recorded wave 

heights to the applied analytical pressures are described below. To simplify the analytical 

loading for the entire time history of the test, the recorded wave heights at each edge of the 

face of the wall were averaged for the pressure calculations.  Doing so introduces a 
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symmetry in the loading across the face of the wall not present in the actual experiment and 

thus introduces a known uncertainty into the results.   

As mentioned in the preceding paragraph the pressures were adjusted to apply the 

correct magnitude of load. Since the pressures were adjusted by ratios calculated under static 

loading an assessment may be made on the importance of dynamic loading assuming the 

spatial distribution is approximately correct and the analytical model is sufficiently accurate. 

Yeh(1997) and the CEM(2000) have indicated that under nonbreaking waves the loading is 

essentially static.  This assertion will be examined in this paper for its validity.  The 

hydrostatic pressure on the back side of the wall was accounted for to obtain the net pressure.  

A wave gauge located on the backside of the wall indicated wave transmission through the 

wall was negligible until near failure.   

4 Experiment 
 

This investigation into the behavior of breakaway walls under the action of 

oscillatory wave force was part of a larger project, which included several designs of 

breakaway walls and wave types.  The walls were tested at the Oregon State University wave 

channel facility.  A hydraulically driven wave board generated the waves for the various wall 

configurations and wave types. The wave generator was equipped to handle the effects of 

reflected waves with computer controlled feedback loops.  Resistance wave gauges were 

installed along the length of the channel and on the face of the wall to measure wave heights.  

The wave channel configuration used for the test is shown in Fig. 3  
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The breakaway walls attached to a load frame erected in the wave channel.  The test 

wall was a standard US “2x4” construction (39 x 89 mm).  The studs were placed 61 cm (24 

in) on center and sheathed with plywood 12.7 mm (0.5 in) thick.  The stud framing was 

fastened with two 16d (d=4.1 mm, l=89 mm, d= diameter, l= length) nails, end nailed to the 

sill plate or top plate.  The plywood was fastened with 8d (d=3.3 mm, l=63.5 mm) located 

15.2 cm (6 in) on center around the perimeter of each sheet and 30.4 cm (12 in.) within the 

field of the sheet. The sill plate and top plate attached to a nailer plate, which was securely 

fastened to the loading frame.  The plywood did not attach to the nailer plate nor overlap the 

nailer plate.  The wall’s sill plate was overconnected as described in Yeh(1997) to the test 

frame to ensure that the failure would occur within the breakaway wall and not at the sill to 

Table 1 Green Wave Parameters for Wave Channel Tests on Breakaway Walls 

Wave 
run 

number 

Period 
T (s) 

Wave 
Height 
H (mm) 

Still 
Water 
Depth 

ds (mm) 

Wave 
Length 

(m) 

k-92 5.77 305 792 15.8 
k-93 5.77 457 792 15.8 
k-94 7.62 305 1402 27.8 
k-95 7.62 457 1402 27.8 
k-96 4.27 457 1402 15.0 
k-97 2.14 457 1402 6.3 
k-98 1.35 305 1402 2.8 
k-99 9.55 457 1402 35.1 
k-100 7.22 610 1402 27.8 
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Fig. 5 Wall Configuration-Wall Profile 
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nailer plate connection.  Prior to testing, the modulus of elasticity for each stud and plywood 

sheet was estimated in the dry condition under simple span single point loading (span 

length=229 cm) with low load levels (P=88.88N).  

 In order to verify the behavior of the wall, the wall was instrumented with six strain 

gauges on the studs and two rosettes on the plywood as shown in Fig. 4.  A displacement 

transducer was also attached to the plywood at the geometric centroid of the wall on the stud 

side to measure deflections. Load cells were mounted to the frame at four locations to 

measure the wave forces on the wall.  Schematics of the wall instrumentation are shown in 

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.  Three high-speed video cameras (two above the water level and one 

underwater camera) were used to monitor the deformation and failure modes during the 

experiments.  The cameras were synchronized with the rest of the data acquisition system 

and time stamped to correlate visual observations with the recorded data.  

The instrumented wall was subjected to nine different unbroken wave configurations 

provided in Table 1  with complete failure of the wall occurring in the final test.  

Experimental variables used to investigate the wall’s response included the wave height, 

wavelength, wave period, and still water level. The water located behind the wall results in 

an applied hydrostatic pressure which is known to be a less severe loading than the 

unbalanced state consisting of water on one side only.  

Table 2 Moduli of Elasticity for studs in 
Breakaway Wall 

MPa E OSU 
E 

deflection E strain
S7 -------------- 9593 ----------
S48 13660 11838 16765
S16 17463 15668 16645
S9 11999 11466 11063
S49 15348 13383 17177
S12 -------------   
P1 6486 ------------- ----------
P2 7491 10825 11032
P3 7155 ------------- ----------
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After the wave channel tests, the wall was disassembled and the constituent 

components tested at Hodges Wood Products Lab of the Department of Wood and Paper 

Science at North Carolina State University.  The remaining materials’ modulus of elasticity 

parallel to grain were determined over a greater loading range using the attached strain 

gauges and 2-point beam loading. Testing one of the members as a beam was not possible 

and thus was tested in compression using the strain gauge and an LVDT attached across the 

sample length.  The samples were tested in the dry condition.   The parallel to grain moduli 

of elasticity for the studs labeled inFig. 4  are listed in Table 2. 

 

5 Analytical Models 
 

Two models were investigated based on an examination of the results of past 

research, a simple T-beam model similar to Yeh (1997) and a more sophisticated finite 

element model, henceforth referred to as the FE model, consisting of an assemblage of beam, 

plate, and nonlinear springs. The T-beam model is proposed to assist in the design of 

breakaway walls while the more advanced finite element model is proposed as a tool to 

investigate the behavior of wood wall systems and the applicability of using simpler models 

of wood wall systems.  

The T-beam model of the breakaway wall attempts to model a three dimensional 

structure and response in two dimensional space. The T-beam model transforms the 

sheathing stud assembly into a beam using the associated material properties and physical 

dimensions by the transformed area method into an effective moment of inertia. A potential 

improvement for breakaway walls as presented in Yeh (1997) is the addition of nonlinear 

translational support springs to the model and the use of the effective width.   
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The additional springs adds nonlinearity and history dependence not present in the 

previous examination.  An immediate consequence is the coupling of the response and failure 

mechanism.  The simpler T-beam is incapable of a proven failure mode wherein the support 

connection fails and pivots about the other support at  which point the load to the 

surrounding structure drastically reduces.  In contrast with the nonlinear history dependent T-

beam, the simpler model requires calculation of the linear elastic response and then a check 

to see if this computed reaction exceeds the calculated capacity of the wall regardless of the 

load history.  The use of an effective width recognizes that the connection between stud and 

sheathing is not rigid and is suggested as a means to improve the prediction of the stresses 

and displacements.  

An advantage of this dimensional condensation is the reduction in time required to 

calculate the wall response.  This simplicity may allow for more complex loading if shown to 

Table 3 T-beam model parameters 

 Stud Plywood Transformed
E (MPa) 17462 11169 17462 
b (mm) 37 610    37 / 390  
beff(m) 37 366 37 /  234 
t (mm) 87 13 100 
c (mm) ------------ ----------- 74 
I (mm^4) ------------ ----------- 7.07e6 
Fmax (kN) -------------  5.84 
Fy (kN) ------------- ------------- 3.06 
 

   
t plywood 

b

c 

beff

t stud 

 

Fig. 6 T-beam schematic 
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be sufficiently accurate. Generated response quantities include failure modes, stresses, 

reactions, and deflections. The parameters for the T-beam model shown in Fig. 6 are 

provided in Table 3.  The nonlinear supports are modeled with the zero length springs 

described in the following section.  

The FE model was developed using Ansys (Swanson Analysis Systems, 2004), a 

commercial finite element package.  This same assemblage of elements has been described 

for use as a shear wall in Collins et al. (2005) and demonstrates the flexibility in developing 

generalized models capable of analyzing multiple types of problems within comprehensive 

finite element software rather than a suite of specialized software for analyzing specific load 

conditions and structures.  The model used elastic shell elements for the plywood and 

framing and nonlinear, non-conservative spring elements for the nails.  The shell elements 

shown in Fig. 7 are standard four-node 3D quadrilateral elastic shell elements.  Three 

nonlinear non-conservative zero length springs were used to represent every nail: one for 

each principal direction of a mutually orthogonal system.  Two of the springs function as 

shear connections for the parallel and perpendicular to grain directions of the connected 

material while the remaining spring is used to model bearing and withdrawal behavior.  

5.1 CONNECTION MODEL 
 

The general equations governing the model behavior of shear connections are given 

by: 
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where j and k=curve numbers; u=generalized deformation with sign(u)=1 if u>0,-1 

otherwise; j and k = exponents governing the shape of the function; min
ks =minimum 

allowable slope for backbone curves;  /
maxu  = failure deformation in the 1st or 3rd quadrant; 

am,j = parameters calculated from curve boundary conditions for each cycle m=1,2,3 and 

j=2,3,..7; i=cycle number defined as load reversal to load reversal; andk= degradation rate 

coefficients. The element forces are )(uFj  = force when not loading on backbone curves; 

)(uFk = force when loading on backbone curves; max
,ikF = maximum degraded capacity on 

backbone curve of the element at i-th cycle; and R
iF = force at the load reversal of the i-th 

cycle.   Eq. (1) describes the capacity curves for the first and third quadrants.   

The backbone curve represents the maximum load the element may attain for a given 

load history.  Of note is the lack of degradation with the linear portion of the backbone.  Eq. 

(2) represents the behavior for the element when unloading and loading when not on the 

backbone curves.  Eq. (3) calculates the maximum degraded capacity using a recursive 

scheme dependent on the previous load reversal levels.  The breakpoint, defined by a 

negative slope, is modeled by selecting a maximum displacement (u-
max and u+

max) after 

which the response is linear under increasing displacement with a negative slope. The 

 

Fig. 7 Finite Element Schematic 
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hysteresis curves are identified in Fig. 8 with the exception of the curve 6 (negative of curve 

7) a reloading curve in the negative quadrant and the negative slopes after the breakpoint.  

The curves may be asymmetric or symmetric. For this particular study, the behavior was 

selected to be symmetric.  

The use of three uncoupled springs to represent the shear and withdrawal 

underestimates the degradation as the behavior in the orthogonal directions are uncoupled 

from one another.  Several researchers have dealt with this issue in a variety of methods.  

The central concept in compensating for the uncoupling is noting that the element response is 

a function of its geometric position for a specific loading.  Judd and Fonseca (2005) used this 

approach by first analyzing a diaphragm under a given loading for an elastic response, 

recording the resulting displacement trajectory and then modifying the uncoupled springs’ 

orientation within the finite element model.  This approach is predicated on the assumption 

that the displacement and thus degradation in the perpendicular direction to the new 

orientation is minimal.  In most cases this assumption is well justified.   

As Judd and Fonseca (2005) note the resultant displacement trajectory of nailed 

connections for a given loading is narrowly defined along a line rather than a circular orbit 

thus indicating that the off-axis loading and response is minimal.  Folz and Filiatrault (2000) 

evaluated shear walls with a single element for each connection and then compared and 
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resolved iteratively the energy difference by adjusting the two element connector spacing for 

the same model.  In the particular case of breakaway walls and the nature of the loading any 

additional compensation is hypothesized to be unnecessary. The mass of the shell elements 

were determined from material densities and thickness of the sheathing.  The additional mass 

of the nails was uniformly distributed across the shell elements rather than include point 

masses at nail locations in order to minimize the number of elements.  The use and 

assemblage of the selected elements have been used by numerous researchers for in-plane 

loading using both commercial and specialized structural analysis software including among 

others White and Dolan(1996), Judd and Fonseca (2004), and the authors own previous work 

Collins et al (2005).  

 

5.1.1 Connection Properties 
 

Connection tests conducted as part of this study and other projects were used to 

estimate the nonlinear monotonic spring properties of the nails. For the sole plate to stud 

connection, the capacities for the Douglas fir (DF) connections were estimated from 

monotonic load history data presented in Yeh (1997) for a southern yellow pine-spruce pine 

fir (SYP-SPF) connection and then modified for the specific conditions of the test.  The 

conversion multiplied the monotonic SYP-SPF values by the ratio of the ultimate capacities 

of the SYP-SPF and DF connections as provided in Yeh (1997). Multiplying by the ratio of 

0.8 adjusted the monotonic curves for a wet condition since the wall was located in the water 

for an extended period of time. This ratio of wet to dry was experimentally determined for 

the case of SYP-SPF connections.  The monotonic load curve was then adjusted for the 

connection geometry and the rate of loading.  The end nailed connection adjustment of 0.67 

was taken from the National Design Specification (2001).  The loading rate adjustment of 1.2 

was taken from experiments conducted at Hodges Wood Products Laboratory for shear 

connections loaded parallel to grain.  The experiments compared the load response of nailed 

connection tests at pseudo-static rates and representative wave loading rates. Twenty one 

points from the sample mean response curve for each of the respective loading rate were 
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selected and the sample mean ratio of 1.2 was calculated. The ratio varied over the recorded 

displacements.  The resulting connection parameter (
max
,ikF

)for the backbone curve properties 

after all the adjustments is shown in Table 3.  The yield load is calculated from the 

parameters max
,ikF  and 1 in equation 1 and the tangent at the point of 1/10 the initial slope on 

the backbone curve.  The rest of the curve properties were estimated from connection tests 

conducted in other studies (Paevere 2002) and the specific end nailed connection geometry.  

5.2 Wave Selection 
 

Eight of the nine wave trains identified in  were used for this study.  Run k1-98 was 

unused primarily because of the difficulty and uncertainty in ascertaining the modeling error 

for this loading function. Run k1-98 also produced significant differences in the wave heights 

across the face of the wall as recorded by the wave gauges.  This asymmetry suggests that in 

this case more information such as provided by pressure taps would be needed to accurately 

reproduce the loading to the analytical model.  Fortunately, the magnitude and duration of 

this loading series was small relative to the other wave trains and thus the expected impact on 

the wall behavior was believed to be negligible.  Additionally for this wave train the 

calculated linear wavelength produced from the primary wave period is not in agreement 

with the calculation provided in Yeh (1997) or Tung et al (1999).  As such this data was 

discarded for use in this study except for its use as a time measure.   

6 Results 
 

The initial static analysis revealed that the first three wave trains, k1-92, k1-93, k1-94 

did not result in inelastic action for either the T-beam or the FE model.  Using these results, 

the first three waves were omitted from the dynamic analyses.  Since the top and bottom 

plate were over-connected to the nailer plate the failure load may be calculated on a per unit 

width for each stud.  The controlling per unit width capacity may be obtained by dividing the 

connection capacity, 5.84 kN, by the tributary width of 609mm to arrive at a per unit width 

load of 9.6 kN/m.  The experimental wall failed in the stud to sole plate connection at a sill 
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plate reaction of 23.3 kN for a unit reaction of 7.66kN/m.  Comparing these results with the 

predicted ultimate strength values indicate that the wall should not have failed.   

The nonlinear degrading T-beam model’s displacement and strain responses for the 

last wave train, k1-100 are shown in Fig. 9.  The T-beam results are shown with the dashed 

lines. The strains are shown in the lower half of the figure while the upper half plots the 

centroidal displacement.  As shown, curve 2 plots the strain response for the previously 

described T-beam model.  Result 3 in the figure plots the effect of both the reduced modulus 

and the beff while result 4 in the figure plots the resulting response from the flange width 

reduction.  
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Fig. 9 Failure Loading Strain and Displacement Response for T-beam vs Experiment  

1 = Strain Gauge 3 (see Figure 4)           
2=Midspan Strain of T-beam,                
3= Midspan Strain of T-beam E=10000MPa,               
4= Midspan Strain of T-beam stud E=17462MPa,               
5=Displacement Transducer (see Figure 4),              
6= Midspan Transverse Displacement of T-beam stud E=10000MPa,           
7= Midspan Transverse Displacement of T-beam stud E=17462MPa) 
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 Even when including the effective width the model does a poor job of predicting 

either the strain or displacement response. The maximum predicted displacement response is 

just over 18 mm while the test displacement was more than 130 mm at failure and more than 

55mm prior to failure.  Clearly part of the reason for this inaccuracy is the wall is a three 

dimensional assemblage all of which contribute to the deflection or displacement at a point in 

the wall.  The support connection model predicts a per nail monotonic capacity of 2.32 kN 

remains suggesting that significant degradation has taken place.  In this case the reduction 

from three dimensional space to two dimensional space is shown to be a poor modeling 

choice for predicting the failure load and wall behavior.   

The power in the simplicity of the T-beam model is shown through an investigation 

of the support connection parameter. The three parameters varied include the applied 

loading, modulus of elasticity, and the monotonic ultimate strength term of equation 1 with 

all the other parameters held constant.  The T-beam analyzed with the entire load history 

indicated no nonlinear behavior prior to the last wave train, k1-100, and thus for the purposes 

of this investigation only the loading from k1-100 was applied to the different T-beam 

models.   

Fig. 10 plots the force displacement responses from iterations on the ultimate strength 

for the support connection on a per nail basis. The sample mean response (Fmax=2.92) 

indicates some nonlinearity in the sole plate to stud connection.  The next analysis reduced 
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Fig. 10 Individual Nail Response of the Sole Plate Connection for T-beam model 
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the initial connection capacity nine percent and is shown by the Fmax=2.67 curve.  This 

predicted response displays significant nonlinearity although some residual capacity remains.  

The chart on the right of the figure plots the responses for an eleven percent load increase 

using the sample mean value for the connection parameter.  The plots shows the result of a 

using a degrading and a non-degrading model.  The degrading model predicts failure while 

the non-degrading connection model does not.   

These results show that an approximately ten percent variation either in an increase in 

the applied load or a decrease in the initial connection capacity results in wall failure.  The 

nine percent reduction in the initial load capacity of the connection results in a predicted 

support displacement of 62mm, an increase of 700 % while the application of eleven percent 

more load predicts a complete loss of capacity.  In Fig. 9 this is clearly indicated as the 

displacement rapidly increases without bound around 917.6 seconds.  This unboundedness is 

a result of not only failure but also a lack of redundancy in the model.  This ten percent 

variation is within the expected variation in loading and estimated connection capacities.  

Finally, the use of a non-degrading connection model is shown to be a poor modeling 

choice even when coupled with a realistic softening loading curve. This connection model 

did not indicate failure as there is an additional 14 % of load capacity remaining even under 

the additional pressure.  This contrast in response between the degrading and nondegrading 

connections, especially in view of the experimental result, demonstrate that accurately 

characterizing the connection behavior is of paramount importance in predicting failure.    

Not surprisingly the T-beam model is unable to predict either the midspan 

displacement or strains. To further extend the previous work, an analysis was conducted with 

a reduced modulus of elasticity for the stud as well as the reduced flange width (beff) as 

suggested in Yeh (1997and the results are compared in Fig. 9.   

Even when an additional eleven percent increase in load is applied, the reduced 

stiffness T-beam model is unable to sufficiently predict the magnitude of the strains or 

displacements for the experiment. With the decrease in model stiffness, there is the expected 

increase in the stud strain but little increase in the midspan displacement compared with the 
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experiment. Clearly part of the reason for this inaccuracy is the wall is a three dimensional 

assemblage all of which contribute to the deflection or displacement at a point in the wall.  In 

this case the reduction from three dimensional space to two dimensional space is shown to be 

a poor modeling choice for predicting the failure load and behavior.   

In contrast, the FE model is capable of modeling the entire assemblage and its 

respective contributions to the response at a point.  In examining the predicted response for 

the dynamic and static analyses, an interesting consequence arose.  The difference in the 

response depended on the sole plate connection properties.  If the connection model included 

realistic limits on the capacity or ductility then the dynamic response and resulting reactions 

imposed to the surrounding structure is significant near failure. In general however, the use 

of a static analysis for this ensemble of wave loadings is appropriate and is a less significant 

error than not modeling the load history with an appropriate nonlinearity.   

The result of the change in the connection model may be seen in Fig. 11 which 

depicts the sole plate reactions at failure for the applied series of wave trains.  Only the sole 

plate reactions for two of the waves are shown for clarity.  In the figure there is a spike in the 

reaction corresponding to the failure of one or more of the stud to sole plate connections. The 

FE model with realistic limits on ductility of the connection models predicts the spike in the 
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Fig. 11 Top Plate and Sole Plate reactions 
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reaction a wave late but predicts the spike in the response nonetheless.  The FE model 

without a ductility limit identified as “Model 2” shown by the light grey circles does not 

predict this spike in the reaction nor did the static analysis regardless of the connection 

model.  The FE model over predicts the magnitude of the increase. The source of the error is 

unknown but likely includes the lack of a fluid structure interaction in the loading model, 

deficiencies in the connection model, and/or damping model. Given the uncertainty in the 

actual connection strength, Fig. 11 indicates that the FE model is able to predict the increase 

in the reaction at failure; a feature not seen in the T-beam model.  The figure also illustrates 

that the connection model influences the predicted load to the surrounding structure.  

The double peak in the reactions and displacements shown in Fig. 2 and missing in 

the model’s responses are believed to be a result of the simplifications made in the analytical 

load representation.  Examining the figure reveals that the maximum reaction precedes and 

succeeds the maximum recorded wave height.  The analytical pressures directly correlate 

with the wave height thus yield a maximum applied load at the peak wave height assuming 
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Fig. 12 Stud Millistrain vs Time (m=model, e=experiment) 
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only a marginal dynamic influence.  

One of the advantages of expanding the dimensionality of the analytical model is the 

ability to examine the load transfer across the structure. As shown in Fig. 12 studs s9 and s16 

are equally strained as they share the load for the wave peak centered at time 902 seconds. 

The next wave causes a sole plate connection failure at stud s16 (visually observed) which 

creates a rigid body rotation about the upper support releasing the strain in the stud as shown 

by the sudden drop in the plot.  At the point of the strain release in s16 there is an increase in 

s9 as the structure tries to redistribute the wave loading. The failure load is interesting in that 

the wave height and thus presumably the load was less than the previous wave.   

The FE model captures this load shift although a wave after the experimental result.  

The resulting strain magnitudes are over predicted at the onset of the load transfer. As the 

connection displacements were only visually monitored demonstrating the predictive ability 

of the FE model must be inferred through matching the strains and wall’s centroidal 

displacement concurrently. As shown in Fig. 13 the FE model is able to capture both of these 

criteria well albeit a wave late. In this three dimensional figure the marked increase in the 
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Fig. 13  Midspan Strains and Displacements vs Time 
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displacement coinciding with the sudden drop in the midspan strain indicates the rigid body 

motion of stud s16 after the sole plate connection failure at this stud. 

The FE model’s ability to capture the load shift across the wall stands in stark 

contrast to the simple T-beam model, while capable of some nonlinearity, is fundamentally 

unable to redistribute the loads since it is a simple span structure. 

6.1 Additional Response Investigation 
 

The FE model easily provides more information on the response of the constituent 

elements of the structure than can reasonably be monitored in an experiment.  An example is 

shown Fig. 14 demonstrating the gradual load shift among the sole plate connections.  The 

figure shows that the connection denoted as 1100 (stud s16) carries the most load although 

by the end of the time period the load is more equally distributed across the face of the wall.  

The vertical projections of the amplitudes for each connection are shown on the back of the 

figure.  The maximum load per nail for this phase of testing is 1.5 kN which is well below 

the monotonic maximum but equal to the yield point in the connection model.  Only 

connection 1100 as shown Fig.  14 attained this load level and thus experienced strength and 

stiffness degradation.  The other connections continue to load and unload elastically as they 

haven’t exceeded the yield level triggering the hysteretic response.  The corresponding studs 

for each of the connections are labeled in the figure. 
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Fig. 14 Nail Hysteresis for the Time Period 360 to 870 seconds 
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As connection 1100’s capacity and stiffness is diminished, the load is redistributed to 

the stiffer sole plate connections. This transfer is seen in Fig. 15.  Of note is the magnitude of 

the scale on the vertical axis relative to the maximum monotonic load for the nailed 

connection of 2.9 kN.  As shown, the loads for each of the nailed connections are less than 

the monotonic maximum.  As the final wave train loads the wall, connection 1100 has 

transitioned from the largest load carrier to carrying less than half of the load of the other 

connections. The reason for this transition is the degradation in the connection which 

eventually leads to a total loss of capacity and unrestrained displacement.  The model 

accurately predicted the failure mode: a rigid body motion of the stud with a failure in the 

stud to bottom plate joint as shown in Fig. 16.  The small amount of residual capacity shown 

in connection 1100 is a result of a small stiffness included for numerical stability.  

 As an example of the model’s usefulness, it will be used to investigate the 

design requirements necessary for a breakaway wall. Fig. 15 illustrates a limitation imposed 

by the reliance on simple connection models which utilize only a single parameter of the 

connection response.  In the figure the connection peak loads fall well short of the monotonic 

maximum load even though the model prediction and experiment show the wall failure at the 

sole plate connection.  The reason for the failure is the prior load history degrading the 

connection’s strength and stiffness.   If the breakaway wall is solely intended for use as a 
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Fig. 15 Nail Hysteresis for the Time Period 360 to 930 seconds 
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control mechanism preventing excessive loads from transferring to the superstructure then 

the effect of neglecting the load history will likely be minimal.  As shown, the most likely 

result is a failure that occurs prior to the designer’s intent and thus resulting in higher life 

cycle cost.  The spike in the reaction shown in Fig. 11 only occurred in the model when an 

accurate connection model was loaded with the entire load history.  If the breakaway wall is 

truly intended to resist a specified loading or load regime then the load history and specific 

connection behavior must be considered.   The T-beam results in Fig. 9 also support this 

point as the degrading connection model predicted failure for the overloaded case while the 

nondegrading connection did not.  

7 Conclusions 

The nonlinear wall model with elastic members and nonlinear, non-conservative 

connections simulates the behavior of a light-frame stud wall loaded by a cyclic pressure 

well.  The FE model accurately captures the failure mode, deformations, strains, and reaction 

forces.  The provided model can reasonably approximate not only the reactions to the 

surrounding structure but also assess the level of damage to the wall itself and perhaps aid in 

calculating life cycle costs of coastal structures.  The simple T-beam model while not able to 

accurately capture the behavior of the wall here may assist in the assessments of the amount 

of nonlinear action and the impacts of variation in parameters of the design.  Analysis of wall 
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Fig. 16 Stud to Sole Plate separation 
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responses to other types of waves (such as broken and breaking waves) using the FE model 

discussed above can be conducted providing that a correct loading function is known.  In 

order to analyze breakaway walls for other wave types more research is needed to quantify 

time and spatial distribution of a pressure exerted by breaking and broken waves on a non-

rigid wall.  
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Notation 
 
The following symbols are used in this paper: 

jma ,
 = Parameters calculated from curve boundary conditions for each cycle 

b = Width of T-beam model 

beff = Effective width of T-beam 

c = Neutral axis calculated 

d = Depth of water at still water level 

E = Modulus of Elasticity 

R
iF  = Force at the load reversal of the i-th cycle; 

)(uFj  = Generalized force in the element on jth curve j=2,3,..7; 

)(uFk  = Generalized force in the element when loading follows backbone function; 

max
,ikF

 = Maximum degraded capacity of the element at i-th cycle for the backbone; 

Fmax = Maximum capacble monotonic force 

Fy = Yield force 
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I = Moment of Inertia 

ho = Wave setup 

H = Height of wave 

L = Wave length 

m = Parameter index 1,2,3 

P1 = Pressure from standing wave 

min
ks  = Minimum slope allowed on backbone curve; 

SWL = Still water level 

t = Thickness of T-beam elements 

T = Period of Waves 

tplywood = Flange thickness of T-beam model 

tstud = Web thickness of T-beam model 

u = Element deformation; 

 /
maxu  = Breakpoint deformation in quadrant 1 and 3;  

w = Unit weight of water 

j
 = Exponent governing shape of force displacement function; 

k  = Exponent governing shape of backbone function; 

k  = Degradation rate coefficients; 

 

Subscripts 

i = cycle number; 

j,k = curve numbers  j=2,3,..7; k=1,8 
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Overview and Description of Lateral Force
Distribution Methods
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Tributary Area Method
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Table 3 ‘‘Error’’for Different Lateral Load Distribution Methods
Compared to Finite Element Model Calculation 

Percent Error Compared to FEA
Method

Method W1 W2 W3 W4
Tributary area 230 62 -49 -6
Relative stiff  -41 10  -7 11
Relative stiff incl. torsion  8 70  -12 -53
Simple beam 126 61 -21 -35
Continuous beam  6 85 -10 -54
Rigid beam on inelastic springs  42 28  36 -102
Plate E=(11300MPa) -16   -22  17  -13
Plate E=(1103MPa)   8 -2   7 -16
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Three-Dimensional Model of Light Frame Wood Buildings.
I: Model Description

M. Collins1; B. Kasal, A.M.ASCE2; P. Paevere, A.M.ASCE3; and G. C. Foliente, A.M.ASCE4

Abstract: In this paper, a nonlinear three-dimensional finite element �FE� model of light frame buildings capable of static and dynamic
analysis is presented. The model can accommodate various material and structural configurations, including multilevel structures. A
customizable commercial general purpose FE code is used in the analytical investigation of the model formulation. The model as
presented is capable of predicting the hierarchical response of the structure from the global, such as the maximum displacement, down to
the individual demand placed on substructures such as a nailed joint connection. This capability is provided by replacing individual
substructure responses, e.g., in-plane responses of shear walls, with energetically equivalent and more computationally efficient nonlinear
springs. The predictive ability of the model is experimentally validated, in Part II, based on global and local response comparisons,
considering measures of energy dissipation, displacement, and load. Validated, this model provides the analyst a powerful tool to
investigate various aspects of light frame building behavior under static and dynamic loading.

DOI: 10.1061/�ASCE�0733-9445�2005�131:4�676�

CE Database subject headings: Three-dimensional models; Framed structures; Building frames; Finite elements; Hysteretic systems;
Nonlinear analysis.

Introduction

A light frame building�s� �LFB� consists of many elements
forming diaphragm subassemblies vertically, horizontally, and
diagonally positioned connected to create highly redundant
structures. Under severe loads, such as those seen in seismic
events, the simple joints comprising a subassembly and the con-
nections between them, intercomponent connections, behave in an
inelastic fashion. The hysteretic response of simple joints is often
symmetric while the subassembly’s response is often asymmetric.
In both cases, the hysteresis is often characterized by stiffness and
strength degradation and pinching �Foliente 1995�. Pinching re-
fers to the shape of the hysteresis loops that are thinner or
“pinched” near the center than at the end of the loops. Pinching is
characterized by a loss of stiffness during which only the dowel,
surrounded by a cavity formed by the crushing of the surrounding
medium during previous loading, provides the shear resistance.
These characteristics are also strongly reflected in the response of

whole LFB systems �Phillips 1990; Fischer et al. 2001; Paevere et
al. 2003�.
Although light-frame wood buildings constitute a large

percentage of residential buildings in North America, Australia,
and New Zealand, and a small but growing percentage of houses
in Japan, there have been only a limited number of analytical
models that can be used for analyses under severe loads. Given
the level of nonlinearity, structural redundancy, and load history
dependence, simplifications must be made when modeling and
analyzing LFB. The selected simplifications depend on many
issues including the intended use and available computational
tools �Foliente 1997�. The designer typically requires a simple
and efficient yet reasonably accurate tool �e.g., capability to
reliably estimate the in-plane demand for shear walls given a
unidirectional loading�, while the analyst often requires a more
sophisticated and accurate tool �e.g., capable of capturing three-
dimensional �3D� response under multidirectional loading�.
Unfortunately, most tools currently available to model and

analyze light frame wood buildings meet the requirements of
neither the designer nor the analyst. A study of available tools for
the prediction of the seismic response of a two-story test house
revealed that commercially available software did not have
the required hysteretic elements to appropriately estimate the
nonlinear response of the test building. The available research
tools required a complicated process to use and did not provide
detailed response data �Folz et al. 2001�. Even when the global
response parameters �e.g., maximum displacement� in the Folz et
al. benchmarking exercise �2001� were closely matched by the
predictions from two of the research tools in the study, the
research tools did not have the capability to provide detailed
information about internal forces and load distribution of the
house’s constituent elements.
This paper presents a detailed 3D model of LFB, based on

the finite element �FE� method, capable of prediction of not only
peak global response parameters �e.g., peak load�, but also the
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responses for individual components of the model. This model
provides the analyst with a tool to investigate various aspects of
LFB behavior under both static and dynamic loading. In addition,
this model provides a method to verify the features and capability
of relatively simpler models of LFB �e.g., design models� under a
range of loading scenarios. The presentation provided here is
meant to form a general framework for modeling LFB with the
use of readily available commercial code with added customized
hysteretic elements as necessary.

Review of Previous Work

Work done in modeling wood framed structures has primarily
focused on individual subassemblies and joints. The behavior of
these subassemblies is an important factor in understanding the
overall behavior of the entire building but it is generally not suf-
ficient. The diaphragms and the intercomponent connections
strongly influence the response and performance of a LFB. Much
of the previous research has focused on the analysis and testing of
these diaphragms, especially shear walls. Shear walls are highly
nonlinear hysteretic systems and their behavior is dominated by
the sheathing to framing connector. The investigations have
traditionally focused on only the planar response of the shear wall
and thus the majority of the analytical tools have been two
dimensional. Only a few models have been developed that
include the 3D behavior of the wood-framed constructions and
their constituent components. Building models have been
presented for use in static and dynamic analyses which, when
compared with a few select cases have shown reasonable results.
Chehab �1982� performed a linear seismic analysis of a typical

residential structure. In his report he identified the importance
of intercomponent connections and illustrated the relationship be-
tween nonsymmetrical arrangements of shear walls and torsional
failures. Gupta and Kuo �1987� presented a linear building model
with shear wall elements to analyze Tuomi and McCutcheon’s
�1974� experiment. The analysis used nine degree�s� of freedom
�DOF�-five of which were horizontal displacements, two uplift
displacements, and two as uplift in the studs. Yoon �1991� ex-
tended the work of Kuo and Gupta to include nonlinear behavior
using a step-by-step iterative scheme and reanalyzed the work of
Tuomi and McCutcheon �1974�. Good agreement with McCutch-
eon’s results was reported.
Schmidt and Moody �1989� developed a simple 3D model

using rigid ceiling diaphragms and nonlinear shear walls that uti-
lized an exponential function for the connection monotonic load–
slip relationship. The model achieved reasonable agreements with
the results of Tuomi and McCutcheon �1974� and Boughton and
Reardon �1984�. Hysteretic behavior was not modeled or investi-
gated.
Ge �1991� used nonlinear diagonal springs in a 3D truss model

to replace the shear behavior of diaphragm elements for light
frame building subjected to static or pseudostatic lateral loads.
The model was verified with the results of Tuomi and McCutch-
eon �1974�, Boughton and Reardon �1984�, and Reardon and
Boughton �1985�. Good agreement with the results of symmetri-
cally loaded structures was reported while agreement with the
results of the asymmetrically loaded structures was not as favor-
able.
Tarabia and Itani �1997� created a 3D model of light framed

structures that utilized intercomponent connections and hysteretic
elements. The hysteretic element was based on Kivell’s et al.
�1981� element with some modifications. The model engages a

lumping technique that evaluates lines of fasteners to produce an
equivalent element. The intercomponent connections consisted
of two uncoupled springs with three values of stiffness for the
three principal directions. The model is capable of dynamic analy-
sis using lumped masses with master degrees of freedom. The
investigation used dynamic shear wall tests for validation of its
dynamic capability. The group used the house tested by Phillips
�1990� to validate the model’s ability to capture 3D behavior.
He et al. �2001� developed a 3D model using the FE technique

with plate, beam, and nonlinear nail connections. They utilized
second order terms for both the plate and beam elements in order
to capture the second order P-delta effect. The nail element is
based on work by Foschi �2000�. The element is based on the
elastoplastic behavior of the nail and its interaction with a non-
linear medium such as wood. The basic unit in this model is a
combined panel or plate, frame, and nail element. The work was
verified with an essentially two-dimensional structure and reason-
able results were obtained. A simple virtual 3D structure was
investigated and the effect of an opening in a shear wall was
reported. Foschi �1995� also developed a diaphragm analysis
program to examine wooden housing subjected to wind loads.
Ceccotti et al. �2000� performed a seismic analysis of a

multistory building using a 3D finite element model. The model
used semirigid joints in frames to capture the hysteretic behavior
seen in timber structures. The phenomenological pinching hyster-
etic model is piecewise linear with a degrading backbone curve
capable of negative slopes. The phenomenological nature of the
model requires that parameters be extracted from test data of
representative connections.
Folz and Filiatrault �2001� used a model of a rigid diaphragm

attached to nonlinear springs to represent a light frame structure
subjected to lateral loads. The shear walls were represented by
nonlinear hysteretic springs with a smooth backbone curve and
piecewise linear behavior elsewhere. A dynamic analysis was
conducted and compared to the results from the tests conducted as
part of Consortium of Universities for Research in Earthquake
Engineering �CUREE�–Caltech Woodframe project.
Paevere �2002� used a similar approach, modeling a single

story house as a rigid frame diaphragm, connected to nonlinear
hysteretic springs �to represent the walls� with pinching, and
strength and stiffness degradation capability. The model response
was then compared to the results of static-cyclic full-scale tests
conducted by Paevere et al. �2003�. These tests are also used as
the basis of the model validation presented herein, and are out-
lined briefly later in this paper. Wang et al. �2001� also modeled
the same house, using a frame model with hysteretic springs at
the joints.
As part of the CUREE–Caltech project, Mosalam �2002� cre-

ated a three-story model of light frame construction using
SAP2000 �Computers and Structures 2003�. The model consisted
of shell and beam elements. The shell element properties were
calculated using a T-beam with slip analogy, with the stiffness
calculated as outlined by Möhler �1954�.
As mentioned earlier Folz et al. �2001� organized a bench-

marking study wherein “blind” predictions of the dynamic
response of a simple two-story house were undertaken. Five
teams submitted predictions using various approaches from single
DOF to fully 3D nonlinear FE models to predict the response. The
most accurate prediction was provided by Ceccotti, Follesa, and
Karacabeyli with the model described above �Ceccotti et al.
2000�.
Kasal et al. �1994� used linear superelements for the roof and

floor diaphragms. Quasisuperelements were used to capture
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the nonlinear behavior of shear walls. The quasisuperelements
consisted of a truss element and a nonlinear spring. Kasal also
used nonlinear springs for intercomponent connections.
A 3D FE model based on work by Kasal et al. �1994� is pre-

sented and then validated �in the accompanying paper� with the
results of an experiment designed specifically to validate this FE
model using the aforementioned global response criteria and en-
ergy dissipation. Energy dissipation has frequently been used in
the extraction of parameters describing the hysteretic elements for
the models described above, however has rarely been examined in
the validation of a model’s response.

Whole Building Model

Finite Element Model–Element Description

The LFB model presented here is the result of several important
considerations of the characteristics of typical United States
residential buildings. The considerations included the nonlinear
nonconservative nature of wooden connections, a reasonable
model size, the ability to analyze individual substructures, and
capturing the full 3D response. A FE model was developed ful-
filling these considerations. Shells, beams, and springs are used in
formulation of the LFB model and are described in the following
sections. The model described herein is a general pattern for the
modeling of LFB given the component properties of the LFB. In
order to verify the model generation and associated assumptions,
a model was generated with the properties of the components for
the experimental structure described in the accompanying paper.

Shell Elements
The shell elements were linear elastic with orthotropic or isotro-
pic material properties with four nodes and six DOF per node.
The shells may be specified with a constant or linearly varying
thickness. Two subsets of shell elements were used. One type
includes only bending stiffness �plate stiffness� while the other
shell type includes bending, membrane, and shear stiffness. The
shell elements are capable of handling edge and face pressures as
well as nodal and inertial loads. The mass of the element is speci-
fied as a mass per unit of area for a given thickness. The mass of
the nails is included here by evenly distributing the total mass of
the nails. More details of the element can be found in the ANSYS
theory manual �Swanson Analysis Systems 2000� and in standard
references such as Cook et al. �1989�.

Beam Elements
The beam elements are 3D with six DOF per node and two nodes
per element. The DOF are translations and rotations about mutu-
ally perpendicular axes. The mass is given as mass per unit
length. The beams and shells are capable of large deflection
analysis.

Spring Elements
Springs are the last class of elements used in the model. Two
types of hysteresis are used for the nonlinear springs. Both spring
types have either a finite or zero length depending on the number
of DOF. The first type is the standard nonlinear spring included
in ANSYS suite of elements �Swanson Analysis Systems 2000�.
The element has the following characteristics: nonlinear with
piecewise linear segments, asymmetric or symmetric behavior,
rotational or translational spring, large deflection capability, and
nodal loads may be either forces or displacements.

The other type of hysteretic spring is a customized element
incorporated into the ANSYS FE package �Swanson Analysis
Systems 2000� by the authors. The element, based on a phenom-
enological model presented by Dolan �1989� and Kasal and Xu
�1997�, exhibits key features of the hysteretic response of wooden
structures and connections such as history dependence, energy
dissipation, strength and stiffness degradation, and pinching. The
general equations governing the behavior are given by

Fk�u� = sign�u�Fk,i
max�1 − e�ksign�u�u� + Sk

minu

u� umax
+ and − u� umax

− k = 1,8 �1�

Fj�u� = a1,j + a2,ju + a3,je�ju j = 2,3, . . . 7 �2�

Fk,i
max = Fk,i−1

max � Fk,i−1
max

Fk,i−1
max + �FiR − Fi−1R

2
��

�k
k = 1,8 �3�

where j and k�curve numbers; u�generalized deformation with
sign�u�=1 if u�0,−1 otherwise; � j and �k�exponents govern-
ing the shape of the function; Sk

min�minimum allowable slope for
backbone curves; umax

+/−�failure deformation in the first or third
quadrant; am,j�parameters calculated from curve boundary con-
ditions for each cycle m=1,2 ,3 and j=2,3 , . . .7; i�cycle num-
ber defined as load reversal to load reversal; and �k�degradation
rate coefficients. The element forces are Fj�u��force when not
loading on backbone curves; Fk�u��force when loading on back-
bone curves; Fk,i

max�maximum degraded capacity of the element at
ith cycle; and Fi

R�force at the load reversal of the ith cycle.
Eq. �1� describes the backbone or capacity curves for the first

and third quadrants. The backbone curve represents the maximum
load the element may attain for a given load history. Eq. �2�
represents the behavior for the element when unloading and load-
ing when not on the backbone curves. Eq. �3� calculates the maxi-
mum degraded capacity using a recursive scheme dependent on
the previous load reversal levels. The breakpoint, defined by a
rapid loss of capacity and negative slope, is modeled by selecting
a maximum displacement �umax

− and umax
+ � after which the response

is linear with a negative slope under increasing displacement. �
and � control the shape and degradation of the functions. Slope
and force continuity are maintained between functions through
the boundary conditions of the functions except for load reversals
where the slope continuity is released. Fig. 1 shows a typical
force–displacement �F−�� response with the corresponding

Fig. 1. Hysteresis model with identifying curve numbers
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curve numbers identified. In this abbreviated description of the
element model, the discussion of the boundary conditions as well
as the path rules have been omitted.
Since the hysteresis model was phenomenological, experi-

ments were needed to obtain the necessary parameters. The pa-
rameters were obtained with nonlinear regression techniques from
monotonic tests and a proposed International Standards Organi-
zation �ISO� standard �ISO 2000� cyclic test scheme for timber
joints. The ISO loading protocol was selected for the parameter
extraction because this loading scheme adequately represented the
demand placed on timber joints under seismic loading. A vector
of parameters was obtained which described each hysteretic loop.
The vectors of parameters were then weighted using factor
Weighti,k in Eq. �4� that was based on the relative amount of
dissipated energy to the total dissipated energy. The weighted
average given in Eq. �5� provides the elements, �k of the final
vector of parameters

Weighti,k =
area of the ith loop

total area enclosed by all loops
=
�
i
Fi�u�du

�
j=1

n �
j
Fj�u�du

�4�

�k =
�
i=1

n

�i,kWeighti,k

n
�5�

In Eqs. �4� and �5� n�number of hysteretic loops with i and j the
loop indices, Fi�functions governing the load–deformation paths
within loop i or j, �i,k�value of the kth parameter pertaining to
the loop i, and �k�value of kth parameter.

Finite Element Model–Element Use and Connectivity
The house model is geometrically equivalent to the structure
under investigation with the same length, width, and height �the
case here is described in the following section�. Realistic repre-
sentations offer important visual insights into the behavior of real
structures not available with one or two-dimensional models. The
method in which elements in a model are connected and the abil-
ity to correctly represent real structural elements are both crucial
in matching the behavior of a real structure. The following sec-
tions describe the FE mesh configuration, element usage to create
the different assemblages in the house, and the connections be-
tween the assemblages are made in the house model.

Building Mesh Configuration
Use of the FE method requires evaluation of the type of mesh and
mesh density. The mesh density selected was based on the nail
and stud spacing. Another consideration in selecting a meshing
algorithm is adaptability for handling discontinuities such as win-
dows and doors. This requirement is necessary to analyze sub-
structures and their influences within the house model. The result-
ing mesh, after consideration of these factors, is shown in Fig. 2.
The discretization for the global house model was based on the
stud spacing. The nail spacing was selected for another, more
detailed, component model �described later� used in conjunction
with the house model. The mesh on the framing was consistent

with the mesh in the sheathing. Any discontinuities at intersecting
walls are managed through the intercomponent wall-to-wall con-
nections.

Wall Assemblages
Shear walls were modeled using shell elements �sheathing�, beam
elements �framing�, and the customized hysteretic springs �diago-
nals�. The in-plane shear behavior of the walls is modeled almost
entirely by two diagonal hysteretic springs �see Fig. 3�. The hys-
teresis parameters for these springs were determined such that
they were energetically equivalent to experimental results or more
detailed FE models of individual walls �described later�. This
technique, often called submodeling, can be used to replace com-
plicated substructures thus reducing the complexity of the model
while maintaining the important F–� relation even when nonlin-
ear and history dependent �Kasal et al. 1994�. Shell and beam
elements provided the out-of-plane and axial resistance of the
wall assembly. Of note is the limitation imposed by this modeling
strategy that the in-plane and out-of-plane responses must be ef-
fectively decoupled.
The bending behavior of the sheathing is modeled using a

single layer of shell elements with the membrane stiffness re-
moved �plate behavior�. The single layer is kept regardless of the
number of layers of sheathing in the actual structure. The moment
of inertia is calculated using the parallel axis theorem with the
constituent materials converted into a single material. This sim-
plification does not account for slippage between the framing and
sheathing. Generally, the material model selected is orthotropic to

Fig. 2. Finite element model of experimental house �note: walls
consist of beam, shell, and diagonal spring elements�

Fig. 3. Composition of finite element wall model: �a� Beam
elements; �b� shell elements �plate stiffness only�; �c� hysteretic
springs; and �d� assembled wall
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account for possible geometric orthotropy. The sheathing ele-
ments for the shear walls offer no shear or axial resistance. The
axial resistance is provided by the beam elements representing the
studs. Unlike the sheathing elements �with plate stiffness only�,
the beam elements retain all their DOF thus representing actual
studs. The model shear walls can accommodate not only openings
for doorways and windows but also their framing.
Framing in the house model �including studs, sill and top

plates, and headers� were modeled with beam elements with three
DOF per node. The beam elements use the same nodes as the
sheathing elements except at geometrical intersections such as a
wall-to-wall connection or the wall to roof connection. At inter-
sections of the framing as in a stud-to-sill plate connection, the
beam element’s translational DOF were coupled to create a
pinned connection.
A limitation of using energy equivalency to “lump” the shear

resistance of the walls into two diagonal springs is the reduction
in the amount of detailed information �e.g., force distribution
around an opening� that can be captured about the wall. This
limitation can be overcome by transferring the results calculated
using the full house model, for the walls of interest, back onto an
isolated detailed wall model �described later�. The detailed model
can then be used to estimate the response at the individual nail
level. A second limitation is the need for the preservation of the
boundary conditions, from either a detailed model or experiment,
to the simplified model. This requirement arises because the F–�
relationship is affected by the boundary conditions of the wall.
The test house also had a large beam to support the main line

of trusses in the “garage” area. This beam extended from Wall 2
to 9 �see Figs. 4 and 5�. The general FE model was then modified
to match these structural details of the test house using beam
elements with appropriate geometric and material properties.

Roof and Floor Assemblages
The floor and roof substructures were modeled with shell
elements �shear and membrane stiffness included� to capture
diaphragm action. The floor and ceiling subsystem dimensions
were geometrically equivalent to the LFB under investigation.
The floor and ceiling diaphragms were then meshed so that the

exterior nodes match the geometric locations of the exterior nodes
on the wall’s boundaries. The shell elements in the roof were
coupled translationally at the ridge creating a pinned connection.
Since the responses of the roof and floor substructures were
expected to remain relatively linear compared with the shear wall
response, linear elastic shell elements were selected to model the
substructures to reduce number of DOF. However, hysteretic
behavior can be incorporated with plastic material models or dis-
crete hysteretic elements similar to the wall formulation depend-
ing on the level and type of hysteresis. The major challenge to
either of these approaches would be obtaining data from which to
estimate the requisite parameters. Modeling the floors and roofs
as a single layered shell requires determination of the transformed
thickness and respective moduli in converting the geometric
orthotropy into material orthotropy. As such, it is possible to se-
lect a thickness and then calculate the necessary moduli or select
a modulus and then calculate the appropriate thickness.
In the investigation presented in the companion paper, the

shear and bending stiffness of the roof and ceiling were unknown
resulting in unknown material properties for the transformed
material. However, comparisons between elastic test results and
analytical results indicated an insensitivity of the response from a
1 order of magnitude change in the material properties in the
model. The moduli values then were chosen based on the magni-
tudes of the component materials properties, in this case gypsum
and plywood sheathing. Again, the material was modeled as
orthotropic. In this study, the test house had the floor removed and
so the corresponding elements were removed in the FE model.

Intercomponent Connections
The only connections modeled other than the pinned conditions
of the framing-to-framing connections were the connections
between substructures within the house. These intercomponent
connections used the standard ANSYS nonlinear springs �Swan-
son Analysis Systems Inc. 2000�. In the general model, four types
of intercomponent connections are available: wall-to-wall,
ceiling-to-wall, floor-to-wall, and roof-to-wall. Locations where
the substructures intersect the nodes are double numbered, i.e.,
two nodes exist at the same geometric location. Zero or near zero
length, hysteretic springs connect these nodes.

Fig. 4. Plan view of test house with loading point locations for
destructive test �lengths in meters�

Fig. 5. Three-dimensional schematic of test house with load cell grid
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The connections have a spring representing the force displace-
ment relationship in each of the principal directions or rotations.
This approach allows for flexibility in modeling many different
behaviors, such as contact problems, which have significantly
asymmetric force–displacement relationships. Intercomponent
connection responses are directionally dependent and quite com-
plicated since load can be taken in several different mechanisms
such as shear, withdrawal, and bearing. Some mechanisms are
relatively easy to estimate, a connection loaded in withdrawal
for instance, while others such as rotations are not. Since the
load deformation curves are often asymmetric with significant
differences in stiffness, modeling the connections can cause
convergence difficulties.
Some disadvantages with this approach include the uncoupling

of the behavior of the connection in the principal directions and
the lack of available information for these connections. The un-
coupling of the connection behavior is unrealistic in connections
cyclically loaded along one of the principal directions until fail-
ure. In this case, the analytical model would reveal no loss of
capacity in an orthogonal direction even though the connection
failed. The lack of information for these connections arises in part
due to the complexity of the load carrying mechanisms thus often
necessitating experimental data rather than analytically generated
data. Ideally, a database of response information for types of
intercomponent connections would be available to obtain the nec-
essary information to model the load deformation behavior.
The specific configuration and data used in modeling and

analyzing the intercomponent connections in the test house are
provided in the following paragraphs. The wall-to-wall connec-
tions were generated using data from Groom �1992�. Groom’s
data were listed in a load per unit length format. Given there is
always a finite rotational capacity and stiffness at the intercom-
ponent connections additional rotational springs may be required.
An additional analysis was conducted with and with out rotational
springs incorporated �with properties from Groom �1992�� to
check the influence of this rotational stiffness. The difference was
found to be negligible.
In the test house the ceiling was not directly attached to the

walls except at the endwalls �Walls W1, W5, and W9 shown in
Fig. 4�. A wooden board attached to the endwall top plate
provided edge support for the gypsum ceiling �see Fig. 6�. An
asymmetric �F–�� curve with a steep slope in the direction of
bearing and a flatter slope in the shear direction was used for the
nonlinear springs input. The rest of the ceiling-to-wall elements
were removed to match the specific construction of the test house.
The floor-to-wall connections are modeled in the same fashion as

the ceiling-to-wall connections, however in this study, the floor-
to-wall elements were removed to match the construction of the
test house.
Currently the influence of the ceiling on the roof is not mod-

eled to keep the model reasonably simple even though in the test
house the ceiling diaphragm was created on the bottom chord of
the roof trusses. Many modeling options can be used to effec-
tively tie the two together if needed. One possibility is coupling
the DOF at the concurrent locations on the boundary of both
diaphragms.
The connections between the roof and walls in the test struc-

ture were proprietary truss clips �Pryda triple grips �Pryda Pty.
Ltd. 2000��. The clips were tested in shear parallel to the wall’s
top plate to obtain the F–� response. For the F–� response in
uplift and shear perpendicular to the wall plate, a bilinear curve
was assumed with a zero slope after the published capacity �Pryda
Pty. Ltd. 2000�. Since the joint was tested monotonically, the
unloading and hysteresis behavior is unknown at this time.
The resulting model for the structure investigated in Part II

�Collins et al. 2005� is shown in Fig. 2. The model is generated
using a series of scripts using the ANSYS Parametric Design
Language �Swanson Analysis Systems 2000� that access a data-
base of geometric and material properties for the building under
investigation. By doing so, the model generation is a matter of
hours if the hysteresis parameters of the walls are known. How-
ever, the authors would like to point out that the time required is
software dependent as each user interface is different. As an ex-
ample of the size of the model, the validation model in Part II
�Collins et al. 2005� had 14,000 DOF that included the load cell
and foundation modeling.

Detailed Wall Model

Model Description and Applications

The detailed wall model can be used to obtain parameters for the
simplified wall representation used in the 3D FE model of the
whole house �described above�, where the shear behavior is
lumped into diagonal hysteretic springs. The detailed wall model
can provide an estimate of wall behavior when specific experi-
mental data for a particular wall configuration is not available.
This model can also be used to convert wall loads calculated
using the full house model back into detailed responses down to
the individual nail level.
The detailed walls consist of nonlinear springs and shell ele-

ments with both bending and shear stiffness. The sheathing and
framing are modeled as shell elements and connected via hyster-
etic springs representing nailed connections. The nails are mod-
eled as three zero length springs—two of which are shear connec-
tors �customized hysteretic springs described earlier� with the
third spring used for nail withdrawal and contact �standard
ANSYS nonlinear spring�. The detailed wall model is geometri-
cally and materially equivalent to the wall being analyzed in con-
trast to the simplified wall model in the house model where the
sheathing is converted to an equivalent cross section of uniform
material. The sheathing sheet size and nail spacing �both field and
perimeter spacing� can be specified. The model has the drawback
that the deformation history of the nails is uncoupled.
The “substructuring” technique is used to simplify the walls in

the 3D FE model. This technique can be used to replace any
complicated substructure �i.e., roof or floor diaphragm� while
maintaining the important F–� relation even when nonlinear and

Fig. 6. Endwall connection detail
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history dependent. A limitation of this approach lies in the use of
boundary conditions, and what boundary conditions should be
applied in the detailed assemblage model. The basic principle of
this technique is that the in-house boundary conditions should be
simulated as accurately as possible in the detailed assemblage
model for the duration of the loading history. Emphasizing the
importance of this requirement were several studies that have
shown the effect of boundary conditions on isolated wall tests
�e.g., Dolan and Heine 1997�. Observed in this particular study
was an increased capacity �based on unit shear values� and duc-
tility with just the addition of a corner return, a small segment of
an intersecting wall. Unfortunately in an actual house, the bound-
ary conditions are largely unknown and difficult to determine
even under laboratory conditions. The effect of boundary condi-
tions may be more significant at lower load and displacement
levels while ultimate and postultimate behavior may be less sig-
nificantly influenced.

Summary and Future Work

The model presented herein comprises an assemblage of compo-
nents consisting of nonlinear springs, shells, and beams creating a
3D representation of a LFB. The properties for these components
may be obtained from simple material and connection tests or
larger component level tests, e.g., cyclic in-plane shear wall tests.
Once obtained the model may then be used to estimate the re-
sponse of the LFB under investigation to a numerous loading
scenarios including natural hazard simulations. The whole build-
ing model as presented may be loaded with displacements, forces,
or pressures.
The global response information is immediately obtainable

while some of the local response information such as the shear
demand on an individual fastener requires transferring the load or
displacement calculated from the 3D structure onto a more de-
tailed FE model of the substructure. This detailed substructure
model can also be used to estimate the hysteresis response and
thus the determination of parameters for the customized hysteretic
springs.
The model, validated in Part II �Collins et al. 2005�, may also

be used to examine the response contribution of components on
both the global and local scale. The model, upon validation, may
be used to examine the assumptions and responses of LFB and for
the evaluation of the ability of simpler models to accurately cap-
ture the requisite response information under a variety of loading
scenarios.
The model as presented is believed to be suitable for dynamic

analysis but as yet has not been verified under such loading. Sup-
porting this belief include realistic mass distributions and reliance
on well-known elements �shells and beams� whose dynamic ca-
pability has already been verified. The hysteretic response of the
walls and thus the whole structure is primarily through the cus-
tomized hysteretic springs. The hysteresis rules are a function of
the relative displacement of its defining nodes and thus not sen-
sitive to velocity or acceleration. The springs then would only
affect the stiffness matrix in the equation of motion, an approach
that has been used by several researchers to model the hysteresis
of LFB.
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Notation

The following symbols are used in this paper:
am,j � parameters calculated from curve boundary conditions

for each cycle m=1,2 ,3;
Fi
R � force at load reversal of ith cycle;

Fj�u�� generalized force in element on jth curve j=2,3 , . . .7;
Fk�u�� generalized force in element when loading follows

backbone function;
Fk,i
max� maximum degraded capacity of element at ith cycle

for backbone;
Smin � minimum slope allowed on backbone curve;
u � element deformation;

umax
± � breakpoint deformation in quadrant 1 and 3;
� j � exponent governing shape of force–displacement

function;
�k � exponent governing shape of backbone function
�k � degradation rate coefficients; and
� � displacement.

Subscripts
i � cycle number; and

j ,k � curve numbers j=2,3 , . . .7; k=1,8.
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Introduction

This paper presents the results of a unique model validation of a
three-dimensional �3D� model �presented in Part I� of a light
frame building�s� �LFB�, based on the finite element �FE� method
that compares not only peak global response parameters �e.g.,
peak load�, but also the responses for individual components of
the model and a specially designed test house. Validated in this
manner, we gain confidence in the capability of the model to
represent the response of the test structure when subjected to
various loading scenarios. Verified, this model provides the ana-
lyst with a tool to investigate various aspects of LFB behavior
under both static and dynamic loading. In addition, this model
provides a method to verify the features and capabilities of
simpler models of LFB �e.g., design models as presented in Kasal
et al. �2004�� under a range of loading scenarios.
The models reviewed in Part I �Collins et al. 2005� typically

involved only comparisons of peak global responses �forces,

displacements, and accelerations� at specific locations. Some of
the more recent studies have presented visual comparisons of the
force displacement �F–�� curves for the walls but without a
quantitative comparison. The reasons behind this limited exami-
nation of the response are unclear but can be surmised to include
a limited ability to capture the total response, intended use of the
model �e.g., use as a design tool�, and a lack of experimental
information for comparison.
The 3D FE model presented in Part I is compared with the

results of an experiment designed specifically to validate this FE
model using the aforementioned global and local response criteria
and energy dissipation. Energy dissipation has frequently been
used in the extraction of parameters describing the hysteretic
elements for the models described above, however it has been
rarely examined in the validation of a model’s response.

Full-Scale Experiment

Background
In order to validate the FE model, an experiment was conducted
on a full-scale North American style single story L-shaped wood
frame house subjected to cyclic loading. In this unique experi-
ment, the distribution of the reaction forces underneath the walls,
and the displaced shape of the house were measured under an
eccentrically applied static–cyclic lateral loading. An irregular
shaped house with nonuniform shear walls was investigated to
induce a torsional response and load sharing. The testing and
description of the house is briefly described herein with full
details previously reported elsewhere �Paevere 2002; Paevere et
al. 2003�.

Test House Description
The L-shaped test house was designed by National Association of
Home Builders Research Center and North Carolina State Univ.
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and modified to fit within the structures laboratory at the Com-
monwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization
�CSIRO� in Melbourne, Australia, where the testing was con-
ducted. Fig. 1 shows the floor plan while Fig. 5 in Part I �Collins
et al. 2005� displays a 3D schematic representation of the experi-
mental house with the dimensions and materials. The house was
constructed of locally available �i.e., Australian� materials similar
in material properties to standard United States construction ma-
terials. Full details of the experimental setup and house descrip-
tion are presented in Paevere �2002� and Paevere et al. �2003�.

Differences between Test House and Typical United
States Construction
Significant differences existed between the test house and typical
United States residential construction. The first departure from
typical residential construction was the lack of finishes. Exterior
cladding such as brick veneer, shingles or roofing felt were
not used, nor were interior or exterior doors, windows, and trim.

Table 1. Parameters for Walls W1, W2, W3, and W4

Parameters W1 W2 W3 W4

�1 0.058 0.043 0.18 0.0975
�2 0.1 0.16 0.2 0.09
�3 −0.0003 −0.003 −0.002 −0.005
�4 0.09 0.14 0.18 0.09
�5 0.03 0.05 0.008 0.012
�6 −0.1 −0.5 −0.5 −0.5
�7 0.1 0.5 0.5 0.5
�8 0.056 0.052 0.18 0.1
�1 0.085 0.12 0.13 0.08
�8 0.085 0.09 0.185 0.08
F8,1
max�N� 5,700 24,000 26,913 29,557
F1,1
max�N� 5,050 23,000 20,957 30,535
umax
+ �mm� 80 100 120 76.8
umax
− �mm� −80 −100 −120 −77
Slope_1�N/mm� −50 −10 −25 −260
Slope_8�N/mm� −60 −10 −25 −240
S1
min 1 5 5 10
S8
min 1 5 3 10

Fig. 1. Plan view of test house with loading point locations for
destructive test �lengths in meters�

Fig. 2. Loading protocol used in pseudostatic destructive phase
of full-scale house test: �1� Primary cycle; �2� secondary cycle; and
�3� tertiary cycle

Fig. 3. Comparisons of force–displacement curves for: �a� Wall W3;
and �b� W4—isolated test versus house results
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The intersections of walls or ceilings were not taped and finished,
although the bed joints within the walls and ceiling were taped
and finished. The experiment was deliberately designed in this
fashion to facilitate the validation of the FE model—based on
“structural” elements only. The rationale that the “unfinished”
house better characterized the simplifications and assumptions
that form the basis of the FE modeling strategy. The main limi-
tation of this approach is that the inclusion of the nonstructural
elements in the experiment �i.e., taped corners of the interior
panel materials, trims, exterior wall finish� may alter the load
paths, and may affect the strength and stiffness of the structure.
The influence of some finishes such as windows and doors are
implicitly accounted for during the extraction of the diagonal
springs hysteresis parameters when provided with data of the
shear wall’s response with the doors and windows included.
Filiatrault et al. �2002� published results of shake table tests

quantifying some of the effects of “finishes” on a LFB. In this
particular study, finishes were defined to include gypsum sheath-
ing and stucco �usually a plastic Portland cement, sand, and water
mixture applied to a wire lath as exterior cladding� as well as the
normal finishes such as doors and windows. This study compared
the responses of the LFB before and after the addition of these
finishes. The addition of these finishes did alter the distribution of
uplift loads and displacements during the test. However, gyp-
sum’s contribution as a structural element in LFB is reasonably
well recognized and thus the resultant load redistribution is to be
expected. Unfortunately, separating the effect of the nonstructural
finishes from the gypsum sheathing’s contribution given the

testing protocol is difficult if not impossible. However, any load
redistribution from the addition of nonstructural finishes is not
considered a serious limitation, as the effect of these finishes can
be incorporated into the model later for predicting behavior of a
more realistic house once the FE model of the structural elements
is validated.
Secondary differences included the orientation and size of the

gypsum sheathing and the use of a steel straps to distribute the
loads at the loading point locations. The gypsum sheathing used
horizontal sheets that ran the entire length of the wall without a
head joint �vertical joints between sheets of gypsum sheathing�.
Thus, the only joint in the gypsum-clad walls was the bed joint
between the horizontal layers. The standard sheet in the United
States is 1.2�2.4 m � 4�8 ft sheet�, resulting in more head
joints in the United States construction style. The FE model is
adaptable and models this departure in both the shear and bending
behavior. Steel straps were bolted to the double top-plate along
the length of Walls W1, W2, W3, and W4 �see Fig. 1�. The steel
straps were used to insure against a premature failure at the load-
ing point locations. Linear elastic beam elements with appropriate
geometric and material properties modeled the steel straps.

Experiment Description

The full program of experiments consisted of a series of “pseu-
doelastic” static tests, destructive pseudostatic cyclic testing
under eccentric loading, and isolated wall tests. The model

Fig. 4. Experimental versus analytical results of force–displacement curves �north–south direction� for: �a� Wall W1; �b� Wall W2; �c� Wall W3;
and �d� Wall W4
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validation presented herein is based only on the destructive
pseudostatic cyclic testing with pseudoelastic test description and
validation provided in Kasal et al. �2004�.
During the destructive test, the house was loaded cyclically

using displacement control through mechanical actuators
equipped with load cells. Identical displacement patterns were
applied to one side of the house, on Walls W3 and W4. The cyclic
loading regime shown in Fig. 2 was based on a draft proposal of
an International Standards Organization �ISO� standard for joint
testing �ISO 2000�. The ISO standard was selected because the
protocol has been shown to adequately represent the demand on
timber joints under seismic loading. The improved cyclic protocol
proposed in Krawinkler et al. �2001� was not available at the time
of testing. The chosen loading scheme induced a torsional
response and loaded enough of the structure to prevent a prema-
ture localized failure at the loading point. Loading only W4 and
W3 ensured that the ceiling and roof diaphragm systems were
engaged as load sharing mechanisms. Extensive information
detailing the destructive tests is provided in Paevere �2002� and
Paevere et al. �2003�.

Model Validation and Analysis of Results

In order to validate the 3D FE model of the test house, the same
displacement-controlled loading regime used in the destructive
experiment was applied to Walls W3 and W4 in the model. Only

the comparison of the destructive phase is presented here. The
validation in the pseudoelastic range is provided in Kasal et al.
�2004�.

Determination of Wall Hysteresis Parameters

Modeling the inelastic, ultimate, and postultimate behavior of
LFB requires estimating the in-plane behavior of shear walls for
the entire F–� relationship, and as discussed, the influence of
boundary conditions may be crucial. Given that the boundary
conditions for the walls in the test house were unknown, the
hysteresis parameters were obtained directly from the house test.
Doing so eliminated some of the error associated with the inher-
ent variability of wood construction as well as the error associated
with the effect of the unknown boundary conditions on the F–�
relationship of the shear walls.
To better understand the effect of the in-house boundary

conditions on the shear wall behavior, isolated walls, geometri-
cally identical to Walls W2, W3, W4, and W5 in the house, were
tested. The isolated wall tests were restrained from lateral motion,
the sill plates bolted to the loading frame in the same manner as in
the house, and topped with a steel bar to distribute the load
uniformly. The walls were tested without end returns; hold down
devices or superimposed dead loads simulating in-service bound-
ary conditions. Comparing the results of the house test with the
isolated wall tests reveal that the hysteresis, in this case, is largely
unaffected by the boundary conditions of the integrated walls
versus the boundary conditions of the isolated walls. Generally,
there is a slight increase in strength for the integrated wall given
the same load history. A comparison of the load deflection re-
sponses of the isolated versus in situ responses for W3 and W4 is
provided in Fig. 3. The difference in the capacities considering
the inherent variability of light-frame construction is sufficiently
small to allow the use of either the isolated or the integrated
responses in the determination of the element hysteresis param-
eters. The parameters corresponding to the equations listed in the
companion paper �Collins et al. 2005� for the walls parallel to the
north–south �N–S� direction are provided in Table 1. The param-
eters, Slope_1 and Slope_8, are the slope of the backbone curves
after the breakpoints � umax

+ and umax
− � are reached as discussed in

Part I �Collins et al. 2005�.

Destructive Results and Discussion

Comparisons of the F–� curves for Walls W1, W2, W3, and W4
�N–S walls� are shown in Fig. 4. These walls, oriented in the N–S
direction �see Fig. 1� and Walls W5 and W9 oriented in the east–
west �E–W� direction, are the primary load resisting walls for the
applied loading regime in both the model and experiment. The
F–� curves for Walls W5 and W9 �E–W walls� are provided in
Fig. 5. The predictions over the entire load history are qualita-
tively in good agreement for the N–S walls especially considering
the amount of unknown information. W3 and W4 have the best
predictions but this agreement is somewhat expected as the walls
are forced to prescribed displacements. For W1 and W2 the model
overestimates the displacements, particularly the last two hyster-
etic loops in the positive quadrant. These cycles correspond to
input displacements on Walls W3 and W4 of 100 and 120 mm.
A useful quantitative approach necessary in demonstrating the
validity of hysteretic analytical models is presented in the follow-
ing section.
The ability to approximate the total energy dissipation and

the per-cycle energy dissipation may be critical for hysteretic

Fig. 5. Experimental versus analytical results of force–displacement
curves �east–west direction� for: �a� Wall W5; and �b� Wall W9
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systems. In hysteretic systems with large numbers of hysteretic
elements, accurately depicting the hysteresis may not be neces-
sary while in systems with a relatively few number of hysteresis
elements matching both the total and per-cycle hysteresis is criti-
cal. The technique of matching the energy dissipation while ap-
proximating the F–� relationship was used extensively in deter-
mining parameters for the hysteretic behavior in the reviewed
analytical models. Given a reasonable approximation of the hys-
teretic behavior an estimate of the remaining capacity and/or past
damage is possible. This approach has also been used for the joint
behavior in the analysis of the 2D components, such as shear
walls. However, the use of energy dissipation in 3D models of
LFB as a measure of predictive ability so far has been limited.
One reason may be the extra work and cost of experimental data
necessary for the comparison. An energy comparison is provided
in the following section for the whole structure �3D behavior� and
the shear walls �2D behavior� that uses the per-cycle and cumu-
lative energy dissipation.
The energy dissipation �work� per-cycle and the cumulative

dissipation in the N–S and E–W direction are plotted versus the
half-cycle number in Figs. 6�a and b�, respectively. Fig. 6�a�
shows the energy dissipated for each half cycle at its respective
half-cycle number while cumulative energy dissipated shown in

Fig. 6�b� is the total energy dissipated up to and including the
current cycle. The first half cycle is defined from the positive
force intercept at zero displacement to the negative force intercept
at zero displacement. The next half cycle, defined from the nega-
tive force intercept to the positive force intercept, completes the
full hysteretic loop. Examining the results as function of the half
cycle rather than full cycles yields more information about the
quality of the analytical prediction for the dissipated energy. The
energy in the N–S direction represents the component of energy
dissipated in the N–S direction for the entire structure, transverse
walls included. The errors for the N–S direction are plotted in
Figs. 6�c and d�. The error is defined for all the error charts as the
�experimental result–analytical result�/experimental result* 100.
Even though the energy dissipation plots appear to be in good
agreement qualitatively, an examination of the error shows that
during any given cycle, the error in energy can be quite large
although the error diminishes as more energy is dissipated �see
Figs. 6�c and d��. This response is expected given that the hyster-
etic parameter identification is weighted towards cycles with
more energy dissipation. The energy in the E–W direction is the
summation of W5 and W9’s E–W component of dissipated energy
as these two walls represented the majority of the energy dissi-
pated in the E–W direction. This summation �W5+W9� for both

Fig. 6. Experimental versus analytical results for the north–south and east–west direction: �a� Total energy dissipated versus half-cycle number;
�b� cumulative energy dissipated versus half-cycle number; �c� error in prediction of energy dissipated for north–south direction per half-cycle
number; and �d� error in cumulative energy dissipated for north–south direction per half-cycle number. �Note: energy dissipated in north–south
direction is summation of component of energy dissipated in north–south direction for all walls. Energy dissipated in east–west direction is
summation of component in east–west direction for walls W5 and W9.�
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the per cycle and cumulative response is shown in Figs. 7�a and
b�. As shown, the energy dissipated in the E–W direction �sum-
mation of W5 and W9� is significantly less than the N–S direction
in both the experiment and model.
The cumulative energy dissipation as a function of the half-

cycle number is plotted for the N–S walls in Fig. 8�a�. The error
in the predicted cumulative dissipated energy of the N–S walls is
shown in Fig. 8�b�. The trends in the energy dissipation of the
walls are reasonably matched with good agreement in W1, W3,
and W4. The analytical estimate for W2 is higher than the experi-
ment during the latter portions of the test, with some divergence
around cycle 50.
Figs. 7 and 8 plot the responses �both per cycle and cumula-

tive� of the individual components of the superstructure while
Fig. 6 plots the overall response of the superstructure. Examining
these plots reveal that the model correctly predicts the global
response and the energy dissipation in the components. The re-
sults illustrate the effectiveness of the model to estimate the domi-
nant load resisting elements. The results in Fig. 8 are predicted
accurately enough while Fig. 7 appears to only track the trend in
the energy dissipation in both the per cycle and cumulatively.
Indeed this is all that is necessary as the energy dissipation in the
E–W direction is significantly less than the N–S direction as
shown in Figs. 6�a and b�. In this figure, the prediction for the
E–W direction is nearly indistinguishable from the experimental

result. The model then, correctly tracks the necessary information,
the magnitude and trend of energy dissipation, in the E–W direc-
tion as well as the N–S direction.
Having demonstrated the effectiveness of the model to predict

the major energy dissipation mechanisms, examination of the
F–� curves will further demonstrate the ability to predict the
torsional response. The peak displacements transverse to the ap-
plied are 1 order of magnitude less than the applied displacements

Fig. 7. Experimental versus analytical results for: �a� Energy
dissipated per cycle versus half-cycle number—summation of energy
dissipated for Walls W5 and W9 and �b� cumulative energy dissipated
versus half-cycle number—summation of energy dissipated for Walls
W5 and W9

Fig. 8. Experimental versus analytical results for north–south
walls: �a� Comparisons of cumulative energy dissipated versus half-
cycle number; and �b� error in prediction of cumulative energy
dissipated per half-cycle number. �Note: energy dissipated as shown
is component of dissipated energy in north–south direction for
respective walls.�

Fig. 9. Experimental versus analytical results of undisplaced
and displaced structure at imposed displacement of 76 mm
�displacements scaled by 25� relative to house dimensions�
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and this response is correctly predicted. A schematic of the
experiment and the model’s torsional response at an input dis-
placement of 76 mm is shown in Fig. 9. The displacements in this
figure are scaled by 25� relative to the scale of the undisplaced
structure.
In order to more easily examine the load and load sharing at

the peak displacements, the peak responses of W1–W4 are plot-
ted in Figs. 10 and 11 as a function of the positive peak displace-
ments of W3 and W4. Using the displacements of W3 and W4 as
the dependent variables allows for a clearer understanding of the
load level and load sharing as a function of the input displace-
ments. The curves are a measure of the prediction of the degra-
dation and stabilization of the hysteresis occurring during cyclic

loading. The loading protocol generally consists of three cyclic
repetitions of a given displacement amplitude about zero. The
cycles �primary, secondary, tertiary� are labeled in Fig. 2. During
the latter portions of the loading protocol, when the displacement
amplitude is cycled only once, the forces for the two subsequent
cycles at the current displacement amplitude are used for the sec-
ondary and tertiary envelope curves. These cycles are indicated
by the dashed lines in Fig. 2. While not completely analogous to
cycling at the same displacement amplitude, this plot suits the
purpose of comparing the model and test results under cyclic
loading. Fig. 10 plots the force in each wall as a function of the

Fig. 10. Envelope curves for Walls W1–W4: �a� Primary cycle; �b�
secondary cycle; and �c� tertiary cycle �X axis—average displacement
of W3 and W4, Y axis—force in respective wall�

Fig. 11. Envelope curves for Walls W1–W4 as percentage of total
load: �a� Primary cycle; �b� secondary cycle; and �c� tertiary cycle
�X axis—average displacement of W3 and W4, Y axis—force in
respective wall�
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displacement amplitudes while Fig. 11 graphs the load in each
wall as a percentage of the total load in the N–S direction. Figs.
10�a� and 11�a� graph the peak responses for the primary cycles at
each of the respective displacement amplitudes. Figs. 10�a� and
11�a� demonstrate the successful tracking of the force and
strength degradation for the walls in the N–S direction at the peak
input displacements. The peak response pairs for the secondary
cycles are plotted in Figs. 10�b� and 11�b�. These figures illustrate
the model’s effectiveness at tracking the force at the peak dis-
placements during the stabilizing cycles of the hysteretic loops. In
W4, the load was overpredicted in the model around the 65 mm
amplitude during the secondary cycles. The peak response pairs
for the tertiary cycles of the displacement amplitudes are plotted
in Figs. 10�c� and 11�c�. Again, the model sufficiently modeled
the degradation when cycling to the same displacements. All three
figures display load redistribution from W3 to W2 and eventually
to the condition where W2 is the primary load resisting shear
wall. The model reliably predicted this shift for all three sets
of envelope curves. The model then correctly predicts the load
sharing or transfer between the walls.
Fig. 12 demonstrates the ability to estimate detailed informa-

tion about individual walls given the predicted global responses.
This figure compares W2’s measured peak reactions at a displace-
ment of 62 mm in the “pull” direction as shown in Fig. 1 and the
reactions from a monotonic simulation of a detailed FE wall
model of W2 loaded with the predicted displacements from the
house model. The house model overpredicted the in-plane dis-
placement by 15 mm and the out-of-plane displacement by 8 mm.
The displacements were applied only at the corners of the model
wall. The monotonic case is used for comparison because of the
ease in obtaining the results compared with the fully cyclic case.
The fully cyclic case requires a large number of the customized
hysteretic elements, which may result in numerical instabilities
within the developmental element.
The ability to capture the detailed response during highly non-

linear and ultimate behavior is similar to the prediction of the
elastic response demonstrated in Kasal et al. �2004�. The domi-
nant load resisting elements are the most accurately predicted and
elements that resist a smaller percentage of the total load, are less
accurately predicted. The energy per cycle and cumulative dissi-
pated energy in the N–S direction are accurately captured at each

cycle while the responses of E–W walls are less accurately
predicted at the component level. Since the energy dissipation and
displacements amplitudes in both the N–S and E–W directions are
reasonably approximated, the model correctly estimates the
global torsional response.
Some of the sources of error include: �1� limited information

for the intercomponent connections load–displacement character-
istics; �2� limited information of the diaphragm behavior for the
roof and ceiling; �3� out-of-plane load for shear walls incorrectly
captured; �4� boundary conditions at ceiling– W5 interface; �5�
ceiling–truss interaction composite diaphragm action; and �6�
hysteresis model not fully capable of capturing entire F–�
response. The current model is too compliant near the ultimate
load.

Conclusions and Future Work

The 3D FE model presented here with nonlinear hysteretic
springs is shown to reproduce the behavior of a light wood frame
building well into the inelastic range. Comparison of modeling
and experimental test results show that the energy dissipation,
hysteretic response, the load sharing between the walls, and the
torsional response are estimated reasonably well. The model
predicts the higher order response parameters such as energy dis-
sipation more accurately than load or displacement.
The house investigated here did not include finishes and some

elements of a building that are usually considered non-structural
which may increase the complexity of the analysis and alter the
response. Thus, there is a need for additional testing and analysis
of finished structures to fully quantify the effect of nonstructural
finishes for both the short and long term performance of light-
frame structures. These effects may warrant incorporation of
additional features and capabilities into available analytical and
design tools. The model presented herein has the potential to
incorporate these effects.
Since the analytical model retains nonlinear dynamic capabili-

ties, comparisons with available dynamic test results will be
undertaken in the future. The accuracy for the dynamic cases are
expected to be similar to the results presented here as the FE
method, with the inclusion of mass �inertial forces� and hysteretic
behavior �dependent only on displacement� solves the equations
of motion through a series of linear solutions �e.g., Newton Rhap-
son and Newmark–Beta solution methods�.
Finally, further analysis and comparison of the model and

experiment to more comprehensively examine the behavior
of LFB. The capability of the model and analysis scheme pre-
sented here allow for the inspection of the response of specific
components of a LFB such as nail forces, displacements around
openings, or reactions at stud locations. The experiment, designed
to provide this level of validation, allows for the identification of
the components that contribute to the response and the effect on
the response on the local and global scale. Validated, the model
may be used to examine the assumptions and responses of LFB
and the dependability of simpler models to accurately capture
the necessary response information under a variety of loading
scenarios.
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Dynamic Analysis of Densified Laminated Timber Frame 
 
 

The following section details the results of an analysis and comparison with the 

 
  (a)      (b) 

  
   (c)      (d) 

Fig. 1 Two story laminated timber frame –experimental setup and schematics 
(Heiduschke 2006 and Kasal 2004)                         
(note: h1=2600mm, h2=2400mm. Joint dimensions are in millimeters and d= dowel) 
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experimental results of laminated timber frame subjected to dynamic loading.  The timber 

frame with moment resisting connection under seismic loading typically utilizes a few 

connections to withstand and dissipate the energy imparted into the frame.  This can be 

contrasted with the light frame construction shown in the Y-direction of the structure in Fig. 

1 where a large number of dowel type connectors, in this case screws,  share in the load 

resistance.  In that sense the timber frame with moment connections is similar to the 

breakaway wall presented earlier in which a few connections determine the collapse load.  

The comparison shown in this section will only examine the laminated frame and thus only a 

two dimensional model is used to compare the results.  

1 Experiment 

Two story laminated frames with moment resisting connections were constructed and 

tested under various levels and types of dynamic loading (Kasal et al, 2004).   The portion of 

the experiment used for this study was the loading of the partially densified reinforced full 

scale timber frame under an artificially generated earthquake, RRS IEEE5 with 5 percent 

damping (IEEE 1987).  The measured Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) for this test was 

1.24g (g=9.8m/s^2).  The test frame was subjected to bidirectional acceleration but for this 

study only the accelerations parallel to the laminated frame (x-direction Fig. 1) will be used.  

In doing so, the comparison of the two dimensional analysis to the total response in the x-
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Fig. 2 Comparison of Analytical Model of  Beam to 
Column (BC) connection 
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direction will include some error from the torsional response of the frame.  The frame was 

loaded with additional masses to simulate live loads on the first and full snow load on the 

second story as shown in Fig. 1.  The frame was outfitted with biaxial accelerometers and 

linear displacement transducers to measure the accelerations and beam to column rotations 

respectively. The accelerometers and the displacement transducers are identified in Fig. 1 (b) 

(e.g. accelerometer 1 in the x direction= A1x, displacement transducer 1= RD1)  

The connections were partially densified and reinforced with glass fiber.  The glass 

fiber is used to prevent the increased likelihood of brittle fracture across the wood fibers 

when using densified wood. The extent and regions of the connection that were densified is 

shown in Fig. 1(d) by the grey areas. The results of the full scale cyclic test of the beam to 

column joint (BC) is shown Fig. 2 while Fig. 3 plots the result of a reduced scale test of the 

column to foundation (CF) connection multiplied by the scale factor of 33.9 (Heiduschke 

2006).  

2 Analytical Model 

The model consisted of first order Timoshenko beam elements (SAS, 2000) for the 

frame and customized nonlinear hysteretic elements for the moment resisting connections.  

The beam and column element connections were coupled for vertical and horizontal 
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Fig. 3 Comparison of Analytical Model of Column to 
Foundation (CF) connection 
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translations.  The model is a two dimensional version of the three dimensional model 

presented in Heiduschke (2006) and two dimensional version by Kasal et al. (2004) except 

the moment resisting connections consist of one rotational spring per connection rather than 

the series of springs used by Heiduschke to model the hysteresis.  The code used to generate 

the model and analysis is provided in the appendix. 

The connection properties for the hysteretic element for the BC and CF joints 

determined from the experiments by Heiduschke (2006) are provided in Table 1.  The 

resulting response under the loading protocol prescribed in DIN EN 12512 (2002) is 

Table 1 Parameters for Column to Foundation (CF) 
and Beam to Column (BC) connection 

 CF BC 

Parameters   

 30 15 

 81 81 

for F8 27 15 

 -15 -15 

 81 81 

 15 15 

 5 5 

 0.5 0.5 

 0.025 0.025 

 0.025 0.025 
max
1,8F (N) 64E6 26E7 

max
1,1F (N) 65E6 26E7 


maxu (rad) 0.15 0.15 

maxu (rad) 0.15 0.15 

Slope_1 (N/mm) -20 -20000 
Slope_8 (N/mm) -20 -20000 

min
1k  8000 8000 
min
8k  8000 8000 

s_p1 0.16 0.095 
s_p8 0.16 0.09 
s_k1 0.28 0.28 
s_k8 0.28 0.28 

P_0 multiplier 1.0 1.0 
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compared with the experimental results inFig. 2 and Fig. 3.  The analytic fit of the hysteretic 

response is satisfactory for this loading.   The connections exhibit both pinching, strength, 

and stiffness degradation at these displacement levels.   

Rayleigh damping was used to account for the additional damping in the structure. 

Foliente (1995) has suggested that damping ratios of 0 to 5% are appropriate for timber 

framed structures when explicit and appropriate hysteretic models for joint behavior are 

included.  Two percent modal damping using the first and second mode was used for the 

determination of the stiffness and mass proportional coefficients for the creation of the 

damping matrix.  The frequencies, f1 = 3.36 Hz and f2=13.64 Hz, were determined from an 

eigenvalue analysis using the initial elastic stiffness.  During testing of the densified 

laminated frame Heiduschke tracked the shift in the natural frequencies under varying levels 

of dynamic loading and noted that the modes and natural frequencies depended on the level 

of excitation and damage.  However, the elastic values are expected to provide a reasonable 
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Fig. 4 Story accelerations of Densified Laminated Frame under seismic test for time period 
of 0s to 30s 
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estimate of the additional structural damping in view of the level of energy dissipation in the 

connection model.  In contrast to the approach in Heiduschke, the stiffness damping term 

was not eliminated since the stiffness matrix used for the calculation of the damping term is 

updated during a nonlinear analysis. The masses of the shear walls were added as an 

additional mass density to the columns while the masses of the concrete blocks representing 

live load were added in discrete locations in the model.   

3 Results 

The model was loaded with the accelerations recorded shown in Fig. 4.  The resultant 

story accelerations (A1x and A5x in Fig. 1) and story drifts are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, 

respectively.  There is a reasonable qualitative agreement between the results especially after 

the initial cycles.  The comparison presented here has assumed that the prior loading of the 

frame during the experiment has had a negligible effect on the current state of the 
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Fig. 5 Story Drift of Densified Laminated Frame under siesmic test for time period of 0s 
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connections.  This assumption of course could be verified by analyzing the entire suite of 

table motions and comparing the results with the current analysis.  However in light of the  

scale of the joint rotations plotted in Fig. 6 compared with the joint test protocol  used in the 

parameter estimation, the assumption seems justified as the previous dynamic loadings were 

at lower intensity levels than the current loading.  

 Fig. 7 demonstrates the incongruity between the measured and predicted joint 

rotations with this particular protocol.  In this case, the selected test protocol does not 

adequately describe the demand for the connections and  does not provide the pertinent 

information over the deformation experienced  The connection rotations for each story are 

plotted in the figure and again reasonable agreement is shown.  The model overestimates the 

amount of rotation in this connection.  A shortcoming of the hysteretic connections used is 

dependence on the loading protocol and its ability to characterize the expected demand on 

the connections.  A suggested protocol is developed in the following section. 
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Fig. 6 Comparison of experimental and analytical joint rotations 
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Much attention has been focused on this research in recent years with the CUREE 

displacement  protocol for ordinary ground motions (Krawinkler 2001)becoming 

increasingly popular (see Fig. 8).  The use of this protocol requires as doesthe protocol  used 

in this experiment, the selection of a reference displacement.  While not completely 

analogous, Langlois et al. (2004) demonstrated that the selection of the reference 

displacement can affect the tested behavior of shear walls and so care must be exercised in 

selecting the reference.   The guidelines most often used include the identification of the 

displacement at the point when load drops to 80 % of the maximum load in a monotonic test. 

The reference displacement is then 60 % percent of this displacement.  The protocol 

increases the deformation levels (primary cycle) based on the reference deformation and then 

uses trailing cycles which consist of 75 % of the primary cycle. Using the maximum 

displacement for the full scale joint test for the BC connection since a monotonic test is 

unavailable, the reference rotation is max *0.6ref    where  max 0.14rad   which yields  
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0.084radref  .  The joint test shown in Fig. 2 does not display a declining load curve at this 

rotation level so that max  may assumed to be conservative.  The first few increments of the 

displacement protocol are listed in Table 2.   

 

Fig. 8 Consortium of Universities for Research in Earthquake Engineering (CUREE) 
cyclic test protocol 

Table 2 Comparison of standard CUREE 
loading protocol and alternate  

Cycles 
Scale 
(%) 

Amplitude
(rad) 

Alternate
Ampliltude

(rad) 
6 0.05 0.004 0.001 
1 0.075 0.006 0.001 
6 Trailing 0.005 0.001 
1 0.1 0.008 0.001 
6 Trailing 0.006 0.001 
1 0.2 0.017 0.002 
3 Trailing 0.013 0.002 
1 0.3 0.025 0.003 
3 Trailing 0.019 0.002 
1 0.4 0.034 0.004 
2 Trailing 0.025 0.003 
1 0.7 0.059 0.007 
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As shown the standard method quickly exceeds the joint rotations developed in the 

seismic test of the full scale frame.  As an alternative Krawinkler (2001) suggests that the 

maximum expected deformation may be used as the reference deformation.   Given the 

results of the full scale tests of the densified reinforced timber frame as well as those of a 

reinforced but undensified scale model presented in Heiduschke (2006) the reduced 

0.01radref   is necessary to adequately assess the hysteresis in the expected deformation 

range.  Those calculations are provided as the alternate amplitudes in Table 2.  

4 Conclusions 

The proposed two dimensional model of densified reinforced laminated sufficiently 

captured the dynamic response of the tested frame and may be used as alternative to the 

model developed by Heiduschke (2006) in analyzing similar timber frames.  The addition of 

viscous damping in the range of 2 % when specific hysteretic elements are included 

consistent with previous findings is appropriate for these types of frames.  The estimate of 

the system response may be improved with the use of appropriate deformation loading 

protocols for the parameter identification.   

Notation 
   Coefficient for curve 1 

   Coefficient for curve 2 

for  F8  = Coefficient for curve 8 

   Coefficient for curve 3

   = Coefficient for curve 4

   = Coefficient for curve 5

   = Coefficient for curve 6

   = Coefficient for curve 7

   = Coefficient for curve 1

   = Coefficient for curve 8
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max
1,8F   = Backbone force parameter curve 8 

max
1,1F   = Backbone force parameter curve 1


maxu   =  Maximum displacement allowed on curve 1


maxu   = Maximum displacement allowed on curve 1 

min
1k   = Minimum slope on backbone curve 1 

min
8k    = Minimu slope on backbone curve 8 

s_p8   = Percent multiplier of positive force intercept 

s_p1   = Percent multiplier of negative force intercept 
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Slope_8 = Negative slope on Curve 10 

Slope_1 = Negative slope on Curve 9 

P_0 mulitpliers= Mulitiplier for initial elasticity 
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Summary 
 

Models and strategies were developed and verified with experimental data.  The 

models proposed demonstrate a framework in which to analyze light-frame wood 

construction in a computationally efficient manner. The substructuring technique 

demonstrated allows for the analysis of computationally demanding structures while 

preserving local responses if needed.  A general model of elastic framing and sheathing 

elements with nonlinear connectors was presented for in-plane and out-of-plane loading and 

shown to satisfactorily simulate the response to the applied loading.  The developed 

hysteretic element may be used for the analysis of a variety of wood substructures under 

hazard loading.   
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ELEMENT DESCRIPTION    
 

The customized uel101 included herein is a two-force member (unidirectional element) with 

the stiffness matrix given as follows.  

 

-- df/du is a derivative of the governing exponential functions 

The general governing function is shown in the following equation:  

Equation 1   F=p+k*u+r*exp(-alpha*u) 

 
The correct function is selected based on the prior load history imposed on the 

element.  The eight individual functions are defined over the selected regions defined in Fig. 

1.  The boundary conditions of the regions are provided there as well as a description of the 

each variable. The input parameters and their descriptions are given in the section 1.   

The amount of degradation in either the positive or negative displacement regions 

depend on whether the symmetric or asymmetric behavior is selected.  If an asymmetric 

behavior is selected then the load history in the positive displacement region does not affect 

the degradation in the negative displacement region and vice versa.  However, if the 

symmetric option is used then the load history in both regions is used to calculate the 

response in each respective region.  Two types of failure are modeled with the included code.  

One is a displacement type failure where the element is no longer able to increase its 

resistance to increased displacement.  This type is associated with a negative slope of the 

force deflection curve once the maximum displacement is exceeded.  The other type is a 

failure or degradation related to cyclic loading.  This failure depends on the previous force 

levels and is recursive so that the degradation function is cumulative.  

Elastic or inelastic behavior is modeled with the use of P_0 and real constant twenty-

four.  If elastic behavior is desired over, the full-range of load a large value of P_0 and/or a 

K
df

du

1

1

1

1









du
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large multiplier (real constant 24) should be used. Otherwise, the levels of force at zero 

displacement should be selected and then the level of force for which elastic behavior can be 

expected should be set with real 24.  

 The element is capable of the following types of behavior:  

 One, two, or three degrees of freedom 

 Nonlinear inelastic or linear elastic 

 Symmetric or Asymmetric  

 Hysteretic  

 Strength and stiffness degrading if inelastic behavior is selected 

 Pinching if inelastic behavior is chosen 

 Failure with a negative slope at predefined displacement level. 
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Customized uel100 Input Summary 
 
Element Name   uel100 
Nodes    I,J 
Degrees of Freedom  UX,UY,UZ 
    1-D choices are set with Keyopt(3) 
    2-D and 3-D options are set with Keyopt(4) 
 
Real constants   (unsymmetrical case) 

P1_EXP, P8_EXP, Reserved, F8_max, S_P8, 
S_K8, F1_max,S_P1,S_K1, U_max_1(failure option=on) 
U_max_8 (failure option=on), Slope_1,Slope_8,  
P_0 multiplier for elastic behavior 
 

Material Properties  None 
 
Surface Loads   None 
 
Body Loads   None 
 
Special Features Nonlinear, Strength and Stiffness degradation, Large 

displacement, Symmetric or Asymmetric behavior,  
 
Keyopt (1)  
 0 - Symmetric behavior  
 1 - Unsymmetrical behavior  
Keyopt (2)  
 0 – Nonconservative behavior between P_0 and –P_0 

1 – Conservative behavior (linear elastic) until P_0 is exceeded 
Keyopt (3)   
 1 - UX Degree of Freedom (dof) 
 2 - UY dof 
 3 - UZ dof 
Keyopt (4)   
 0 – Ignored - use dof defined in Keyopt (3) 
 1 – 3-D element with UX+UY+UZ dof 
 3 – 2-D element with UX+UY dof 
Keyopt (7)   
    0 – Failure is not modeled with descending branch 
    1 – Failure is modeled with a negatively sloped straight line 

 after  u >U_max  
Keyopt (10)   1 Output debugging information 
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Description of Real Constants 

Real 1. = -Coefficient for Curve 1 

Real 2. = -Coefficient for Curve 2 

Real 3. =  -Coefficient for Curve 8 

Real 4. = - Coefficient for Curve 3 

Real 5. = - Coefficient for Curve 4 

Real 6. = - Coefficient for Curve 5 

Real 7. =  - Coefficient for Curve 6 

Real 8. =  - Coefficient for Curve 7 

Real 9. = Reserved Not Used 

Real 10. = Reserved Not Used 

Real 11. =  Coefficient of degradation for positive displacement quadratures 

Real 12. =  Coefficient of degradation for negative displacement quadratures 

Real 13. = Reserved (Not currently used) 

Real 14. = F8_MAX Maximum Force in a monotonic test for U<0 

Real 15. = S_P8 Coefficient multiplied by F8_MAX – Positive P_0 

Real 16. = S_K8 Governs concavity of exponential functions. Value of 1 allows  a 

straight line 

Real 17. = F1_MAX Maximum Force in a monotonic test U>0 

Real 18. = S_P1 Coefficient multiplied by F1_MAX  -- Negative P_0 

Real 19. = S_K1 Governs concavity of exponential functions. Value of 1 allows a 

  straight line 

Real 20. = U_MAX_1 Positive displacement for failure modeling after which the           

slope is negative –decreasing force with increasing displacement 

Real 21. = U_MAX_8 Negative displacement for failure modeling after which the slope 

is negative –decreasing force with increasing displacement 

Real 22. = SLOPE_1 Slope of descending curve after U_MAX_1 

Real 23. = SLOPE_8 Slope of descending curve after U_MAX_8 
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Real 24. = Multiplier for P_0 which sets amplitude of elastic behavior. 

Real 25. = Eta_1 linear term for F_1 and df_1 

Real 26. =Eta_8 linear term for  F_8 and df_8 
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Fig. 1 Asymmetric behavior- Curve locations 
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Equation List 
 

See Fig. 1 for curve definitions,location of force intercepts (P_0), and reversal points 
(F_R,U_R)  

 
Curve 1= F=FMAX*(1-exp(-1*u)) + eta_1*u 
 FMAX is degraded maximum force available for positive displacement 
Curve 2= F=p+k*u+r*exp(-2*u) 
 Boundary Conditions 
  F_R ---Last reversal point for positive displacement 
  -P_0 ---Negative force at zero displacement 
  K_0 ---Slope at -P_0 
  
Curve 3= F=p+k*u+r*exp(-4*u) 
 Boundary Conditions 
  FPEAK --- Maximum degraded force reached for negative displacement 
  -P_0 --- Negative force at zero displacement 
  K_0 --- Slope at –P_0 
 
Curve 4= F=p+k*u+r*exp(-5*u) 
 Boundary Conditions 
  F_R ---Last reversal point for negative displacement 
  P_0 ---Positive force at zero displacement 
  K_0 ---Slope at P_0 
 
Curve 5= F=p+k*u+r*exp(-6*u) 
 Boundary Conditions 
  FPEAK --- Maximum degraded force reached for positive displacement 
  P_0 --- Positive force at zero displacement 
  K_0 --- Slope at P_0 
 
Curve 6= F=p+k*u+r*exp(-7*u) 
 Boundary Conditions 
  F_PEAK --- Degraded maximum negative force achieved 
  F_R ---  Force at load reversal (negative displacement quadrants ) 
  K_peak --- Slope at projected intersection of Curve 8 and Curve 6  
 
Curve 7= F=p+k*u+r*exp(-8*u) 
 Boundary Conditions 
  F_PEAK --- Degraded maximum positive force achieved 
  F_R ---  Force at load reversal (positive displacement quadrants) 
  K_peak --- Slope at projected intersection of Curve 1 and Curve 7 
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Curve 8= F= -Fmax*(1-exp(-*u))+eta_8*u 
 Fmax is degraded maximum force available for negative displacement 
 
Curve 9= F=SLOPE_1*(u-u1_peak)+F1_PEAK 
  F1_PEAK= Degraded maximum positive force achieved 
  U1_PEAK= Maximum displacement 
  SLOPE_1=negative slope in quadrant 1 
 
Curve 10=F=SLOPE_8*(u-(-u8_peak))-F8_PEAK 

F8_PEAK= Degraded maximum positive force achieved absolute value 
  U8_PEAK= Maximum displacement in quadrant 3 absolute value 
  SLOPE_8=negative slope in quadrant 3 
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SAMPLE PARAMETERS FOR LAMINATED FRAME MOMENT 
CONNECTION 
 

Table 1 Connection Parameters for Type III 
unreinforced connection Heiduschke (2006) 

Type III 
Unreinforced 
Connection 

Parameters  

 25 

 50 

for F8 25 

 -20 

 50 

 20 

 5 

 5 

 0.0055 

 0.0055 
max
1,8F (kNm) 0.4 

max
1,1F (kNm) 0.4 


maxu (rad) 0.12 

maxu (rad) 0.12 

Slope_1 (N/mm) -0.8 
Slope_8 (N/mm) -0.8 

min
1k  0.2 
min
8k  0.2 

s_p1 0.12 
s_p8 0.15 
s_k1 0.2 
s_k8 0.2 

P_0 multiplier 1.0 
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MODELING OF NONLINEAR HYSTERETIC CONNECTIONS

Michael Collins and Bo Kasal
North Carolina State University , USA

Abstract
Behavior of wood structures is in many instances determined by the properties of
connections, which is particularly true for structures loaded by extreme wind and
earthquakes where connections are loaded well beyond their pseudo-elastic limit.
Therefore, connection models are needed for the analyses of wood structures subjected to
natural hazard loads.  A number of phenomenological and mechanics-based models has
been developed to describe the load-deformation path of cyclically loaded wood
connections.  The models require extraction of model parameters from experimental data.
This process can be cumbersome and may lead to multiple solutions of parameters.
This paper describes cyclic experiments performed at North Carolina Sate University on
scaled models of connections and the system identification procedure that was used to
extract parameters of the phenomenological model of nonlinear connections.  The system
identification program uses dissipated energy in the joint as an error criterion in assessing
the validity of the set of parameters.

1. Introduction

The behavior of wood structures is generally controlled by the properties of the
connections within the structure especially when loaded by extreme events.  In these
situations the connections are loaded well beyond their pseudo-elastic limit.  In order to
better predict and understand the behavior of wood structures, analytical models of
connections are crucial.  Numerous models of connections exist, both phenomenological
and mechanics based.  Less sophisticated models may only focus on static monotonic
behavior while more advanced models may focus on cyclic behavior either dynamic or
static.  The more advanced models should capture the following connection characteristics
� strength and stiffness degradation
� pinching
� nonconservative unloading
� possible nonsymmetric behavior
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Figure 1 Loading protocol for connection test (Umax = displacement at ultimate load
from static monotonic test). 

� load history effects
Such models have been developed in the past and included either some or all of the above
features (1).  Both types of models require the extraction of model parameters from
experimental data. The process used to identify these model parameters can often lead to
multiple solutions. The model parameters extracted should accurately describe the
connection behavior not only for the prescribed loading function but for any arbitrary load.
Therefore the connections, real and analytical model,  should be subjected to an arbitrary
loading in order to validate the loading protocol.  

Using a scaled down connection provides several advantages over the large full scale
specimens.  The smaller connections demand less on laboratory equipment since the loads
are lower, displacements are smaller, and the specimens are easier to attach to the
equipment.  Perhaps a more important consequence of using the scaled specimens is the
reduced variability of the connections.   The full size specimens exhibit more variability
thus enhancing the possibility of masking the true behavior of the connection.  The
objective of this investigation is to quantitatively examine and compare small scale and
full scale joints. The hypothesis of the investigation is that the small scale test will yield
similar behavior to full scale connections and thus can be used to model the nonlinear
hysteretic behavior of wooden connections.  The small scale single degree of freedom
(SDOF) joint tests can then be used to predict small scale multi-degree of freedom MDOF
hysteretic systems.  Once the analytical model is verified on small scale structures, the
computer simulation can be used in analyzing similar full scale MDOF systems. This
concept is important in experimental verification where testing of large (full-scale)
structures is prohibitively expensive and cannot be done by using common laboratory
techniques.  We believe that use of scaled-down models of MDOF systems (even nonlinear
ones) for verification of analytical models is a viable technique offering numerous
advantages over full-scale tests. 
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2. Connection Model

The connection model used in this investigation is phenomenological and is capable of
exhibiting strength and stiffness degradation, pinching, and nonlinear hysteretic behavior.

       (1) 

where

u =  deformation
F =  force

= degraded monotonic capacity
αi =  coefficient obtained from experiments
i =  2,3,....7

Equation (1) represents the loading and unloading functions except for initial loading
which is described by Equation (2) . 

  (2)

where 
"1 = degradation exponent
p,k, and r =  parameters depending on boundary conditions

  
(3)

where
β1 = degradation exponent 

  = old value of the ultimate capacity.  The  is value of
from a previous step

Fr = force at the reversal point
Fr-1 = force at previous reversal point
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The term in absolute value represents the degradation effect of cycling between two load
reversal points.  This effect is cumulative due to the recursive character of equation (3).
The degradation function is somewhat arbitrary and is based on an idea that the joint will
degrade faster when loaded cyclically close to its ultimate capacity.  Further investigations
are needed to determine what is precisely the degradation mechanism and its controlling
factors.  From a mathematical (or numerical analysis) point of view, any acceptable
function will suffice.  The unknown parameters α’s and β’s must be extracted from
experimental data through a system identification routine (3).  The algorithm utilizes
nonlinear regression with the area enclosed by the hysteretic loops (energy dissipated) as
the error criterion.  The errors for each loop are minimized to find a resulting set of
parameters for each loop.  The weighted average of the energy dissipated is then used to
determine the resulting set of parameters for the entire data set.  This approach gives more
importance to the parameters obtained at larger displacements where more energy is
dissipated.  The potentially large errors at low load levels where there is negligible energy
dissipated are deemed acceptable.

3. Experiments

The experiments consisted of testing small and full scale connections.  Two types of scaled
connections were tested; a wood to wood and a plywood to wood joint.  The plywood-wood
member connection consisted of 3 mm 3-ply plywood, 12.7 x 25 mm wood members, and
connected with 1.1 x 19.6 mm nails.  The wood to wood connection used the 12.7 x 25 mm
blocks for the main and side members and 1.5 x 26 mm nails (see Fig.2).  Both full and
reduced scale tests satisfied the US National Design Specifications  (NDS) for penetration
and spacing (4).  The only full scale joints tested thus far have been plywood to wood joints.
The full scale joint consisted of standard “2 x 4" construction with 38 x 89 mm wood
members and 9.5 mm 3-ply plywood.  The specimens for both scales were selected from the
same board using a paired design.  The nails were sheared in one plane and one end was
glued to prevent the introduction of a moment due to potential differences between the
stiffness of the bottom and top halves of the connection. 
The loading protocol used is shown in Fig. 1.  For all sets of tests, the joint displacement
was measured as the slip between the two main members by an independent extensometer.
The tests were conducted at a frequency of 1 Hz. This means that the load rate increased
with increasing amplitude.
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Glued End 

2 Nails per side 
single shear plane 

Side Member 
Wood or Plywood 

Main Member 

Figure 2  Specimen configuration used in
cyclic tests of scaled and full-size connections

4. Results

The load deformation curve shown in Fig.3 qualitatively suggests that indeed the two
connections are similar.   Table 1 provides lists the model parameters for both scales of
plywood to stud joints.  System identification technique described above was used to extract
the parameters.  Scales of the x- and -y axes represent relative magnitude of the
displacement and force for tested joints.
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Figure 3 Load Displacement for 2 different scales of  wood -plywood connections  
Fmax = maximum load   Umax =  positive maximum displacement 

Table 1: Analytical parameters of a hysteretic connection model

SP SK α1 α2 α4 α5 α6

Full scale 0.18 0.03 0.095 0.28 -0.078 0.2766 0.078

Small scale 0.2 0.03 0.097 0.55 -0.089 0.55 0.089

The hysteretic parameters shown in Table 1 govern the behavior of the hysteretic model
through Equations 1-3.  The SP and SK control the load and slope at zero displacement.  SP

is a coefficient defining the load intercept at zero displacement

 
(4)

where
P0 = value of the force at u=0
Fmax = maximum capacity of the joint

SK is the coefficient reducing the slope at zero displacement

(5)
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where
k0 = slope at u=0 at any loading/unloading cycle except initial loading
kinitial = initial slope at u=0 at initial loading (first loading cycle) defined by a

1st derivative of the equation (2)

α1 defines the initial slope and the shape of the backbone curve. α1 and α5 control the slope
and shape during unloading.  α4 and α6 govern the loading when cycling at less than a
previous maximum displacement.   From the Table 1 it follows that both the full and small
scale connections have similar strength and stiffness degradation.  The parameters for the
slope and force at zero are nearly identical thus quantifying Fig.3 The closeness of the
relative magnitudes of the set of parameters illustrates that the scaled connections dissipated
energy in same manner as the full size connections.  

6. Conclusions

The results between the two groups for both scales suggest that the small connections do
indeed have the same hysteretic properties as the full scale joints.  Therefore using the small
scale tests to obtain connection properties  for a MDOF system analysis is entirely
reasonable.  The analysis of this reduced scale MDOF system and consequent verification
of the MDOF model should then be applicable to the analysis of similar full scale MDOF
systems provided there is no change in the nature of the model.
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Parameter Identification 
 

The parameter identification routines use a set of test data from three loadings on the 
sample joint configuration of interest. The loadings consist of a fully reversing cyclic loading 
centered about zero, a montonic load to failure, and a reversing cyclic load to zero force line 
as detailed in Xu (1997). The parameter identifications runs are programmed in Matlab and 
generally require the files to be located in the same directory.  The routines will determine a 
vector of coefficients representing the parameter of interest and will then weight the 
influence of the  vector element according to the energy dissipated associated with the loop 
of dissipated energy associated with each respective vector element.  
 
clear 
%function[alpha1,alpha2,alpha3,alpha4,alpha5]=IDENT() 
fprintf('********************************************************\n'); 
fprintf('*                                                      *\n'); 
fprintf('*  SYSTEM INDENTIFICATION                  *\n'); 
fprintf('*  Programed by Hung Xu                  *\n'); 
fprintf('*  Summer, 1997,msc 2000,2001                 *\n'); 
fprintf('*       *\n'); 
fprintf('********************************************************\n'); 
fprintf('\n'); 
fprintf('\n'); 
 
% precision 
eps=0.005 
% 
% from monotonic test to evaluate fmax and alpha1 
fprintf('Please Select File dfmon.txt which is Deformation and Load \n'); 
fprintf('under Monotonic Loading \n'); 
fprintf('Displacements in the first column  \n'); 
[fname1,pname]=uigetfile('*.txt', 'Input Data Dialog Box'); 
fid1=fopen(fname1); 
%xloc=input('Enter in which column X is in? \n') 
xloc=1 
if xloc == 1 
   yloc=2 
else  
   yloc=1 
end    
% This reads in the data transposed  
% into two rows,restriction in matlab on reading to infinity 
[mont,monlim]=fscanf(fid1,'%f %f',[2,inf]); 
xxmon=mont(xloc,:); 
yymon=mont(yloc,:); 
[fmax,fmaxindex]=max(yymon) 
umax=max(xxmon) 
tmpalpha1=(yymon(2)-yymon(1))/(xxmon(2)-xxmon(1))/fmax; 
alpha1=lsqcurvefit('F_1',tmpalpha1,xxmon(1:monlim/2),yymon(1:monlim/2),0.0
01,10*fmax*tmpalpha1,[],fmax); 
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hold 
plot(xxmon,yymon,'b-') 
hold off 
clear mont; 
% from cyclic test 
format long aa; 
fprintf('Input Data File dfcyc.txt which is Deformation and Load \n'); 
fprintf('under cyclic loading \n'); 
[fname3,pname]=uigetfile('*.txt', 'Input Data Dialog Box'); 
fid2=fopen(fname3); 
[aa,cyclim]=fscanf(fid2,'%f %f',[2,inf]); 
cyclim=cyclim/2; 
% DISPLACEMENT IS XX, FORCE IS YY; 
% get number of cycles for each amplitude  
% detect amplitudes will now have one for each without being grouped 
format long xx; 
format long yy; 
j=0; 
plot(aa(xloc,:),'b-+'); 
sample=input('Enter sampling \n'); 
tol=input('Enter in tolerance for finding local peaks \n'); 
fprintf('Tolerance is \n'); 
tol 
cyclim=floor(cyclim/sample); 
for n=1:cyclim 
   j=j+sample; 
   for m=j:j 
 xx(n,1)=aa(xloc,j); 
 yy(n,1)=aa(yloc,j); 
  end 
 end 
  
xxcheck=aa(xloc,:); 
yycheck=aa(yloc,:); 
xxcheck=xxcheck'; 
yycheck=yycheck'; 
% get number of amplitudes 
plot(xx,'b-') 
amp=input('Enter in the number of amplitudes \n'); 
 
% CALCULATE SLOPE 
for n=1:cyclim -1 
   %for n=lim(1):lim(numcl+2)-1 
   if (xx(n+1)-xx(n))==0  
      k(n)=alpha1*fmax*1; 
   else    
      k(n)=(yy(n+1)-yy(n))/(xx(n+1)-xx(n)); 
      if abs(k(n))>tan(89.99*pi/180) 
         k(n)=tan(89.99*pi/180); 
      end 
   end 
end 
% if monotonic alpha1 lt cyclic alpha1 use 
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% use average of cyclic test and monotonic test for alpha1 
plot(xx(1:100),'b+-') 
xn=input('Enter the number of points to check alpha1 \n'); 
alp1=lsqcurvefit('F_1',alpha1,xx(1:xn),yy(1:xn),0.2,fmax*alpha1*10,[],fmax
); 
plot(xx(1:xn),yy(1:xn),'b+-') 
alpha1=alpha1*0.9+0.1*alp1; 
 
k(n)=k(n-1); 
% get intercept of load and slope at u=0 or close to zero  
num_zeros=1; 
 for n=2:cyclim-(tol+2)/2 
  if sign(xx(n))~=sign(xx(n-1))  
     if sign(xx(n))==0 
       num_zeros=num_zeros+1;  
       P_0(num_zeros+1,1)=yy(n); 
       slope=polyfit(xx(n-floor(tol/2):n+floor(tol/2)),yy(n-
floor(tol/2):n+floor(tol/2)),1); 
       K_0(num_zeros+1,1)=slope(1,1); 
       zero_loc(num_zeros+1,1)=n-1; 
     elseif sign(xx(n))/sign(xx(n-1))==-1 & sign(xx(n-1))~=0 
       num_zeros=num_zeros+1; 
       P_0(num_zeros+1,1)=yy(n); 
       slope=polyfit(xx(n-floor(tol/2):n+floor(tol/2)),yy(n-
floor(tol/2):n+floor(tol/2)),1); 
       K_0(num_zeros+1,1)=slope(1,1);  
       zero_loc(num_zeros+1,1)=n-1; 
    else 
     end  
  else 
  end 
end 
 
for j=1:num_zeros 
   tmpk(j,1)=K_0(j+1,1); 
   tmpP(j,1)=P_0(j+1,1); 
   tmpzero_loc(j,1)=zero_loc(j+1,1); 
end 
K_0=tmpk; 
P_0=tmpP; 
zero_loc=tmpzero_loc; 
j=0; 
xcount=1; 
j=1; 
jj=3; 
jjj=3; 
num_pks=3; 
fpeak=abs(P_0(2,1));maxfpeaks(1,1)=0;maxfpeaks(2,1)=0; 
maxfpeaks(3,1)=0;ut_loc(1)=0; 
upeak=0;ut(num_pks,1)=0; 
for n=3:cyclim-2*tol 
   if xx(n)==0  
      upeak=0; 
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   elseif xx(n-1)==0 
      upeak=0; 
   elseif sign(xx(n))/sign(xx(n-1)) < 1 
      % misses .lt.1????? Dont remember this statement might be old 
       upeak=0;     
   end 
   del_old=xx(n-1)-xx(n-2); 
   del_new=xx(n)-xx(n-1); 
   SD=sign(del_new/del_old); 
     if abs(yy(n)) > max(abs(P_0)) 
        if SD == -1 
           if n-tol > 1 
            del_old=xx(n-1)-xx(n-tol-1); 
            del_new=xx(n+tol)-xx(n-1); 
          else 
            del_old=xx(n-1)-xx(1); 
            del_new=xx(n+tol)-xx(n-1);  
           end 
           SD=sign(del_new/del_old); 
           if SD==-1 
               xsign=sign(xx(n)); 
               if n-tol > 1 
                 if sign(xx(n)) == 1  
                [upeak,uindex]=max(abs(xx(n-tol:n+tol)));  
              [fpeak,findex]=max(abs(yy(n-tol:n+tol))); 
                 [kpeak,kindex]=max(k(n-tol:n+tol)); 
                 slope=polyfit(xx(n-tol+uindex-1:n+tol+1),yy(n-tol+uindex-
1:n+tol+1),1);    
                 kpeak=slope(1,1); 
                 yy(n-tol-1+findex:n-tol-1+uindex,1)=fpeak; 
                else 
          [upeak,uindex]=min(xx(n-tol:n+tol));  
               [fpeak,findex]=min(yy(n-tol:n+tol)); 
                 [kpeak,kindex]=max(k(n-tol:n+tol)); 
                 slope=polyfit(xx(n-tol+uindex-1:n+tol+1),yy(n-tol+uindex-
1:n+tol+1),1);    
                 kpeak=slope(1,1); 
                 xcount=xcount+1;  
                 yy(n-tol-1+findex:n-tol-1+uindex,1)=fpeak; 
                end  
             else % n-tol >1 loop 
                 [upeak,uindex]=max(abs(xx(1:n+tol)));  
                 [fpeak,findex]=max(abs(yy(1:n+tol))); 
                 slope=polyfit(xx(1+uindex-1:n+tol+uindex),yy(1+uindex-
1:n+tol+uindex),1);    
                 [kpeak,kindex]=max(k(1:n+tol)); 
                 kpeak=slope(1,1); 
                 yy(1+findex-1:1+uindex-1,1)=fpeak; 
               end % n-tol > 1 loop 
               
              if sign(upeak) ~= sign(ut(num_pks)) 
            num_pks=num_pks+1;    
           k2(num_pks,1)=kpeak; 
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           f_1(num_pks,1)=fpeak; 
            ut(num_pks,1)=upeak; 
            ut_loc(num_pks,1)=n-1; 
            else 
            end % sign(upeak) ~= sign(ut(num_pks)) loop 
         else         
         end  % 2nd SD loop 
        else    
        end  % 1st SD loop 
     end %abs(yy(n)) > max(abs(P_0)) statement 
  end % for loop 
%remove first couple of the zeros from the array's   
for j=2:num_pks-1 
   tmpf_1(j-1,1)=f_1(j+1,1); 
   tmput(j-1,1)=ut(j+1,1); 
   tmpk(j-1,1)=k2(j+1,1); 
   tmput_loc(j-1,1)=ut_loc(j+1,1); 
end 
num_pks=num_pks-2; 
f_1=tmpf_1; 
ut=tmput;ut_loc=tmput_loc; 
k2=tmpk; 
sizef1=size(f_1); 
sizeut=size(ut); 
clear j jj jjj tmpfpeak tmput tmploc tmpf_1 tmput del_new ; 
clear del_old tmp del_new del_old; 
% plot ut and count number of cycles 
plot(ut) 
% amp=input('Enter in the number of amplitudes \n'); 
for j=1:amp 
   j 
   rep=input('Enter in # of reps for amp \n'); 
   num_rep(j)=rep; 
end  
num_rep=num_rep*2; 
kk=0;kkk=0; 
for j=1:amp 
   for jj=1:num_rep(j) 
      kk=kk+1; 
      if jj <= 2 
         kkk=kkk+1; 
         maxfpeaks(kkk,1)=f_1(kk,1); 
         maxupeaks(kkk,1)=ut(kk,1); 
      end 
   end 
end 
tmp=length(maxfpeaks); 
maxfpeaks=maxfpeaks(2:tmp,1); 
maxupeaks=maxupeaks(2:tmp,1); 
% inital slope  
K_0(1)=k(2); 
P_0(1)=0; 
zero_loc(1)=1; 
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if num_pks >= num_zeros 
   dex=num_zeros; 
else 
   dex=num_pks 
end 
% LEAST-SQUARE METHOD TO ESTIMATE DEGRADATION PARAMETERS  
% fm=(1-f1/fmax)**beta2/n**beta1 
% F_1=F_max*(F_max/(F_max+dabs(F_R-F_R_prv)/2))**beta1_ 
n=1; 
%for m=3:dex-1 
% n=n+1; 
% B1(n,1)=log(abs(f_1(m)))-log(fmax)-log(1-exp(-alpha1*abs(ut(m)))); 
 %A1(n,1)=log(fmax)-log(fmax+abs(f_1(m-1)-f_1(m-2))/2); 
% A1(n,1)=log(1-maxfpeaks(n)/fmax); 
% A1(n,2)=-log(n); 
%end 
n=0;nn=0;nnn=0; 
for j=1:amp-1 
   for ii=1:num_rep(j) 
   n=n+1; 
    if f_1(n+1,1)> 0  
   nn=nn+1; 
    B1(nn,1)=log(abs(f_1(n+1,1)))-log(fmax)-log(1-exp(-
alpha1*abs(ut(n+1,1)))); 
      A1(nn,1)=log(1-maxfpeaks(2*j-1)/fmax);       
      if ii==1 
         if j~=1 
            A1(nn,1)=log(1-maxfpeaks(2*j-3)/fmax); 
         else  
            A1(nn,1)=log(1); 
         end 
      end 
       
    A1(nn,2)=-log(nn); 
    else 
  nnn=nnn+1; 
  B2(nnn,1)=log(abs(f_1(n+1,1)))-log(fmax)-log(1-exp(-
alpha1*abs(ut(n+1,1)))); 
    A2(nnn,1)=log(1-abs(maxfpeaks(2*j))/fmax); 
      A2(nnn,2)=-log(nnn); 
      if ii==2 
         if j~=1 
            A2(nnn,1)=log(1-abs(maxfpeaks(2*j-2))/fmax); 
         else  
            A2(nnn,1)=log(1); 
         end 
      end 
 
    end 
 end 
end 
%conceptually the same as inv(A)*B solution to Ax=B least squares for 
overdetermined system 
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beta12=A1\B1; 
beta1=beta12(1)  
beta2=beta12(2) 
beta12neg=A2\B2; 
beta1neg=beta12neg(1) 
beta2neg=beta12neg(2) 
% solve for S_P and degradation parameters 
% P_0=S_P*F_peak^beta4/n^beta5 
% get larger of two num_pks or num_zeros 
n=1; 
fpeak=0; 
for m=3:dex 
   if abs(f_1(m-1)) > fpeak  
      fpeak=abs(f_1(m-1)); 
   end    
   if P_0(m) > 0  
   n=n+1; 
   B2(n,1)=log(P_0(m)); 
   A2(n,1)=1; 
   A2(n,2)=-log(n+1); 
   A2(n,3)=log(fpeak);  
end 
% Commented section below used old degradation function 
%B2 is left hand side of equation   
%B2(n,1)=log(abs(P_0(m)))-log(fmax)-beta1*log(fmax/(fmax+abs(f_1(m-1)-
f_1(m-2))/2)); 
%A2(n,1)=1; 
end 
beta34=A2\B2; 
S_P=exp(beta34(1)) 
beta4=beta34(2) 
beta5=beta34(3) 
%B2 is left hand side of equation   
%slope_0=S_K*alpha1*F_D; 
 
n=1; 
for m=3:dex 
   n=n+1; 
   B3(n,1)=log(abs(K_0(m)))-log(alpha1)-log(fmax)-
beta1*log(fmax/(fmax+abs(f_1(m-1)-f_1(m-2))/2)); 
A3(n,1)=1; 
end 
beta56=A3\B3; 
S_K=exp(beta56(1)); 
 
fclose(fid1); 
fclose(fid2); 
fid5=fopen('outans','a+'); 
fprintf(fid5, 'fmax = %6.2f \n', fmax); 
fprintf(fid5, 'alpha1 = %6.2f \n', alpha1); 
fprintf(fid5, 'beta1 = %6.2f \n', beta1); 
fprintf(fid5, 'beta4 = %6.2f \n', beta4); 
fprintf(fid5, 'beta5 = %6.2f \n', beta5); 
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fprintf(fid5, 'S_P = %6.2f \n', S_P); 
fprintf(fid5, 'S_K = %6.2f \n', S_K); 
fid4=fopen('out_fortran','a+'); 
fprintf(fid4, '%6.2f \n', fmax); 
fprintf(fid4, '%6.2f \n', alpha1); 
fprintf(fid4, '%6.2f \n', beta1); 
fprintf(fid4, 'beta4 = %6.2f \n', beta4); 
fprintf(fid4, 'beta5 = %6.2f \n', beta5); 
fprintf(fid4, '%6.2f \n', S_P); 
fprintf(fid4, '%6.2f \n', S_K); 
% 
 
clear fpeak Upeak;upperlimit=1; 
kk=1;kkk=0;jjj=0; 
alpha2(1,1)=1;alpha5(1,1)=1; 
alpha6(1,1)=1;alpha4(1,1)=1; 
 for i=1:amp-1 
      for j=1:num_rep(i) 
         kk=kk+1; 
         if f_1(kk,1)>0 
            kkk=kkk+1; 
            iiii=zero_loc(kk-1,1); 
            iii=zero_loc(kk,1); 
            ii=ut_loc(kk,1); 
            
a=lsqcurvefit('F_2',alpha2(kkk,1),xx(ii:iii),yy(ii:iii),0.2,alpha1*fmax/up
perlimit,[],f_1(kk,1),abs(P_0(kk,1)),K_0(kk,1),ut(kk,1)); 
            alpha2(kkk+1,1)=a; 
            hold on 
            looparea2(kkk+1,1)=0; 
            for L=iiii:iii-1 
               looparea2(kkk+1,1)=looparea2(kkk+1,1)+(xx(L+1,1)-
xx(L))*(yy(L+1,1)+yy(L))/2; 
            end 
         hold off 
 
         elseif f_1(kk,1)<0 
            jjj=jjj+1; 
            iiii=zero_loc(kk-1,1); 
            iii=zero_loc(kk,1); 
            ii=ut_loc(kk,1); 
            a=lsqcurvefit('F_2',alpha5(jjj,1),abs(xx(ii:iii)),-
1*yy(ii:iii),0.2,alpha1*fmax/upperlimit,[],-
1*f_1(kk,1),abs(P_0(kk,1)),K_0(kk,1),abs(ut(kk,1))); 
            alpha5(jjj+1,1)=a; 
     looparea5(jjj+1,1)=0; 
            for L=iiii:iii-1 
               looparea5(jjj+1,1)=looparea5(jjj+1,1)+(xx(L+1,1)-
xx(L))*(yy(L+1,1)+yy(L))/2; 
            end 
  
         end         
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       end 
    end 
kk=1;kkk=0;jjj=0; 
 
hold off 
for i=1:amp-1 
   for j=1:num_rep(i) 
      kk=kk+1; 
      if j > 2   
         if f_1(kk,1)>0 
         kkk=kkk+1; 
         ii=zero_loc(kk-1,1); 
         iii=ut_loc(kk,1); 
         iiii=zero_loc(kk); 
         Upeak=maxupeaks(2*i,1); 
         fpeak=max(yy(ii:iii)); 
         
a=lsqcurvefit('F_5',alpha6(kkk,1),xx(ii:iii),yy(ii:iii),0.2,alpha1*fmax/up
perlimit,[],fpeak,yy(ii),K_0(kk-1,1),Upeak); 
         alpha6(kkk+1,1)=a; 
         looparea6(kkk+1,1)=0; 
          for L=ii:iiii-1 
               looparea6(kkk+1,1)=looparea6(kkk+1,1)+(xx(L+1)-
xx(L))*(yy(L+1)+yy(L))/2; 
            end 
            
         else 
            % This solves for F_3 coefficeient alpha4 using the same 
function as  
            % for curve 5 
         Upeak=maxupeaks(2*i+1,1);  
         jjj=jjj+1; 
         ii=zero_loc(kk-1,1); 
         iii=ut_loc(kk,1); 
         iiii=zero_loc(kk); 
         fpeak=max(abs(yy(ii:iii))); 
         a=lsqcurvefit('F_5',alpha4(jjj,1),-
1*xx(ii:iii),abs(yy(ii:iii)),0.2,alpha1*fmax/upperlimit,[],fpeak,abs(yy(ii
)),K_0(kk-1,1),abs(Upeak)); 
         alpha4(jjj+1,1)=a; 
         looparea4(jjj+1,1)=0; 
          for L=ii:iiii-1 
           looparea4(jjj+1,1)=looparea4(jjj+1,1)+(xx(L+1)-
xx(L))*(yy(L+1)+yy(L))/2; 
          end 
            
     end 
      end 
   end 
end 
alp2=sum((alpha2.*looparea2))/sum(looparea2) 
alp4=sum((alpha4.*looparea4))/sum(looparea4) 
alp5=sum((alpha5.*looparea5))/sum(looparea5) 
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alp6=sum((alpha6.*looparea6))/sum(looparea6) 
 
fprintf(fid5, 'alpha2 = %6.2f \n', alp2); 
fprintf(fid5, 'alpha4 = %6.2f \n', alp4); 
fprintf(fid5, 'alpha5 = %6.2f \n', alp5); 
fprintf(fid5, 'alpha6 = %6.2f \n', alp6); 
 
fprintf(fid4, '%6.2f \n', alp2); 
fprintf(fid4, '%6.2f \n', alp4); 
fprintf(fid4, '%6.2f \n', alp5); 
fprintf(fid4, '%6.2f \n', alp6); 
%end of CYCLY 
 
% from dfsemi.txt to evaluate alpha5 
% evaluation alpha5 from cyclic test which mean 
% is not zero 
fprintf('Input Data File dfsemi.txt which is Deformation and Load \n'); 
fprintf('under cyclic loading with non-zero-mean \n'); 
[fname6,pname]=uigetfile('*.txt', 'Input Data Dialog Box');  
fid6=fopen(fname6); 
format long aaa; 
format long xxx; 
format long yyy; 
[aaa,semilim]=fscanf(fid6,'%f %f',[2,inf]); 
% DISPLACEMENT IS XXX, FORCE IS YYY; 
for n=2:floor(semilim/2) 
 xxx(n)=aaa(1,n); 
 yyy(n)=aaa(2,n); 
end 
% remove this if you ever get proper data 
yyy=fmax*yyy; 
num_pkss=1; 
j=1; 
ppeaks_amp=2;npeaks_amp=2; 
posupeaks(ppeaks_amp,1)=0;posfpeaks(ppeaks_amp,1)=0; 
negupeaks(npeaks_amp,1)=0;negfpeaks(npeaks_amp,1)=0; 
     for n=3:floor(semilim/2) 
       del_new=xxx(n)-xxx(n-1); 
       del_old=xxx(n-1)-xxx(n-2); 
       if sign(del_old)~=sign(del_new) 
         num_pkss=num_pkss+1; 
% peaks are stored in single column 
% keeping track of locations for each peak            
     f_1s(num_pkss+1,1)=yyy(n-1); 
     uts(num_pkss+1,1)=xxx(n-1); 
         uts_loc(num_pkss+1,1)=n-1;   
         j=j+1; 
       end 
    end  
for j=1:num_pkss 
   tmpf_1s(j,1)=f_1s(j+1,1); 
   tmputs(j,1)=uts(j+1,1); 
   tmplocs(j,1)=uts_loc(j+1,1); 
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end 
f_1s=tmpf_1s; 
uts=tmputs; 
uts_loc=tmplocs; 
 
for n=1:floor(semilim/2-1) 
  kkk(n,1)=(yyy(n+1)-yyy(n))/(xxx(n+1)-xxx(n)); 
end 
kkk(n+1,1)=kkk(n,1); 
 
tmpdex=size(uts); 
% selects flat slope at (loading slope)upeak 
% and loading slope at u_r  
for j=2:tmpdex(1,1) 
   loc=uts_loc(j,1); 
   if f_1s(j,1)> 0  
      kpeaks(j,1)=kkk(loc-1,1); 
   else  
      kpeaks(j,1)=kkk(loc,1); 
   end    
end    
cc(1,1)=1; 
for j=2:(tmpdex(1,1)-1)/2 
cost8(j,1)=eval('(kpeaks(2*j,1)-kpeaks(2*j-1,1))/(uts(2*j-
1,1)*kpeaks(2*j,1)-f_1s(2*j-1,1)-uts(2*j,1)*kpeaks(2*j,1)+f_1s(2*j,1))'); 
end 
for j=2:(tmpdex(1,1)-1)/2 
   ur=uts(2*j-1,1); 
   u1=uts(2*j,1); 
   for n=1:semilim 
   denom=eval('((ur-u1)*cc(n,1)+1)*exp(cc(n,1)*u1)-exp(cc(n,1)*ur)'); 
   b1=eval('cc(n,1)*(exp(cc(n,1)*u1)-exp(cc(n,1)*ur))/denom-cost8(j,1)'); 
   b2=eval('exp(2*cc(n,1)*u1)+exp(2*cc(n,1)*ur)'); 
   b2=eval('b2-exp(cc(n,1)*u1+cc(n,1)*ur)*(2+cc(n,1)^2*ur^2-
2*ur*cc(n,1)^2*u1+u1^2*cc(n,1)^2)'); 
   b2=eval('b2/(exp(cc(n,1)*u1)*(-cc(n,1)*ur+cc(n,1)*u1-
1)+exp(cc(n,1)*ur))^2'); 
   cc(n+1,1)=cc(n,1)-b1/b2; 
    if abs(cc(n+1)-cc(n,1)) <=eps,break,end       
   end 
   al8(j,1)=cc(n+1,1); 
end    
alpha8=mean(al8); 
% add unsymmetric case here for F_6 which uses alpha7 
alpha7=alpha8; 
fprintf(fid5, 'alpha8 = %6.2f \n', alpha8); 
fprintf(fid4, '%6.2f \n', alpha8); 
 
% 
% 
fclose(fid5); 
fclose(fid4); 
fclose(fid6); 
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%END OF CALCULATION OF BETA  
% 
% end of SEMICYC 
%ANALYTICAL RESPONSE 
% 
kstep=0; 
% ii is used for xx(ii) for displacements  
for ii=3:cyclim 
   USF; 
   reslen=length(resfor); 
   CURVE 
   plot(xx(3:reslen),yy(3:reslen),'b+-',xx(3:reslen),resfor(3:reslen),'r+-
') 
end 
plot(xx,yy,'b-',xx,resfor,'r--') 
xlabel('Displacement (mm)'); 
ylabel('Force (kN)'); 
%title('Comparison Experimental with Analytical Model'); 
text(2.5,-1.5, '-- Analytical Data'); 
text(2.5,-2,'-- Experimental Data'); 
%Estimat Error  
INDEX 
% 
%t_ime=toc 
 
USF.m 
% 
%INITIALIZE PARAMETERS USED BY USF (FORCETRAN PROGRAM) 
% 
if kstep==0 
   clear resfor; 
 count=1;   
 resfor(1)=0;  
 PS=0.1; 
 fmax; 
 alpha1; 
 beta1; 
 beta2; 
 beta5; 
 beta4; 
 alpha2=alp2; 
 %alpha3; is reserved for transition 
 alpha4=alp4; 
 alpha5=alp5; 
 alpha6=alp6; 
 alpha7; 
 alpha8; 
 S_K; 
 S_P; 
 F_PEAK=0.0; 
 U_PEAK=0.0; 
 XN=1; 
 F_D=fmax; 
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 K0=S_K*alpha1*fmax; 
 P0=S_P*fmax; 
 Stiff=alpha1*fmax; 
 CURVE=1; 
 DELTD=0; 
 U1=0; 
 F1=0; 
 F_R=0.0; 
 U_R=0.0; 
 U_R_OLD=0.0; 
 F_R_PRV=0.0; 
 SD=1.0; 
 P1=0; 
 FORCE=0.0; 
 UMAX=0; 
 UMIN=-0.001; 
 DEL_OLD=0; 
 DEL_NEW=0; 
 SNEW=1;SOLD=1; 
end 
 
DIS(1)=xx(ii); 
DIS(2)=xx(ii-1); 
DEL_OLD=DEL_NEW; 
DEL_NEW=DIS(1)-DIS(2); 
if DEL_NEW == 0 DEL_NEW=DEL_OLD; end 
if kstep ~= 0  
SOLD = sign(DEL_OLD); 
SNEW = sign(DEL_NEW); 
SD = SNEW/SOLD; 
if ii==250 
   ii 
end 
end 
 
if (SD < 0.0) & (SOLD ~= 0) 
   F_R_prv=F_R; 
   F_R=resfor(ii-1); 
   U_R_OLD=U_R; 
   U_R=DIS(2); 
   F_PEAK=max(F_PEAK,abs(F_R)); 
   U_PEAK=max(U_PEAK,abs(U_R)); 
   count=count+1; 
   XN=floor(count/2+1); 
   %F_D=fmax*(fmax/(fmax+abs(F_R-F_R_prv)/2))^beta1; 
   %F_Dneg=fmax2*(fmax2/(fmax2+abs(F_R-F_R_prv)/2))^beta1;    
   F_D=F_D*(F_D/(F_D+abs(F_R-F_R_prv)/2)^beta1 
   P0=S_P*F_D; 
   K0=S_K*alpha1*F_D; 
   p_0(count,1)=P0; 
   k_0(count,1)=K0; 
   UPFPEAK=F_D*sign(DIS(1)*(1-exp(-alpha1*U_PEAK)) 
   UPKPEAK=abs(F_D*alpha1*exp(-alpha1*U_PEAK)); 
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   if (F_PEAK < P0) 
      CURVE=1; 
      F_PEAK=0.0; 
   elseif CURVE == 1 & (DIS(2) <= 0 & DIS(1) >= 0) 
      CURVE=1; 
   elseif CURVE == 1 & (DIS(2) >= 0 & DIS(1) <= 0) 
 CURVE=1;  
   elseif CURVE == 1 & DIS(1) >= 0  
 CURVE=2; 
   elseif CURVE == 1 & DIS(1) <= 0 
 CURVE=4; 
   elseif CURVE == 2 & DIS(1) >= 0 
 CURVE=7; 
   elseif CURVE == 3 & (DIS(1) >= 0 & DIS(2) <= 0) 
 CURVE=7; 
   elseif CURVE == 3 & DIS(1) <= 0 
 CURVE=4; 
   elseif CURVE == 4 & DIS(1) <= 0 
 CURVE=6; 
   elseif CURVE == 5 & (DIS(1) <= 0 & DIS(2) >= 0) 
 CURVE=6; 
   elseif CURVE == 5 & DIS(1) >= 0 
 CURVE=2; 
   elseif CURVE == 7 & (abs(DIS(1)) <= U_PEAK)  
 CURVE=2; 
   elseif CURVE == 6 & (abs(DIS(1)) <= U_PEAK) 
      CURVE=4; 
   else    
end    
end 
if SD > 0  
 if (abs(DIS(1)) > U_PEAK) & (U_PEAK > 0) 
  CURVE=1; 
 elseif CURVE == 4 & (DIS(1) > 0) 
  CURVE=5; 
 elseif CURVE == 2 & (DIS(1) < 0) 
  CURVE=3; 
 end 
end 
 
% --- SETTING LOADING AND UNLOADING CASES 
       
% --- COMPUTE SLOPE AND FORCE% 
% --- F1=F_D*SIGN(DIS(1))*(1-exp(-alpha1*abs(DIS(1))) 
% 
      if (CURVE == 1)  
%           STIFF = F_D*alpha1*exp(-alpha1*abs(DIS(1))); 
     FORCE = F_D*sign(DIS(1))*(1-exp(-
alpha1*abs(DIS(1)))); 
% 
% --- F2=P+K*U+R*exp(alpha2*U) 
% 
      elseif (CURVE == 2)  
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         DENOM=alpha2*U_R+1.0-exp(alpha2*U_R); 
         R=(-F_R-P0+K0*U_R)/DENOM; 
         P=-P0-R; 
         K=K0-alpha2*R; 
         FORCE = P+K*DIS(1)+R*exp(alpha2*DIS(1)); 
% 
% 
      elseif (CURVE == 3)                 
         DENOM=exp(-alpha4*U_PEAK)+alpha4*U_PEAK-1 
         R=(U_PEAK*K0-DEGR_FPEAK2+P0)/DENOM); 
         P=-P0-R; 
          K=K0-alpha4*R; 
          FORCE = P+K*DIS(1)+R*exp(alpha4*DIS(1)); 
% 
% --- F4=P+K*U+R*exp(-alpha5*U) 
% 
      elseif (CURVE == 4) 
       
  DENOM=-alpha5*U_R+1.0-exp(-alpha5*U_R); 
     R=(-F_R+P0+U_R*K0)/DENOM;    
     P=P0-R; 
     K=K0+alpha5*R; 
     FORCE=P+K*DIS(1)+R*exp(-alpha5*DIS(1)); 
% 
% --- F5=P+K*U-R*exp(-alpha5*U) 
% 
      elseif (CURVE == 5)  
         DENOM=(alpha6*U_PEAK+1-exp(alpha6*U_PEAK)) 
         R=(U_PEAK*K0-DEGR_FPEAK+P0)/DENOM; 
         P=P0-R; 
         K=K0-alpha6*R; 
         FORCE=P+K*DIS(1)+R*exp(alpha6*DIS(1)); 
          
% --- F6=P+K*U+R*exp(-ALPHA7*U) 
% 
   elseif (CURVE == 6)  
   % should check the signs here!!!!!!!!ans in UEL101 fortran 
      DENOM=(alpha7*U_R+alpha7*U_PEAK+1)*exp(-alpha7*U_PEAK)-
exp(alpha7*U_R); 
      R=(DEGR_K*U_PEAK-DEGR_FPEAK+DEGR_K*U_R-F_R)/DENOM; 
      K=DEGR_K-alpha7*R*exp(-alpha7*U_PEAK); 
      P=-DEGR_FPEAK+K*U_PEAK-R*exp(-alpha7*U_PEAK); 
      FORCE=P+K*DIS(1)+R*exp(alpha7*DIS(1)); 
             
% --- F7=P+K*U-R*exp(C5*U) 
 
      else 
      DENOM=(alpha8*U_PEAK-1-
alpha8*U_R)*exp(alpha8*U_PEAK)+exp(alpha8*U_R);           
      R=(DEGR_K*U_PEAK-DEGR_FPEAK-DEGR_K*U_R+F_R)/DENOM; 
      K=DEGR_K-alpha8*R*exp(alpha8*U_PEAK); 
      P=DEGR_FPEAK-K*U_PEAK-R*exp(alpha8*U_PEAK); 
      FORCE=P+K*DIS(1)+R*exp(alpha8*DIS(1)); 
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   end 
      resfor(ii)=FORCE; 
kstep=kstep+1; 
 
Index 
%% TO CALCULATE AREA INSIDE LOOPS OF TEST 
areaorg=0; 
for i=1:floor(cyclim/2-1) 
    areaorg=areaorg+(xx(i+1)-xx(i))*(yy(i)+yy(i+1))/2; 
end 
areaorg 
% TO CALCULATE AREA INSIDE LOOPS OF MODEL 
areaest=0; 
for i=1:floor(cyclim/2-1) 
    areaest=areaest+(xx(i+1)-xx(i))*(resfor(i)+resfor(i+1))/2; 
end 
areaest 
index_err=abs((areaest-areaorg)/areaorg) 
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Appendix D 
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Code for seismic analysis for two dimensional laminated timber frame 
 

Ansys90 macro for generating and analyzing a laminated two dimensional timber 

frame.  The beam elements are based on Timoshenko beam theory and is described at length 

in the Ansys help and theory manuals (Swanson Analysis Systems, 2004).  The macro 

requires the hysteresis parameters to be placed a file ending in  .101 (e.g. cofoden.101). The 

macro will extract the eigenfrequencies and output them to a file before conducting the 

nonlinear dynamic analysis.   

/pmacro 

/com, Macro for generating wooden frame 

fini 

/file,101_acc,1 

finish 

/clear 

*msg,ui,2009 

!North Carolina State University   

/config,nres,40000    !max number of substeps 

/prep7 

/nerr,3,15000  !limiting the warning masseges 

/uis,msgpop,3 !display only error no warning massege 

!/gst,off !turns graphical solu off 

 

l_sw=0  !1= loaded BY FORCE, ELSE BY DEFORMATION 

d_max=.4  !maximum deformation when loaded by deformation 

f_max=2200000 !max force  

!f_dir='mz' 

!u_dir='rotz' 

!dir='z' 

 

n=1   ! number of steps within a cycle 

m=1     ! number of cycles 

u_elem=101 
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*dim,nails_1,char,1   ! filename of nails for Framing 

 

! Array for real const. for nails 

*dim,ddx,array,20 !defieniert feldparameter in form matrix oder Vector  

*dim,ffx,array,20 !ddx(1),ddx(2) ... ddx(20) 

*dim,ddy,array,20 !2 directon used only 

*dim,ffy,array,20 

 

*ask,nails_1(1),Get file name with data,'cofoden'   

  

*vfill,ddx(1),ramp,0,0 !den feldparamtern werden nun werte zugewiesen 

*vfill,ddy(1),ramp,0,0 !ddx(1)=..,ddx(2)=.. ... ddx(20)=.. 

*vfill,ffx(1),ramp,0,0 ! 

*vfill,ffy(1),ramp,0,0 

 

/inp,%nails_1(1)%,101 !switches input file in the comand that follows 

! 

r,3,ddx(1),ffx(1),ddx(2),ffx(2),ddx(3),ffx(3) 

rmore,ddx(4),ffx(4),ddx(5),ffx(5),ddx(6),ffx(6) 

rmore,ddx(7),ffx(7),ddx(8),ffx(8),ddx(9),ffx(9) 

rmore,ddx(10),ffx(10),ddx(11),ffx(11),ddx(12),ffx(12) 

rmore,ddx(13),ffx(13),ddx(14),ffx(14),ddx(15),ffx(15) 

rmore,ddx(16),ffx(16),ddx(17),ffx(17),ddx(18),ffx(18) 

rmore,ddx(19),ffx(19),ddx(20),ffx(20) 

 

r,4,ddy(1),ffy(1),ddy(2),ffy(2),ddy(3),ffy(3) 

rmore,ddy(4),ffy(4),ddy(5),ffy(5),ddy(6),ffy(6) 

rmore,ddy(7),ffy(7),ddy(8),ffy(8),ddy(9),ffy(9) 

rmore,ddy(10),ffy(10),ddy(11),ffy(11),ddy(12),ffy(12) 

rmore,ddy(13),ffy(13),ddy(14),ffy(14),ddy(15),ffy(15) 

rmore,ddy(16),ffy(16),ddy(17),ffy(17),ddy(18),ffy(18) 

rmore,ddy(19),ffy(19),ddy(20),ffy(20) 

 

nend=2 
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et,3,101 

keyopt,3,1,0  !0 - UnSymmetric behavior !1 - symmetrical 

behavior  

keyopt,3,2,0  !0 - nonconservativ behavior between P_0 and P_0,1 

Conservative behavior (linear elastic) until P_0 is   

keyopt,3,3,5  !1D rotation y direct (same as 39) 

keyopt,3,4,0  !use keyopt (3) 

keyopt,3,6,3 

keyopt,3,7,0  !0 - failure is not modelled  1 - Failure is 

modeled with a negatively sloped straight line after  u >U_max  failure 

modeling ON 

keyopt,3,10,-1  !-1 or element number produce output 

 

et,4,101 

keyopt,4,1,0  !0 - UnSymmetric behavior !1 - symmetrical 

behavior  

keyopt,4,2,0  !0 - nonconservativ behavior between P_0 and P_0,1 

Conservative behavior (linear elastic) until P_0 is   

keyopt,4,3,5  !1D rotation y direct (same as 39) 

keyopt,4,4,0  !use keyopt (3) 

keyopt,4,6,3 

keyopt,4,7,0  !0 - failure is not modelled  1 - Failure is 

modeled with a negatively sloped straight line after  u >U_max  failure 

modeling ON 

keyopt,4,10,-1 

  *if,l_sw,eq,1,then 

  ampl=f_max  

  *else   

  ampl=d_max 

  *endif 

!------------------------------- 

 

et,1,188  !beam188 3Dbalken 

 

et,2,21,,,2  !3D mass element 
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r,2,0.36/4 !(3.669e-5)/4 !0.360ton/9810m/s2 

 

et,10,14,,5  !1D torsionsdämpfer drehfeder um yachse roty 

r,10,10,  

 

mp,Ex,1,13000  !mat 1 wood Stiele 

mp,nuxy,1,0   !G=E/2(1+y) 

mp,gxy,1,1000 

mp,dens,1,380e-12  

mp,damp,1,0.0003 

 

mp,Ex,2,13000  !floor 

mp,gxy,2,1000 

mp,nuxy,2,0  !masse der Decke = 400kg - richtige werte 

   !mp,dens,2,6275e-12 !(990kg /0.16*3.4*0.29m)(2*360 

+200 +70 =990) 

mp,dens,2,1710e-12 !(270kg /0.16*3.4*0.29m)( +200 +70 =270)  

mp,damp,2,0.0003 

 

mp,Ex,3,13000  !roof 

mp,gxy,3,1000 

mp,nuxy,3,0  !masse der Decke = 400kg - richtige werte 

   !mp,dens,3,3645e-12 !(575kg /0.16*3.4*0.29m)(360 

+145 +70 =575) 

mp,dens,3,1360e-12 !(215kg /0.16*3.4*0.29m)(+145 +70 =215)  

mp,damp,3,0.0003 !for convergenz low material damping 

 

 

!alphad,0.58  !f1=1 und f2=12  andreas # 

!betad,0.001224  !si = 5% damping 

 

!alphad,1.69 

!betad,0.000936      !f1=3.36  f2=13.64 si = 5% damping 

 

   !betad,0.00049  !f1=1 si1=0.02  2% damping 
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   !alphad,0.232  !f2=12 

alphad,0.677 

betad,0.000374      !f1=3.36  f2=13.64 si = 2% damping 

sectype,1,beam,rect !column and beam , rechteck (haupttragstruktur) 

secoffset,cent  !beam nodes in the center of cross section 

secdata,160,290  !breite=160 oder 2x80,höhe=290, teilung default=2 

secplot,1  

 

k,1 

k,2,0,0,2600 

k,3,0,0,5000 

k,4,3400,0,5000 

k,5,3400,0,2600 

k,6,3400,0,0 

 

l,1,2   !line 1 

l,2,3 

l,4,5 

l,5,6   !4 

 

type,1 

real,1 

mat,1 

esize,200 

 

lsel,s,,,1  ! 

lsel,a,,,2 

latt,1,1,1,0,5,5,1 

lsel,s,,,3 

lsel,a,,,4 

latt,1,1,1,0,2,2,1 

alls 

lmesh,all 

alls 
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k,7,0,0,2600 

k,8,0,0,5000 

k,9,3400,0,5000 

k,10,3400,0,2600 

 

l,7,10   !5 

l,8,9   !6 

 

type,1 

real,1 

mat,2 

esize,200 

 

lsel,s,,,5 

latt,2,1,1,0,1,1,1 !floor 

lsel,s,,,6 

latt,3,1,1,0,1,1,1 !roof 

alls 

lmesh,all 

alls 

 

n,20000 

n,20001,3400 

 

cpintf,ux,.1  ! 

cpintf,uy,.1  ! 

cpintf,uz,.1  ! 

alls 

 

type,3   !def. der Drehfedern 

real,3 

e,52,139 

e,53,104 

e,2,103 

type,4 
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e,28,138 

 

!add more output for type4 elem-otherwise same as type3 

 

type,4 

real,4 

e,1,20000 

type,3 

real,4 

 

e,77,20001 

 

type,10   ! 

real,10 

e,2,103 

e,28,138 

e,1,20000 

 

!federnd gelagert 

d,20000,all 

d,20001,all 

d,1,ux,0,,,,uy,uz,rotz 

d,77,ux,0,,,,uy,uz,rotz  

alls 

 

nsel,s,loc,y !z,4000 

d,all,uy,0 

alls 

nsel,s,loc,x,1600 

d,all,,,,,,rotx 

alls 

 

/view,1,0,-1,0 

eplot 
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!massen 

type,2 

real,2 

e,146  !roof 

e,147 

e,148 

e,149 

 

e,105  !1floor 

e,106 

e,107 

e,108 

e,117 

e,118 

e,119 

e,120 

!group uel elements for data storage 

alls 

esel,s,type,,3,4 

cm,e_uel,elem 

nsle,r 

cm,n_uel,node 

cmgrp,uel,e_uel,n_uel 

alls 

!------------------------------------------------ 

!modal analysis  Eigenfrequency 

/solu 

anty,modal 

modopt,lanb,15 

mxpa,15 

/out,modal101,txt 

alls 

solve 

fini 
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/post1 

set,list 

set,1,1  !1.eigenfrequenz 

/edge,,1 

pldi,2 

/out 

!---------------------------------------------- 

!Transient Analyses 

 

/solu 

!/gst,off 

antyp,trans 

trnopt,full, 

nropt,full,,off 

timint,on 

!eqslv,front 

autots,on 

outres,nsol,last 

outres,esol,last 

outres,nsol,all,n_uel 

outres,esol,all,e_uel 

neqit,100 

 

!-------------------------------------------------- 

nw=1450 !number of impacts 33.75sec nw=1450 

nw=2048 !new filtered signal 40.94/0.02s 

nw=1860 !converges out t=37.2/0.02 

*DIM,seisx,ARRAY,nw+1,1,1,  

!*DIM,seisy,ARRAY,nw,1,1,    

*dim,t_ime,array,nw+1 

*dim,d_isx,array,nw+1 

!*dim,d_isy,array,nw+1 

*dim,time,array,nw+1 

d_time=0.025 

 d_time=0.02  
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*VREAD,seisx(1),acc_xF2,txt !table acceleration in x direction 

(f10.8)    !8 ziff bis komma /+ziffer und , 

    !achtung teile durch 100 und dann wieder *100 

!*VREAD,seisy(1),dis_yF2,txt !table displacement in y direction 

!(f10.8)     

/out,100big_2D_dens_out1,txt   

time(1)=0.0001 

j=0 

!first segment 

!betad,0.0095  !no damping or heavy damping initially  

 

*do,i,1,200,1 

 j=j+1 

   t_ime(j)=(j-1)*d_time 

 t_ime(1)=0.000001 

   d_isx(j)=seisx(i) 

 !   d_isy(j)=seisy(i)   

   time(j),t_ime(j) 

 !  nsel,s,loc,z,0 

 !  d,all,ux,d_isx(j)*100 !*400 !wieder multipl. 

 !  d,all,uy,d_isy(j)*100 !*100 !wieder multipl. 

 acel,d_isx(j)*9801   

 alls 

   kbc,0    !linear (rampenförmig) 

   auto,on 

   nsubst,6,80,2 !delta t = 1/(20*f) = 1/(20*4) = 0.0125sec df 

0.025/0.0125 = 2 

   SOLVE 

 *enddo  

end_ld1=nint(nw/5) 

rescontrol,define,end_ld1,last 

*do,i,201,end_ld1,1   !jeder 10 wert  

  j=j+1 

  t_ime(j)=(j-1)*d_time 

 t_ime(1)=0.000001 
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  d_isx(j)=seisx(i) 

!  d_isy(j)=seisy(i)   

  time(j),t_ime(j) 

!  nsel,s,loc,z,0 

!  d,all,ux,d_isx(j)*100 !*400 !wieder multipl. 

!  d,all,uy,d_isy(j)*100 !*100 !wieder multipl. 

  dlist 

  alls 

  acel,d_isx(j)*9801 

  kbc,0    !linear (rampenförmig) 

  auto,on 

  nsubst,6,40,2 !delta t = 1/(20*f) = 1/(20*4) = 0.0125sec df 

0.025/0.0125 = 2 

  !   !delta t=1/(20*f) =1/(20*4) = 0.0125 

nint(0.02/0.0125)+1=3 

  SOLVE  !min. 7 Zeitschritte werden empfohlen (S.122) 

*enddo 

!second segment 

end_ld2=nint(2*nw/5) 

rescontrol,define,end_ld2,last 

*do,i,end_ld1+1,end_ld2,1   !jeder 10 wert  

  j=j+1 

  t_ime(j)=(j-1)*d_time 

! t_ime(1)=0.000001 

  d_isx(j)=seisx(i) 

!  d_isy(j)=seisy(i)   

  time(j),t_ime(j) 

!  nsel,s,loc,z,0 

!  d,all,ux,d_isx(j)*100 !*400 !wieder multipl. 

!  d,all,uy,d_isy(j)*100 !*100 !wieder multipl. 

  alls 

acel,d_isx(j)*9801 

  kbc,0    !linear (rampenförmig) 

  nsubst,6,10,2 !delta t = 1/(20*f) = 1/(20*4) = 0.0125sec df 

0.025/0.0125 = 2 
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  SOLVE  !min. 7 Zeitschritte werden empfohlen (S.122) 

*enddo 

 

!third segment 

end_ld3=nint(3*nw/5) 

rescontrol,define,end_ld3,last 

*do,i,end_ld2+1,end_ld3,1   !jeder 10 wert  

  j=j+1 

  t_ime(j)=(j-1)*d_time 

! t_ime(1)=0.000001 

   d_isx(j)=seisx(i) 

!  d_isy(j)=seisy(i)   

   time(j),t_ime(j) 

!  nsel,s,loc,z,0 

!  dlist 

!  d,all,ux,d_isx(j)*100 !*400 !wieder multipl. 

!  d,all,uy,d_isy(j)*100 !*100 !wieder multipl. 

   alls 

   acel,d_isx(j)*9801  

   kbc,0    !linear (rampenförmig) 

!  autots,off 

   nsubst,6,40,2 !delta t = 1/(20*f) = 1/(20*4) = 0.0125sec df 

0.025/0.0125 = 2 

 ! nsubst,20  

 ! lswrite 

  SOLVE  !min. 7 Zeitschritte werden empfohlen (S.122) 

*enddo 

 

!4th segment 

end_ld4=nint(4*nw/5) 

rescontrol,define,end_ld4,last 

*do,i,end_ld3+1,end_ld4,1   !jeder 10 wert  

   j=j+1 

   t_ime(j)=(j-1)*d_time 

! t_ime(1)=0.000001 
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   d_isx(j)=seisx(i) 

!  d_isy(j)=seisy(i)   

   time(j),t_ime(j) 

!  nsel,s,loc,z,0 

!  d,all,ux,d_isx(j)*100 !*400 !wieder multipl. 

!  d,all,uy,d_isy(j)*100 !*100 !wieder multipl. 

   alls 

   acel,d_isx(j)*9801 

   kbc,0    !linear (rampenförmig) 

   nsubst,6,80,2 !delta t = 1/(20*f) = 1/(20*4) = 0.0125sec df 

0.025/0.0125 = 2 

   SOLVE  !min. 7 Zeitschritte werden empfohlen (S.122) 

*enddo 

 

end_ld5=nint(5*nw/5) 

*do,i,end_ld4+1,end_ld5,1   !jeder 10 wert  

   j=j+1 

   *stat,i 

   *stat,j 

   t_ime(j)=(j-1)*d_time 

! t_ime(1)=0.000001 

   d_isx(j)=seisx(i) 

!  d_isy(j)=seisy(i)   

   time(j),t_ime(j) 

!  nsel,s,loc,z,0 

!  d,all,ux,d_isx(j)*100 !*400 !wieder multipl. 

!  d,all,uy,d_isy(j)*100 !*100 !wieder multipl. 

   alls 

   acel,d_isx(j)*9801 

   kbc,0    !linear (rampenförmig) 

   nsubst,6,80,2 !delta t = 1/(20*f) = 1/(20*4) = 0.0125sec df 

0.025/0.0125 = 2 

   inrt   !specifies inertia is topic 

   stat   !list current status 

   SOLVE  !min. 7 Zeitschritte werden empfohlen (S.122) 
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*enddo 

!_________________________________________________________ 

 

/post26  !zeitverlauf 

numvar,200 

lines,20000 

nsol,2,28,u,x,x-Roof  !displacement x 

nsol,3,2,u,x,x-Floor 

nsol,4,1,u,x,x-Base 

/Grid,1 

/axla,x,Time (s) 

/axla,y,X-Displacement (mm) 

!/xrange,0,40  

!/yrange,-120,120  

plvar,2,3,4 

!/wait,5 

/out,disp_bfr,txt 

prvar,4,3,2 

/out 

!-------------acc------------------------------ 

!acceleration 

deriv,5,2,1,,vel_roof  !acceleration in x 

deriv,6,5,1,,acc_roof 

deriv,7,4,1,,vel_base 

deriv,8,7,1,,acc_base 

deriv,9,3,1,,vel_flr 

deriv,9,9,1,,acc_flr 

/Grid,1 

/axla,x,Time (s) 

/axla,y,Acceleration (m/s^2) that means /9.810 to get values in g 

!/xran,0,40  

!/yrange,-80,80  

add,6,6,,,acc_2,,,0.001 !scaling factor  

add,8,8,,,acc_0,,,0.001 

add,9,9,,,acc_1,,,0.001 
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prod,6,6,,,acc_2,,,0.101936799185 !scaling factor 1/9.81 

prod,8,8,,,acc_0,,,0.101936799185 

prod,9,9,,,acc_1,,,0.101936799185 

plvar,6,9,8 

plvar,6,8 

!/wait,5 

 

!prvar,2,3,4,6,8 !save these data (displ acc)  

/out,acc_vel,txt 

prvar,8,9,6,7,5 

/out 

!just for measuring the rotations 

esol,10,92,28,nmisc,1,rot_2    

esol,11,91,2,nmisc,1,rot_1 

esol,12,93,1,nmisc,1,rot_0 

!new additions rotations in uel101-should match w/dummy dampers 

esol,13,88,,nmisc,1,rot2_101 

esol,14,87,,nmisc,1,rot1_101 

esol,15,89,,nmisc,1,rot0_101 

!force in element 

esol,16,88,28,smisc,1,for2_101 

esol,17,87,2,smisc,1,for1_101 

esol,18,89,1,smisc,1,for0_101 

/axla,x,time 

/axla,y,Rotation (rad) 

!/yrange,-0.03,0.03 

!plvar,10,11,12  

!/out,spring_rot_damp,txt 

!prvar,10,11,12 

!prvar,10,11,12 !save this data (rotations) 

/out 

xvar,13 

plvar,16 

/out,spring_uel,txt 

prvar,13,16,14,17,15,18 
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/out 

!other uel elements 

esol,19,85,,nmisc,1,rt85_101 

esol,20,86,,nmisc,1,rt86_101 

esol,21,90,,nmisc,1,rt90_101 

!force in element 

esol,22,85,52,smisc,1,fr85_101 

esol,23,86,53,smisc,1,fr86_101 

esol,24,90,77,smisc,1,fr90_101 

/out 

/out,spring_uel2,txt 

prvar,19,22,20,23,21,24 
/out 
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Appendix E 
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UEL101 and UEC101 Fortan Code 
 
Fortran Code  for Hysteretic Connection 

 
The hysteretic element incorporated into ansys90 requires two files.  The first defines the 
element phenomenological behavior while the second defines the space and solutions options 
that are applicable. The files should be labeled uel101.F and uec101.F and placed in the same 
directory for compiling.  After compiling object files a new Ansys executable is created 
which can then be used for the analysis of hysteretic structures. 



*deck,uel101               parallel          user                     msc 

subroutine uel101 (elem,ielc,elmdat,eomask,nodes,locsvrL,kelreq,
x kelfil,nr,xyz,u,kelout,zs,zass,damp,gstif,zsc,zscnr,elvol,elmass,
x center,elener,edindxL,lcerstL)

c
c --- nonlinear force-deflection element ------------------------------- 
c *** primary function: 
c        1. compute element matrices, load vectors, and results 
c *** secondary functions: 
c        2. maintain element solution data 
c
c *** Notice - This file contains ANSYS Confidential information *** 
c
c  input arguments: 
c       elem   (int,sc,in)         - element label (number) 
c       ielc   (int,ar(IELCSZ),in) - array of element type characteristics 
c       elmdat (int,ar(10),in)     - array of element data 
c       eomask (int,sc,in)         - bit pattern of element output 
c                                    (see outpcm) 
c       nodes  (int,ar(nnod),in)   - array of element node numbers 
c       locsvrL (LONGINT,sc,in)     - location of the saved variables on file .esave for this element 
c       kelreq (int,ar(10),in)     - matrix and load vector form requests 
c       kelfil (int,ar(10),in)     - keys indicating incoming mats and lvs 
c       xyz    (dp,ar(6,nnod),in)  - nodal coords (orig) and rotation angles 
c       nr     (int,sc,in)         - matrix and lv size 
c       u      (dp,ar(nr,5),in)    - element nodal solution values 
c
c  output arguments: 
c       kelout (int,ar(10),out)    - keys indicating created matrices and 
c                                         load vectors (indices for kelout 
c                                            are the same as for kelreq below, 
c                                            as well as kelin and kelout later) 
c       zs     (dp,ar(nr,nr),inout)- stiffness/conductivity matrix (kelreq(1)) 
c       zass   (dp,ar(nr,nr),inout)- mass matrix                   (kelreq(2)) 
c       damp   (dp,ar(nr,nr),inout)- damping/specific heat matrix  (kelreq(3)) 
c       gstif  (dp,ar(nr,nr),inout)- stress stiffness matrix       (kelreq(4)) 
c       zsc    (dp,ar(nr),out)     - applied f vector              (kelreq(5)) 
c       zscnr  (dp,ar(nr),out)     - n-r restoring f vector        (kelreq(6)) 
c                                    or imaginary f vector         (kelreq(7)) 
c       elvol  (dp,sc,out)         - element volume 
c       elmass (dp,sc,out)         - element mass 
c       center (dp,ar(3),out)      - centroid location 
c       elener (dp,ar(5),out)      - element energies 
c       edindxL(LONG,ar(25),out)   - element result data file indexes 
c       lcerstL(LONG,sc,inout)     - position on result file 

c     ---- start of comdecks ___ 
#include "impcom.inc" 
#include "ansysdef.inc" 
#include "elparm.inc" 
#include "echprm.inc" 
#include "seldcm.inc" 
c     ---- end of comdecks ___ 

c     locknm locks -- 
c     ---- start of comdecks from el 
#include "locknm.inc" 
c     ---- end of comdecks from el 
c

external TrackBegin, TrackEnd
external erhandler,svgidx,svrget,rvrget,

x mreuse,
x uep101,usereo,svrput,svpidx,mctac,
x vzero,vmove,tranx3,
x eldwrtL,eldwrnL

c     routines not declared in standard uel101 
external timgap,esecur,xyzupd,mmove,matxb

c
c          *****  parallel lock routines  ***** 

external pplock,ppunlock
external erinqr,wrinqr

c
external vcmpr,dist3d
integer erinqr,wrinqr
logical vcmpr
double precision dist3d

c
c     --- arguments
c
c

LONGINT  locsvrL,lcerstL,edindxL(25)
integer
x elem,ielc(IELCSZ),elmdat(10),eomask,nodes(2),
x kelreq(10),kelfil(10),nr,kelout(10)

c
c     --- local 

integer
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x ireal,nrvr,nssvr,nusvr,kelin(10),svindx(20),nudb,iott,
x symm,ktyp,kprnt,imxm,imx,imin,imax,imaxm,isl,istprv,
x islprv,kt16,istat,islam,ic,il,it,i,j,k,nper,ii,jj,outel

c
c     --- arguments 

double precision
x xyz(6,2),u(nr,5),zs(nr,nr),gstif(nr,nr),zscnr(nr),elener(5)

c
c     --- rvr,ssvr,nrsvr 

double precision
x rvr(42),  df(2,20),
x ssvr(191),
x rvr1bk(40),df41(2,41),slope(40),fmax,fmin,ftol,stol,dtol,rimin,
x rimax,stat,risl,sl,spare1,dis,for,aslam,uorig,disrev,forrev,
x crush,gpt(3),gvel(3),spare(5)

c
c     --- local 

double precision
x u21,gptar(3),vect(15),con,dpone,alenv,aleng,
x xyzup(3,2),tr(3,3),fornr

c
c     --- new variables_1 

double precision
x zass(nr,nr),damp(nr,nr),zsc(nr),elvol,elmass,center(3),dum,dum1,
x dis_1,dis_2,u1_r,f1_r,u8_r,f8_r,u1rprv,f1rprv,u8rprv,f8rprv,
x f1dgold,f1dgnew,f8dgold,f8dgnew,curve,curv_lst,alpha1,alpha2,
x alpha4,alpha5,alpha6,alpha7,beta1,beta8,alpha8,alpha_8,start_c

c
c     --- new variables_2 

double precision
x delta,for_1,for_2,s_k,s_p,s_k8,s_p8,

x p_0_f1,k_0_f1,p_0_f8,k_0_f8,r2,p2,k2,cyklus,f7bdry,u7bdry,

x f6bdry,u6bdry,kr_last,u1_peak,f1_peak,u8_peak,f8_peak,

x peak_ini,pom,f1,f2,conserv,u_max1,u_max8,slp1,slp8,fail,xn,    
x f_on_c8

c
c     --- new variables_3

double precision
x f_max1,f_max8,brkpt8,slp8old,brkpt1,slp1old,p1_exp,p8_exp,
x u_19,f_19,u_810,f_810

c     --- new variables_4 
double precision
x pmult,eta_1,eta_8,end_pt1,end_pt2

c
c

#include "soptcm.inc" 
#include "stepcm.inc" 
#include "elecom.inc" 
#include "elucom.inc" 
#include "outpcm.inc" 
#include "usvrcm.inc" 
c

equivalence
x (df(1,1),rvr(1))

c
equivalence
x (rvr1bk(1),ssvr(1)),      (df41(1,1),ssvr(41)),
x (slope(1),ssvr(123)),     (fmax,ssvr(163)),
x (fmin,ssvr(164)),         (ftol,ssvr(165)),
x (stol,ssvr(166)),         (dtol,ssvr(167)),
x (rimin,ssvr(168)),        (rimax,ssvr(169)),
x (stat,ssvr(170)),         (risl,ssvr(171)),
x (sl,ssvr(172)),           (spare1,ssvr(173)),
x (dis,ssvr(174)),          (for,ssvr(175)),
x (aslam,ssvr(176)),        (uorig,ssvr(177)),
x (disrev,ssvr(178)),       (forrev,ssvr(179)),
x (crush,ssvr(180)),        (gpt(1),ssvr(181)),
x (gvel(1),ssvr(184)),      (spare(1),ssvr(187))

c
call TrackBegin ('uel101')

c
OPEN (UNIT=1, FILE='1.out', STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN (UNIT=2, FILE='fpeak.out', STATUS='UNKNOWN')
iott = wrinqr(2)

c
c --- define initial data 

ireal = elmdat(PREAL)
nrvr = ielc(NMTRLC)
nssvr = ielc(NMSSVR)
nusvr = ielc(NMUSVR)

c
c --- get keyopts 

symm   = ielc(KYOP1) ! symmetric KEYOPTION
conserv= ielc(KYOP2) ! conservative KEYOPTION
ktyp   = ielc(KYOP4)
kprnt  = ielc(KYOP6)
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fail   = ielc(KYOP7)
outel  = ielc(KYOP10)

c
c --- get the element real constant data 

call rvrget (elem,ireal,ielc(1),nrvr,rvr(1))
c
c --- get the svr index vector 

call svgidx (locsvrL,svindx(1))
c
c --- get the element base saved variables 

call svrget (svindx(1),1,nssvr,ssvr(1))
c
c --- get the user-defined variables 

if (nusvr.gt.0) call svrget (svindx(1),8,nusvr,usvr(1))
c
c --- geometry computations 

if (ktyp .gt. 0) then
c        --- two or three dimensional element 

if (ktyp .eq. 3) then
nper = 2

else
nper = 3

endif
c        --- compute original length 

con = dist3d (xyz(1,1),xyz(1,2))
alenv = sqrt (con)

c        --- compute current length 
if (nlgeom .eq. 1 .and. ktyp .ne. 2) then

call mmove (xyz(1,1),xyzup(1,1), 6,3, 3,2)
call xyzupd (2,u(1,putot),nr,xyz(1,1),6,vect(1),nper)
call mmove (vect(1),xyzup(1,1), nper,3, nper,2)
con = dist3d (xyzup(1,1),xyzup(1,2))
aleng = sqrt (con)

else
call mmove (xyz(1,1),xyzup(1,1), 6,3, 3,2)
aleng = alenv

endif
if (alenv.le.0.0d0 .or. aleng.le.0.0d0) then

call erhandler('uel101',5000,3,
x 'Element %I has a zero length.'
x ,dble(elem),' ')

go to 999
endif

c        --- transformation matrix 
call tranx3 (2,xyzup(1,1),3,tr(1,1))

endif
c
c     *** set up total displacements **** 
c     --- calculate stretch 

if (ktyp .gt. 0) then
c        --- two/three dimensional element 

if (nlgeom .eq. 1 .and. ktyp .ne. 2) then
u21 = aleng - alenv

else
if (ktyp .eq. 3) then

c              --- 2-d element 
u21 = tr(1,1)*(u(3,putot) - u(1,putot)) +

x tr(1,2)*(u(4,putot) - u(2,putot))
else

c              --- 3-d element 
u21 = tr(1,1)*(u(4,putot) - u(1,putot)) +

x tr(1,2)*(u(5,putot) - u(2,putot)) +
x tr(1,3)*(u(6,putot) - u(3,putot))

endif
endif

else
c        --- one dimensional element 

u21 = u(2,putot) - u(1,putot)
endif

c
c
c     VARIABLE INITIALIZATION 

if (kfstps .eq. 1) then
dtol=dabs(rvr(20)+dabs(rvr(21)))*0.5d-8 !matches dtol 
curve=1.0 ! current curve
dis_1=0.0d0 ! current displacement
dis_2=0.0d0 ! previous displacement
dis=0.0d0 ! dis=current displacement
u1_r=0.0d0 ! maximum displacement (>=0)
f1_r=0.0d0 ! force at reversal(disp>0) force may be either +/-
u8_r=0.0d0 ! maximum displacement (<0) 
f8_r=0.0d0 ! force at reversal(disp<0) force may be either +/-
u1rprv=0.0d0 ! previous maximum displacement 
f1rprv=0.0d0 ! previous maximum force 
u8rprv=0.0d0 ! previous maximum displacement 
f8rprv=0.0d0 ! previous maximum force 
for_1=0.0 ! current force
for_2=0.0 ! previous force
f1dgold=0.0d0 ! old degenerated force
f1dgnew=rvr(17) ! new degenerated force
f8dgold=0.0d0 ! old degenerated force
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f8dgnew=rvr(14) ! new degenerated force
c

if (symm .eq. 1) then
f8dgnew=f1dgnew

endif

sl=rvr(1)*rvr(17) ! current slope
for=0.0 ! current force
cyklus=0.0 ! N-R iteration identifier--

c        f1g_last=0.0         ! Last peak value of force 
c        u1g_last=0.0         ! Last peak value of displacement 

f7bdry=0.0
u7bdry=0.0
f6bdry=0.0
u6bdry=0.0

c        f8g_last=0.0         ! Last peak value of force 
c        u8g_last=0.0         ! Last peak value of displacement 

curv_lst=0.0 ! previous curve
kr_last=0.0 ! slope for curve 6 and 7
start_c=1.0 ! 2 or 1 decides where to go for kfstps=1 (1st step)

c        u1_peak=dtol         ! displacement peak, changes for F1, updates (not updated when on curve1) 
u1_peak=0.0

c        f1_peak=sl*dtol          ! peak force on F1, updates with degradation (not updated when on curve1) 
f1_peak=0.0

c        u8_peak=dtol         ! abs. value of displacement peak updates after leaving curve 8 (not updated when on curve8) 
u8_peak=0.0

c        f8_peak=rvr(3)*f8dgnew*dtol  ! abs value of peak force on F8, updates with degradation (not updated when on curve8) 
f8_peak=0.0
peak_ini=1.0 ! decides in F1 or F8

c        p_0_f8=rvr(18)*f1dgnew   ! NOTE:  this is POSITIVE P_0  
c        p_0_f1=rvr(15)*f8dgnew   ! (intercept for cycle from f1 to p_0_f1)THIS IS NEGATIVE P_0 (abs value is stored) 

p_0_f8=0.0
p_0_f1=0.0
f_max1=0.0 ! extreme value of F1 used in FAILURE OPTION only
f_max8=0.0 ! extreme value of F8 used in FAILURE OPTION only (keyopt7=1)
u_max1=dabs(rvr(20)) ! value at which negative slope will start and then updated to maximum displacement for curve9 
u_max8=-dabs(rvr(21)) ! value at which negative slope will start and then updated to maximum displacement for curve10 
f_19=0.0 ! f_19 is the force at 1st intersection of 1 and 9
f_810=0.0 ! f_810 is the force at the 1st intersection of 8 and 10 
k_0_f1=rvr(1)*rvr(17) ! Slope at negative zero displacement intercept
k_0_f8=rvr(3)*rvr(14) ! Slope at positive zero displacement intercept
xn=1.0 ! Counter for number of cycles      

if (symm .eq. 1) then
u_max8=-dabs(u_max1)

endif

ftol=(rvr(17)+rvr(14))*1.0d-8 !
c       calculate slope at umax to get flattest slope 

spare(2)=min(f1dgnew*rvr(1)*exp(-rvr(1)*u_max1)+rvr(26),
x f8dgnew*rvr(3)*exp(rvr(1)*u_max8)+rvr(27))

c
c
c
c
c

c
c

else
dis_1=slope(1) ! saved variables
dis_2=slope(2)
u1_r=slope(3)
f1_r=slope(4)
u8_r=slope(5)
f8_r=slope(6)
u1rprv=slope(7)
f1rprv=slope(8)
u8rprv=slope(9)
f8rprv=slope(10)
f1dgold=slope(11)
f1dgnew=slope(12)
f8dgold=slope(13)
f8dgnew=slope(14)
curve=slope(15)
for_1=slope(16)
for_2=slope(17)
f_max1=slope(18)
f_max8=slope(19)
u_max1=slope(20)
u_max8=slope(21)
p_0_f1=slope(22)
k_0_f1=slope(23)
p_0_f8=slope(24)
k_0_f8=slope(25)
cyklus=slope(26)
curv_lst=slope(27)

c
c
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f7bdry=slope(28)
u7bdry=slope(29)
f6bdry=slope(30)
u6bdry=slope(31)

c
c

kr_last=slope(32) !
start_c=slope(33)
u1_peak=slope(34)
f1_peak=slope(35)
u8_peak=slope(36)
f8_peak=slope(37)
peak_ini=slope(38)

!!                         
conserv=slope(39)
f_19=slope(40)
f_810=spare(1)

c
xn=spare1 !counter for p_0_f* until ratio>1.0

if(xn .lt. 1.0D0) xn=1.0D0
endif
brkpt8=0.0 ! point when curve 10 intercepts zero force line          
brkpt1=0.0

c                     Real constants dont change 
alpha1=rvr(1) !Exponent governing F1
alpha2=rvr(2) !Exponent governing F2
alpha_8=rvr(3) !exponent governing F8
alpha4=rvr(4)
alpha5=rvr(5)
alpha6=rvr(6)
alpha7=rvr(7) !exponent governing F6
alpha8=rvr(8) !exponent governing F7
p1_exp=rvr(9) !exponent governing intercept in NEGATIVE quadrant (READ CAREFULLY!!)
p8_exp=rvr(10) !exponent governing intercept in POSITIVE quadrant
beta1=rvr(11)
beta8=rvr(12)
s_k=rvr(19)
s_p=rvr(18)
s_k8=rvr(16)
s_p8=rvr(15)

c
slp1=-dabs(rvr(22)) ! descending slope for F1
slp8=-dabs(rvr(23)) ! descending slope for F8
u_19=dabs(rvr(20)) !Value at which curve9 begins
u_810=-dabs(rvr(21)) !Value at which curve10 begins 

c     new variables 
pmult=rvr(24) ! multiplier to determine level of elastic behavior  
eta_1=rvr(26) ! linear term for F_1 and df_1 and hence K_0 terms
eta_8=rvr(27) ! linear term for F_8 and df_8 and hence K_0 terms
aslam=0.0d0

c     ! MAKE REAL CONSTANTS EQUAL FOR SYMMETRIC CASE 
if (symm .eq. 1) then

s_k8=s_k ! If symmetry F1 GOVERNS
s_p8=s_p
alpha_8=alpha1 ! F8=F1
beta8=beta1
alpha5=alpha2 ! F4=F2
alpha6=-alpha4     ! F5=F3
alpha8=alpha7 ! F7=F6
u_810=-u_19

c
c
c

slp8=-dabs(slp1)

endif

c
!
!
!
!
!
!
c
c
c     Push displacements up and save the last value of displacement 

dis = u21 - uorig
dis_2=dis_1
dis_1=dis
delta=dis_1-dis_2

c     assume unloading 
c      *** il = 0 = unloading  
c      *** il = 1 = start or continue loading 

il = 0

c     Initialize loading at the begining 
if ((outel.eq.1).or.(outel.eq.elem)) then
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write(iott,*)
write(iott,*)'elem',elem
write(iott,*)'slvstp',slvstp,'ldstp',ldstep,'numitr',numitr,
x 'ieqitr',ieqitr
write(iott,*)'substp',isubst
write(iott,*)'cnv criteria',1e-8*dabs(rvr(20)),'cnvtol',cnvtol(1),
x cnvtol(2),cnvtol(3)
write(iott,*)'cnvref',cnvref(1),cnvref(2),cnvref(3)
write(iott,*)'f_cnvval',cnvval(1),'dcnvval',cnvval(2)
write(iott,*) 'dis_1,dis_2',dis_1,dis_2
write(iott,*) 'cyklus,cnvrgd,delta',cyklus,cnvrgd,delta
endif

c     set delta .lt. small number need to include a relative term as well 
if (dabs(delta) .lt. (dtol))then

c      if (delta .eq. 0.0 ) then  
cyklus=0.0

endif
if((cnvrgd .eq.1) .and. (cyklus .ne. 0.0)) then
cyklus=0.0
if(outel.eq.1)write(iott,*)'cyklus modif'
endif

cyklus=cyklus+1

if ((outel.eq.1).or.(outel.eq.elem)) then
write(iott,*) 'cyklus,cnvrgd,delta',cyklus,cnvrgd,delta
write(iott,*)'curve,curv_lst',curve,curv_lst
endif

if ((start_c .eq. 2.0) .and. (delta .ne.0.0)) then ! 1st curve
c         write(iott,*)'start_c,delta',start_c,delta 

if (delta .gt. 0.0) then
curve=1.0
peak_ini=1.0
il=1

else
curve=8.0
peak_ini=8.0
il=1

endif
start_c=0.0

endif
c

if ((outel.eq.1).or.(outel.eq.elem)) then
write(iott,*)
write(iott,*) 'time=',timval
write(iott,*) 'element=',elem
write(iott,*) 'load stp,substep,cumulative',ldstep,isubst,numitr
write(iott,*) 'dis_1,dis_2:=',dis_1,dis_2
write(iott,*) 'delta=',delta
write(iott,*)'curve',curve
write(iott,*)'peak_ini',peak_ini
write(iott,*)

endif
c

if (kfstps .eq. 1) then
start_c=start_c+1.0
goto 680

endif
c
c     conservative/non conservative logic (between p_0_f1 and p_0_f8) 
c

if (conserv .eq. 1.0) then
if (dis_1 .ge. 0.0) then

curve=1.0
else

curve=8.0
endif

c       Use F1 and F8 in conservative cycling between p_0_f8 and  p_0_f1 
if ((for_1.le.(rvr(18)*f1dgnew*pmult)).and.

x (for_1.ge.(-rvr(15)*f8dgnew*pmult)))   then
if ((outel.eq.1).or.(outel.eq.elem)) then
write(iott,*)
write(iott,*) 'for_1,p_0_f8,pmult,p_0_f1'
write(iott,*) for_1,rvr(18)*f1dgnew,pmult,rvr(15)*f8dgnew
endif

if((dis .gt.0.0) .and. (dis .gt.u1_peak)) u1_peak=dis
if((dis .lt.0.0) .and. (dis .lt.-u8_peak)) u8_peak=-dis
goto 666

else

c
if(u1_peak .le.0) u1_peak=max(dabs(dis),dabs(dis_2))

c         f1_peak=max((rvr(18)*f1dgnew*pmult),for_1) 
f1_peak=max(f1dgnew*(1.0-dexp(-alpha1*u1_peak))+eta_1*u1_peak,

x for_1)
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c         if(u1_peak .le.0) u1_peak=max(dabs(dis),dabs(dis_2)) 
c         f8_peak=max(p_0_f8*pmult,-for_1) 
c         CHANGED 08-27-2007 f8_peak,set p_0_f8,p_0_f1 

if(u8_peak .le.0) u8_peak=max(dabs(dis),dabs(dis_2))
f8_peak=max(f8dgnew*(1-dexp(-alpha_8*u8_peak))+eta_8*u8_peak,

x for_1)
c         f8_peak=max((rvr(15)*f8dgnew*pmult),-for_1) 
c         if(u8_peak .le.0) u8_peak=max(dabs(dis),dabs(dis_2)) 

p_0_f8=s_p*f8_peak
p_0_f1=s_p8*f1_peak
xn=5
conserv=0.0

endif
endif

C
C     NOTE: The IF statements treat oscillations for UNCONVERGED solutions  
c     when the variable cyklus is not included 
c
c     Comments about logic 
c     Ansys reports the solution converges at the end of the 2nd iteration (not always true unfortunately) 
c     after the iteration for which our variable delta=0.0. Ansys then runs another pass for the element solution 
c     at this dof solution. If the displacement or force converge first(ith iteration) then that iteration (ith) number is  
c     reported and not the (i+1) iteration at which the other criteria converges.The variable cnvrgd is set equal to 1  
c     only after both force and displacement criteria have converged. 
c     If the displacement and force criteria converge at the same iteration then that iteration  # is reported as 
c     the iteration at which convergence took place. 

C     BEGIN CURVE 1 logic 
if (curve .eq. 1.0) then

c          NR oscillations between 1 and 5.  . 
if ((dis.lt.u1_peak).and.(curv_lst.eq.5.0)) then

curve=5.0
curv_lst=1.0

endif
if((dis .lt.0.0) .and. (peak_ini .eq.1.0))then

if(delta .lt. -dtol) then
curve=8.0
curv_lst=1.0
peak_ini=8.0

endif
endif
if((dis .lt.0.0) .and.(curv_lst .eq. 4.0)) then

curve=4.0
curv_lst=5.0 !

f8_r=f8rprv
u8_r=u8rprv

endif
c         Prevent oscillation between 1 and 7.Added aslam component 10-11-2006 

if((dis.lt.u7bdry) .and.(dis_2 .lt.u7bdry).and.
x (curv_lst.eq.7.0))then

if((delta.lt.0.0).and.(dis_2.lt.u1_r))then
curve=2.0
curv_lst=7.0

else
curve=7.0
curv_lst=1.0
aslam=1.0d0
endif

endif
c         added 10-11-2006 

if((delta .lt. 0.0) .and. (curv_lst .eq. 2.0))then
aslam=1.0d0
curve=2.0
curv_lst=1.0
u1_r=dis_2
f1_r=for_2

endif

c         If FAILURE keyopt is ON and u>0.99*U_max go to decending slope curve
if (fail .eq. 1.0 ) then

if (dis. ge. (0.99*u_19)) then !set to 99% of U_max
curve=9.0
curv_lst=1.0
f_max1=for_1
if (f_19 .eq. 0.0) then

f_19=for_1

f1_peak=for_1
u1_peak=dis_1

endif
endif
endif

c     If DELTA<0, unloading.    

if ((delta.lt.0.0).and.(cyklus.eq.2.0)) then
c         Note if dis <0 goes through F2 calcs then to F6 

curve = 2.0
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curv_lst=1.0
il=0

c
c          For curve 1 

u1_peak=dis_2 ! Note  "old" values of u and F are used (the converged ones). 
f1_peak=for_2
u1rprv=u1_r
f1rprv=f1_r
u1_r=dis_2
f1_r=for_2

dum=dlog(1.0D0/10.0D0)/(-alpha1)
dum1=f1dgnew*(1-dexp(-alpha1*dum))

c          write(iott,*)'u1/10,f1/10',dum,dum1 
dum=(dum1-alpha1*f1dgnew*dum/10)/(alpha1*f1dgnew*(1-1.0/10.0))

dum1=alpha1*f1dgnew*dum

p_0_f1=s_p8*f1_peak*(min(f1_peak/dum1,1.0D0)**(1/xn))

if(p_0_f1 .gt. dabs(f8_peak)) then
if(f8_peak .lt. f8dgnew) then

peak_ini=1.0
c                 CHANGED 2007-10-31 added ftol plus this is not consistent 
c                 with c4-->c6 

f8_peak=p_0_f1+ftol
write(iott,*)'f8_peak=p_0_f1',p_0_f1

else
p_0_f1=f8dgnew

endif
endif
if(f1_r/(alpha1*f1dgnew) .gt. u1_r) then

c             this probably shouldn't have s_k attached. Hard numerically as going from a steep slope 
c             to a flat slope

k_0_f1=dabs(s_k8*(p_0_f1+f1_r))/(u1_r+1e-6*u_max1)
write(iott,*)'new k_0_f1 opt1',k_0_f1

else
k_0_f1=p_0_f1/(u1_r-f1_r/(alpha1*f1dgnew))
write(iott,*)'elem,new k_0_f1',elem,k_0_f1

endif
c          concavity for curve2        

k_0_f1=min(k_0_f1,dabs(s_k8*(p_0_f1+f1_r))/u1_r)

c          Problem arises when k_0_f1 is too large.2nd deriv of F3 must be zero or negative for our functions 
c          Therefore r2 must be .le. 0. so k_0_f1 must be no larger than the following equation 

if((u8_peak .ne. 0.0) .and. (f8_peak .gt. p_0_f1)) then
k_0_f1=min(s_k8*(f8_peak-p_0_f1)/u8_peak,k_0_f1)
endif

c          k_0_f1 must be less than initial slope on f8 
k_0_f1=min(k_0_f1,alpha_8*dabs(f8dgnew))

c          Protect against zero slope 
if (k_0_f1 .le. 0d0) then

k_0_f1=.001*s_k8*f1dgnew/max(u_max1,u1_peak)
c             write(iott,*)'k_0_f1 protect0',k_0_f1 

endif
c          write(iott,*)'k_0_f1',k_0_f1 
c          write(iott,*) 
c          New check 

if (peak_ini .eq. 1.0) then
c           Find point at which df8/du=k_0_f1 if F8 at this point is less than linearized 
c           F3 then k_0_f1 must be reduced 
c           f8_peak at this point must be greater than abs(p_0_f1) else slope  
c           would have to be negative 
c           checks if abs(dum) .gt. abs(dum1=disp at which F8=p_0_f1 force-this is not u=0) 
c           dum represents the disp where df8=k_0_f1 

dum=dlog(k_0_f1/(alpha_8*f8dgnew))/alpha_8
dum1=dlog(1.0-p_0_f1/f8dgnew)/alpha_8

c           write(iott,*)'dums',dum,dum1 
if(dum1 .lt. dum) then

dum=dum1
k_0_f1=.001*s_k*f1dgnew/max(u_max1,u1_peak)

endif
c             IF dabs(f1) .gt. DABS(F2) then curves will never intersect with this  
c             value of k_0_f1 must be reduced  

f1=-p_0_f1+k_0_f1*dum
f2=-f8dgnew*(1-dexp(alpha_8*dum)) + eta_8*dum

c          write(iott,*)'f1,f2',f1,f2 
if(dabs(f1) .gt. dabs(f2)) then

c             what is guarantee that f2>p_0_f1? 
k_0_f1=min(k_0_f1,(dabs(f2)-p_0_f1)/dabs(dum))

dum=dlog(k_0_f1/(alpha_8*f8dgnew))/alpha_8
f1=-p_0_f1+k_0_f1*dum
f2=-f8dgnew*(1.0D0-dexp(alpha_8*dum)) + eta_8*dum

do while (dabs(dabs(f1)-dabs(f2)) .gt. (0.001*dabs(f2)))
k_0_f1=(dabs(f2)-p_0_f1)/dabs(dum)
dum=dlog(k_0_f1/(alpha_8*f8dgnew))/alpha_8
f1=-p_0_f1+k_0_f1*dum
f2=-f8dgnew*(1.0D0-dexp(alpha_8*dum)) + eta_8*dum
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end do
u8_peak=-dum
f8_peak=-f2

else
endif

i=0
c            dum=-.01 now starting with dum  
 111 continue

i=i+1
dum=(dlog(1.0D0+(-p_0_f1+k_0_f1*dum)/rvr(14)))/alpha_8
f1=-p_0_f1+k_0_f1*dum

f2=-rvr(14)*(1-dexp(alpha_8*dum)) + eta_8*dum

if((i .lt. 100) .and. (dabs(dabs(f1)-dabs(f2)) .gt. 
x (0.005*dabs(f2)))) goto 111

u8_peak=max(-dum,dtol)
f8_peak=max(-f1,dtol*f8dgnew*alpha_8)
u8rprv=-u8_peak
f8rprv=-f8_peak

c            peak_ini=1 leave peak_ini set until cross into F8 
endif ! peak_ini=1

endif

if ((dis.lt.0.0).and.(cyklus.eq.2.0))then
c          if(for .gt.0.0) then 

curve = 6.0
curv_lst=1.0
u1rprv=dis_2
f1rprv=for_2
dum=dlog(1.0D0/10.0D0)/(-alpha1)
dum1=f1dgnew*(1-dexp(-alpha1*dum))

c           write(iott,*)'u1/10,f1/10',dum,dum1 
dum=(dum1-alpha1*f1dgnew*dum/10)/(alpha1*f1dgnew*(1-1.0/10.0))

dum1=alpha1*f1dgnew*dum
c           write(iott,*)'elem,uy,fy',elem,dum,dum1 

p_0_f1=s_p8*f1_peak*(min(f1_peak/dum1,1.0D0)**(1/xn))
c           write(iott,*)'new p_0_f1?',p_0_f1  

c           Boundary Conditions for curve6 
c           Need check for case where f8dgnew< calc p_0_f1-only makes sense when p_0_f1 can grow 

if(p_0_f1 .gt. dabs(f8_peak)) then
if(f8_peak .lt. f8dgnew) then

peak_ini=1.0
f8_peak=p_0_f1

c                 write(iott,*)'f8_peak=p_0_f1',p_0_f1 
else

p_0_f1=f8dgnew
endif

endif

if(f1rprv/(alpha1*f1dgnew) .gt. u1rprv) then
k_0_f1=dabs(s_k8*(p_0_f1+f1rprv))/(u1rprv+1e-6*u_max1)

else
k_0_f1=p_0_f1/(u1rprv-f1rprv/(alpha1*f1dgnew))

endif
c           write(iott,*)'new k_0_f1',k_0_f1 

c           Keep track of degradations,reversals for positive u 
u1_r=0.0
f1_r=-p_0_f1
f1dgold=max(ftol,f1dgnew)
dum=dabs((f1_r-f1rprv)/2.0)
f1dgnew=f1dgold*(f1dgold/(f1dgold+dum))**beta1
f1_peak=f1_peak*(f1dgold/(f1dgold+dum))**beta1

c     CHANGE 2007-10-25 See note at bottom of code 
f1_peak=f1dgnew*(1-dexp(-alpha1*u1_peak))+eta_1*u1_peak

c           This would be % of secant stiffness 
k_0_f1=min(dabs(s_k8*(p_0_f1+f1rprv))/u1rprv,k_0_f1)
if((u8_peak .ne. 0.0) .and. (f8_peak .gt. p_0_f1)) then
k_0_f1=min(s_k8*(f8_peak-p_0_f1)/u8_peak,k_0_f1)
endif

c           Protect against zero slope 
if (k_0_f1 .le. 0d0) then

k_0_f1=.001*s_k8*f1dgnew/max(u_max1,u1_peak)
endif

c           Calculate f6bdry values  taken from F4->F5 
dum=(f8rprv-f8_r)/(u8rprv-u8_r)
u6bdry=dabs(u8_r+(-p_0_f1-f8_r)/dum) !
dum=(dexp(-alpha4*u8_peak)+alpha4*u8_peak-1.0d0)  
r2=(u8_peak*k_0_f1-f8_peak+p_0_f1)/dum
p2=-p_0_f1-r2
k2=k_0_f1-alpha4*r2
kr_last=k2+r2*alpha4*dexp(alpha4*(-u6bdry)) 

f6bdry=dabs(p2+k2*(-u6bdry)+r2*dexp(alpha4*(-u6bdry))) !
endif ! dis <0 if
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if ((curve .eq. 1.0) .and.(dis .gt.u1_peak)) curv_lst=1.0
endif

c     write(iott,*)'curve end1,for',curve,for 
c     END CURVE 1 LOGIC    
C     BEGIN CURVE 2 LOGIC 

if (curve .eq. 2.0) then
if(delta .gt.0.0)il=1
if (dis .lt. 0.0) then

curve = 3.0
C     ADDED 10/02/2006 

curv_lst=2.0
il=1

c         We must degrade f1dgnew and update f1_peak 
u1rprv=u1_r
f1rprv=f1_r
u1_r=0
f1_r=-p_0_f1
xn=xn+1.0/2.0 !increase counter for p_0_f1
f1dgold=max(ftol,f1dgnew) ! degrade f1
dum=dabs((f1_r-f1rprv)/2.0)

c         CHANGE 2007-10-25 See note at bottom of code 
f1dgnew=max(for_2,f1dgold*(f1dgold/(f1dgold+dum))**beta1)   
f1_peak=f1_peak*(f1dgold/(f1dgold+dum))**beta1

c         CHANGE 2007-10-25 See note at bottom of code 
f1_peak=f1dgnew*(1-dexp(-alpha1*u1_peak))+eta_1*u1_peak

endif
if (dis .ge. 0.0) then

curve = 2.0
endif

c       CHANGED 2007-05-14 dis_2 within global cnvtol and thus converged on 
c       u1_r,f1_r again.In a SDOF case delta will equal 0.0
c       if((delta.ge.0.0).and.(dis_2.gt.u1_r))then 

if((delta.gt.0.0).and.(dis_2.gt.u1_r).and.(cyklus.ne.2.0))then !added cyklus 07-06-2007 
if(curv_lst .ne. 2.0)then !added 6/6/2007

if(curv_lst.eq.1.0) curve=1.0
if(curv_lst.eq.7.0) curve=7.0
if(curv_lst.eq.5.0) curve=5.0 !added curve5 10/20/2006
if(curv_lst.eq.9.0) curve=9.0 !added 6/6/2007
curv_lst=2.0
aslam=1.0D0
islam=1
u1_r=u1rprv
f1_r=f1rprv !loses some info but best I can do-use disrev

else
aslam=1.0D0
islam=1

endif
endif

c       DELTA is positive, force goes UP, must switch to 7 
if ((delta.ge.0.0).and.(dis.gt.0.0).and.(cyklus.eq.2.0))then

curve = 7.0
curv_lst=2.0
il=1
u1rprv=u1_r !  store reversal points
f1rprv=f1_r
u1_r=dis_2
f1_r=for_2
f1dgold=max(ftol,f1dgnew) ! degrade f1
dum=dabs((f1_r-f1rprv)/2.0)

f1dgnew=f1dgold*(f1dgold/(f1dgold+dum))**beta1
f1_peak=max(for_2,

x f1dgnew*(1-dexp(-alpha1*u1_peak))+eta_1*u1_peak)

if(p_0_f1 .gt. dabs(f8_peak)) then
if(f8_peak .lt. f8dgnew) then

peak_ini=1.0
f8_peak=p_0_f1

c                 write(iott,*)'f8_peak=p_0_f1',p_0_f1 
else

p_0_f1=f8dgnew
endif

endif

c         Boundary conditions for curve7 
c         if(for .lt.0) then    !Changed 11/27/2006 changed to match pinched response 

if(for .lt. p_0_f8) then

dum=dlog(1.0D0/10.0D0)/(-alpha_8)
dum1=f8dgnew*(1-dexp(-alpha_8*dum))

c             write(iott,*)'elem,u8/10,f8/10',elem,dum,dum1
dum=(dum1-alpha_8*f8dgnew*dum/10)/(alpha_8*f8dgnew*(1-1.0/10.0))

dum1=alpha_8*f8dgnew*dum

p_0_f8=s_p*f8_peak*min(f8_peak/dum1,1.0D0)**(1/xn)

if(p_0_f8 .lt. f1_r) p_0_f8=0.0
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c           concavity limitation for curve5 

if(p_0_f8 .gt. f1_peak) then
if(f1_peak .lt. (f1dgnew+eta_1*u1_peak))then

f1_peak=p_0_f8+ftol
k_0_f8=(f1_peak-p_0_f8)/u1_peak

else
p_0_f8=f1_peak

endif
else

if(u1_peak .ne.0.0)then
k_0_f8=min(s_k*(f1_peak-p_0_f8)/u1_peak,k_0_f8)

endif
endif

c             Protect against zero slope 
if(k_0_f8 .le. 0) then

k_0_f8=dabs(0.001*s_k*f8dgnew/min(u_max8,-u8_peak))
endif

dum=(f1rprv-f1_r)/(u1rprv-u1_r)

if(dum .le.0.0)dum=(f1_peak-f1_r)/(u1_peak-u1_r)

dum=max(dum,(f1_peak-f1_r)/(u1_peak-u1_r))

u7bdry=u1_r+(p_0_f8-f1_r)/dum
c             Note the bdry is from curve5 and not F1*********** 

dum=dexp(alpha6*u1_peak)-alpha6*u1_peak-1.0d0
c             write(iott,*)'dum',dum 

r2=(f1_peak-p_0_f8-k_0_f8*u1_peak)/dum
p2=p_0_f8-r2
k2=k_0_f8-alpha6*r2

f7bdry=p2+k2*u7bdry+r2*dexp(alpha6*u7bdry)
kr_last=min(k2+r2*alpha6*dexp(alpha6*u7bdry),

x (f7bdry-f1_r)/(u7bdry-u1_r))

xn=xn+1.0/2.0
else

f7bdry=f1_peak
u7bdry=u1_peak
kr_last=min(f1dgnew*alpha1*dexp(-alpha1*(u1_peak))+eta_1,

x (f7bdry-f1_r)/(u7bdry-u1_r))

endif                            
endif

if ((delta.le.0.0).and.(dis_2.lt.(u1_r-dtol)).and.
x (dis_1 .ge. 0.0)) then

curv_lst=2.0
endif

endif
C     END CURVE 2 LOGIC 

C     BEGIN CURVE 3 LOGIC 
if (curve .eq. 3.0) then
if (dis.lt.0.0) then

if((dis.lt.(-u8_peak)).and.(delta.le.0.0) .and.
x (f_810 .eq. 0) ) then

curve=8.0
curv_lst=3.0
peak_ini=18.0

c           continue adding load 
il=1

endif
c         switch to c10 before reaching (99%)*u_max . 

if (fail .eq. 1.0 ) then
if((dis.le.(0.99*u_max8)).and.(delta.le.0.0)) then

curve=10.0
c             CHANGED 2007-10-31 added curv_lst 

curv_lst=3.0
peak_ini=20.0
f_max8=for_1

endif
endif

c
if((delta.gt.0.0))then !changed 10/24/2006

if((curv_lst.eq.4.0).and.(dis_2.gt.u8_r))then
curve=4.0
curv_lst=3.0

elseif(cyklus.eq.2.0)then
curve = 4.0
curv_lst=3.0
peak_ini=14.0
il=0

u8rprv=u8_r
f8rprv=f8_r
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u8_r=dis_2
f8_r=for_2

c
c            Calculating boundary conditions for curve 4  
c            careful with signs f8_peak is abs,f1_r has sign attached 
c             following is location when slope=1/10 initial 

dum=dlog(1.0D0/10.0D0)/(-alpha_8)
dum1=f8dgnew*(1-dexp(-alpha_8*dum))

c             write(iott,*)'u8/10,f8/10',dum,dum1 
dum=(dum1-alpha_8*f8dgnew*dum/10)/(alpha_8*f8dgnew*(1-1.0/10.0))

dum1=alpha_8*f8dgnew*dum
c             write(iott,*)'elem,u8y,f8y',elem,dum,dum1 
c             p_0_f8=s_p*f8_peak*min(f8_peak/dum1,1.0D0) 
c             write(iott,*)'new p_0_f8?',p_0_f8 

p_0_f8=s_p*f8_peak*min(f8_peak/dum1,1.0D0)**(1/xn)
c             write(iott,*)'new p_0_f8?',p_0_f8 
c     Need check for case where f1peak< calc p_0_f8 

if(p_0_f8 .gt. f1_peak) then
if(f1_peak .lt. f1dgnew) then

peak_ini=8.0
f1_peak=p_0_f8

c                     write(iott,*) 'f1_peak=p_0_f8',f1_peak 
else

p_0_f8=f1dgnew
endif

endif

if(f8_r/(alpha_8*f8dgnew) .lt. u8_r)then
k_0_f8=dabs(s_k*(p_0_f8-f8_r)/(u8_r-u8_r*dtol))   !changed 10/24/06

else
k_0_f8=p_0_f8/(f8_r/(alpha_8*f8dgnew)-u8_r)

endif
c             concavity limitations for curve4 

k_0_f8=min(s_k*dabs(p_0_f8-f8_r)/abs(u8_r),k_0_f8)
c             write(iott,*)'k_0_f8 protect2',k_0_f8    
c             concavity limitation for curve5 

if ((u1_peak .ne. 0) .and. (f1_peak .gt. p_0_f8)) then
k_0_f8=min(s_k*(f1_peak-p_0_f8)/u1_peak,k_0_f8)

c                 write(iott,*)'k_0_f8 protect3',k_0_f8 
endif

c              Protect against zero slope 
if(k_0_f8 .le. 0) then

k_0_f8=dabs(0.001*s_k*f8dgnew/min(u_max8,-u8_peak))
c                 write(iott,*)'k_0_f8 neg need flat',k_0_f8 

endif
endif

endif
endif

if (dis.gt.0.0) then
c         this will be N-R issue 

if(curv_lst .eq. 2.0) then
curve = 2.0
curv_lst=3.0
peak_ini=12.0
u1_r=u1rprv
f1_r=f1rprv
xn=xn-1.0/2.0                   
il=0

elseif ((cyklus.eq.2.0).or.(dis*dis_2 .gt.0.0))then !dis*dis_2
c           this branch should always execute since F3 forces are always<0 

if(for .lt. 0.0) then
c             if(cyklus .ne. 2.0) aslam=1.0 

curve=7.0
curv_lst=3.0
peak_ini=17.0
u8rprv=-dtol     !  update changed 09_25_2007 
f8rprv=-p_0_f1   !. Probably shouldnt update at all

write(iott,*)'elem,f1_peak p_0_f8?',elem,s_p*f8_peak
dum=dlog(1.0D0/10.0D0)/(-alpha_8)
dum1=f8dgnew*(1-dexp(-alpha_8*dum))
write(iott,*)'u8/10,f8/10',dum,dum1

dum=(dum1-alpha_8*f8dgnew*dum/10)/(alpha_8*f8dgnew*(1-1.0/10.0))
dum1=alpha_8*f8dgnew*dum
write(iott,*)'elem,u8y,f8y',elem,dum,dum1
p_0_f8=s_p*f8_peak*min(f8_peak/dum1,1.0D0)**(1/xn)
write(iott,*)'new p_0_f8?',p_0_f8

c             following if statemnt may occur if p_0_f8 can be .lt. 0.0 
if(p_0_f8 .lt. f1_r) then

p_0_f8=0.0

endif
c             Calculate new f8dgnew,f8peak and switch f8_r,u8_r 

u8_r=0.0
f8_r=p_0_f8
f8dgold=max(ftol,f8dgnew) ! degrade f8
dum=dabs((f8_r-f8rprv)/2.0)
f8dgnew=f8dgold*(f8dgold/(f8dgold+dum))**beta8
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f8_peak=f8dgnew*(1-dexp(-alpha_8*u8_peak))+eta_8*u8_peak

if(dabs(f8rprv/(alpha_8*f8dgnew)) .gt. dabs(u8rprv)) then
k_0_f8=s_k*dabs(p_0_f8-f8rprv)/dabs(u8rprv-dtol)

else
k_0_f8=p_0_f8/(f8rprv/(alpha_8*f8dgnew)-u8rprv)

endif
write(iott,*)'new k_0_f8',elem,k_0_f8

c             check what would have been limtation on c4           
k_0_f8=min(s_k*dabs(p_0_f8-f8rprv)/dabs(u8rprv),k_0_f8)

c
c             concavity limitation for curve5 

if ((u1_peak .ne. 0) .and. (f1_peak .gt. p_0_f8)) then
k_0_f8=min(s_k*(f1_peak-p_0_f8)/u1_peak,k_0_f8)

endif

c             Protect against zero slope 
if(k_0_f8 .le. 0) then

k_0_f8=dabs(0.001*s_k*f8dgnew/min(u_max8,-u8_peak))
write(iott,*)'elem,k_0_f8 lt 0 need flat',elem,k_0_f8

endif
c             Boundary conditions for curve7 
c             These are values from crossing u=0 ie values stored at F2->F3

dum=(f1rprv-f1_r)/(u1rprv-u1_r)
if(dum .le.0.0)dum=(f1_peak-f1_r)/(u1_peak-u1_r)
dum=max(dum,(f1_peak-f1_r)/(u1_peak-u1_r))
u7bdry=u1_r+(p_0_f8-f1_r)/dum
dum=dexp(alpha6*u1_peak)-alpha6*u1_peak-1.0d0
r2=(f1_peak-p_0_f8-k_0_f8*u1_peak)/dum
p2=p_0_f8-r2
k2=k_0_f8-alpha6*r2
kr_last=min(k2+r2*alpha6*dexp(alpha6*u7bdry),

x alpha1*f1dgnew)
f7bdry=p2+k2*u7bdry+r2*dexp(alpha6*u7bdry)

c             write(iott,*)'f7bdry,u7bdry',f7bdry,u7bdry 
c             end bdry conditions for f7 

else
c             currently this branch should never execute as for<0 for F3 

curve=5.0
peak_ini=15.0

dum=dlog(1.0D0/10.0D0)/(-alpha_8)
dum1=f8dgnew*(1-dexp(-alpha_8*dum))

c             write(iott,*)'u8/10,f8/10',dum,dum1 
dum=(dum1-alpha_8*f8dgnew*dum/10)/(alpha_8*f8dgnew*(1-1.0/10.0))

dum1=alpha_8*f8dgnew*dum
c             write(iott,*)'elem,u8y,f8y',elem,dum,dum1 

p_0_f8=s_p*f8_peak*min(f8_peak/dum1,1.0D0)
c             write(iott,*)'new p_0_f8?',p_0_f8 

p_0_f8=s_p*f8_peak*min(f8_peak/dum1,1.0D0)**(1/xn)
c             write(iott,*)'new p_0_f8?',p_0_f8 

k_0_f8=p_0_f8/(f8rprv/(alpha_8*f8dgnew)-u8rprv)
c             endif 

u8rprv=dis_2
f8rprv=for_2
u8_r=0
f8_r=p_0_f8
f8dgold=max(ftol,f8dgnew)
dum=dabs((f8_r-f8rprv)/2.0)
f8dgnew=f8dgold*(f8dgold/(f8dgold+dum))**beta8

f8_peak=f8dgnew*(1-dexp(-alpha_8*u8_peak))+eta_8*u8_peak

c             concavity limitations for curve4 
k_0_f8=min(s_k*dabs(p_0_f8-f8rprv)/abs(u8rprv),k_0_f8)

c             concavity limitation for curve5 
if ((u1_peak .ne. 0) .and. (f1_peak .gt. p_0_f8)) then

k_0_f8=min(s_k*(f1_peak-p_0_f8)/u1_peak,k_0_f8)
endif

c             Protect against zero slope 
if(k_0_f8 .le. 0) then

k_0_f8=dabs(0.001*f8dgnew/min(u_max8,-u8_peak))
c                 write(iott,*)'k_0_f8 protect0',k_0_f8 

endif
endif !for .lt. 0 if statement

endif !curv_lst=2.0 if statement
endif !dis .gt.0 if statement
if(aslam .ne.1.0)then !modified 2006-10-24
if ((curve.eq.3.0).and.(dis_2.lt.0.0d0).and.(delta.le.0.0))then

curv_lst=3.0
endif
endif
endif

c
C     END CURVE 3 LOGIC 
C     BEGIN CURVE 4 LOGIC 

if (curve .eq. 4.0) then
if(delta .gt.0.0)il=1
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if (dis .gt. 0.0) then
curve = 5.0
curv_lst=4.0

c         should have peak_ini=15.0 statement here 
c         loading now 

il=1
c         We must degrade f8dgnew,update f8_peak 

u8rprv=u8_r
f8rprv=f8_r
u8_r=0.0
f8_r=p_0_f8

c     Increase counter for p_0_fx 
xn=xn+1.0/2.0
f8dgold=max(ftol,f8dgnew)
dum=dabs((f8_r-f8rprv)/2.0)
f8dgnew=f8dgold*(f8dgold/(f8dgold+dum))**beta8

c         CHANGED 2007-10-26 calc for f8_peak 
f8_peak=f8dgnew*(1-dexp(-alpha_8*u8_peak))+eta_8*u8_peak

endif
if (dis .le. 0.0) then

curve = 4.0
endif

c       if((delta.lt.0.0).and.(dis .lt. u8_r).and.(curv_lst.eq.8.0)) 
c     x  then          

if((cyklus .ne. 2.0) .and. (delta.lt.0.0).and.(dis_2 .lt. u8_r))
x then !N-R slamming change 10-18-2006   !added cyklus statement 08-20-2007

if(curv_lst .ne. 4.0)then
if(curv_lst .eq. 8.0)curve=8.0 !
if(curv_lst .eq. 6.0)curve=6.0
if(curv_lst .eq. 3.0)curve=3.0              !added curve3 2006-10-24
if(curv_lst .eq. 10.0)curve=10.0            !added curve10 2007-5-7
curv_lst=4.0
aslam=1.0D0
islam=1
u8_r=u8rprv !
f8_r=f8rprv !loses some info but best I can do
il=1 !added il=1 2006-10-24

else
aslam=1.0D0
islam=1

endif
endif

c     DELTA is negative, force goes down, must switch to 6 
if ((delta.lt.0.0).and.(dis.lt.0.0).and.(cyklus.eq.2.0))then

curve = 6.0
curv_lst=4.0

c         loading  
il=1
u8rprv=u8_r
f8rprv=f8_r
u8_r=dis_2
f8_r=for_2
f8dgold=max(ftol,f8dgnew)
dum=dabs((f8_r-f8rprv)/2.0)

f8dgnew=f8dgold*(f8dgold/(f8dgold+dum))**beta8
c         Need check for case where f1peak< calc p_0_f8

if(p_0_f8 .gt. f1_peak) then
if(f1_peak .lt. f1dgnew) then

peak_ini=8.0
f1_peak=p_0_f8
write(iott,*) 'f1_peak=p_0_f8',f1_peak

else
p_0_f8=f1dgnew

endif
endif

c         CHANGED 2007-10-26 calc for f8_peak 
f8_peak=max(f8dgnew*(1-dexp(-alpha_8*u8_peak))+eta_8*u8_peak,

x -for_2)

if(for .gt. -p_0_f1)then
c             dum is location of 1/10 initial slope of degraded backbone curve 
c             dum1 is the force at location of 1/10 slope 

dum=dlog(1.0D0/10.0D0)/(-alpha1)
dum1=f1dgnew*(1-dexp(-alpha1*dum))

c             write(iott,*)'elem,u1/10,f1/10',elem,dum,dum1 
c             dum is location of intersection of 1/10 slope from dum1 
c             and initial slope

dum=(dum1-alpha1*f1dgnew*dum/10)/(alpha1*f1dgnew*(1-1.0/10.0))
dum1=alpha1*f1dgnew*dum

p_0_f1=s_p8*f1_peak*(min(f1_peak/dum1,1.0D0)**(1/xn))

if(outel .eq.1)write(iott,*)'new p_0_f1?',-p_0_f1
if(-p_0_f1 .gt. f8_r) p_0_f1=0.0

c             concavity limitations for curve3 
c             CHANGED 2007-08-25 if newly calc'd -p_0_f1<-f8_peak then slope 
c             on f3 at u8_peak is negative 
c             resolve by changing f8_peak=p_0_f8+ftol 
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if(-p_0_f1 .lt. -f8_peak) then
c                  curve 10 f8_peak=~0 no capacity 
c                 but eta term adds capacity so following statement evaluated as true  
c                 if(-f8_peak .gt. (-f8dgnew-eta_8*u8_peak))then 

if(-p_0_f1 .gt. -f8dgnew) then
f8_peak=p_0_f1+ftol

else
p_0_f1=f8_peak

endif
endif

if(u8_peak .ne. 0) then
k_0_f1=min(s_k*(f8_peak-p_0_f1)/u8_peak,k_0_f1)

endif

if(k_0_f1 .le.0) then
k_0_f1=dabs(0.001*s_k*f8dgnew/max(u_max1,u1_peak))

c                 write(iott,*)'k_0_f1 neg need flat',k_0_f1 
endif

dum=(f8rprv-f8_r)/(u8rprv-u8_r)
if(outel .eq. 1)write(iott,*)'f3-f6interslope',dum

if(dum .le.0.0) dum=dabs((-f8_peak-f8_r)/(-u8_peak-u8_r))

dum=max(dum,(-f8_peak-f8_r)/(-u8_peak-u8_r))
if(outel .eq. 1) write(iott,*)'f3-f6interslope',dum

u6bdry=dabs(u8_r-(p_0_f1+f8_r)/dum)
dum=(dexp(-alpha4*u8_peak)+alpha4*u8_peak-1.0d0)
r2=(u8_peak*k_0_f1-f8_peak+p_0_f1)/dum
p2=-p_0_f1-r2
k2=k_0_f1-alpha4*r2

f6bdry=dabs(p2+k2*(-u6bdry)+r2*dexp(alpha4*(-u6bdry)))
kr_last=min(k2+r2*alpha4*dexp(alpha4*(-u6bdry)),

x (-f6bdry-f8_r)/(-u6bdry-u8_r))
kr_last=dabs(kr_last)

xn=xn+1.0/2.0
else

f6bdry=f8_peak
u6bdry=u8_peak

dum=dabs((-f6bdry-f8_r)/(-u6bdry-u8_r))
kr_last=min(f8dgnew*alpha_8*dexp(-alpha_8*(u8_peak))+eta_8,

x dum)
if (elem .eq.1102)then
write(iott,*)'f8dgnew,f8_peak',f8dgnew,f8_peak
write(iott,*)'f6bdry,u6bdry,kr_last',f6bdry,u6bdry,kr_last
endif

endif ! goes with for .gt0
endif

if((delta .gt. 0.0).and.(dis_2.gt.(u8_r+dtol)).and.
x (dis_1.le.0.0)) then

curv_lst=4.0
endif

endif
c     BEGIN CURVE 5 LOGIC 

if (curve .eq. 5.0) then

if (dis.gt.0.0) then
if((dis.gt.(u1_peak)).and.(delta.ge.0.0) .and.

> (f_19 .eq. 0.0) ) then
curve=1.0
peak_ini=11.0
il=1
curv_lst=5.0

endif
c

if (fail .eq. 1.0 ) then
if((dis.ge.(0.99*u_max1)).and.(delta.ge.0.0)) then
curve=9.0
peak_ini=19.0
f_max1=for_1
il=1

endif
endif

c
c          if((delta.lt.0.0).and.(cyklus.eq.2.0) .and.(dis_1 .ge.0))then !removed cyklus .eq.2

if((delta.lt.0.0))then
if((curv_lst.eq.2.0).and.(dis_2 .lt. u1_r))then !added 10/20/2006

curve=2.0                                   
curv_lst=5.0

elseif(cyklus.eq.2.0 )then
curve = 2.0
curv_lst=5.0
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peak_ini=12.0
il=0

u1rprv=u1_r
f1rprv=f1_r
f1_r=for_2
u1_r=dis_2

dum=dlog(1.0D0/10.0D0)/(-alpha1)
dum1=f1dgnew*(1-dexp(-alpha1*dum))

dum=(dum1-alpha1*f1dgnew*dum/10)/(alpha1*f1dgnew*(1-1.0/10.0))
dum1=alpha1*f1dgnew*dum

p_0_f1=s_p8*f1_peak*(min(f1_peak/dum1,1.0D0)**(1/xn))

c            Need check for case where f8peak< calc p_0_f1 
if(p_0_f1 .gt. dabs(f8_peak)) then
if(f8_peak .lt. f8dgnew) then

peak_ini=1.0
f8_peak=p_0_f1

c                 write(iott,*)'f8_peak=p_0_f1',p_0_f1 
else

p_0_f1=f8dgnew
endif
endif
if(f1_r/(alpha1*f1dgnew) .gt. u1_r) then

k_0_f1=dabs(s_k8*(p_0_f1+f1_r))/(u1_r+1e-6*u_max1)
else

k_0_f1=p_0_f1/(u1_r-f1_r/(alpha1*f1dgnew))
c                 write(iott,*)'new k_0_f1',k_0_f1 

endif

k_0_f1=min(dabs(s_k8*(p_0_f1+f1_r))/u1_r,k_0_f1)

if((u8_peak .ne. 0.0) .and. (f8_peak .gt. p_0_f1)) then
k_0_f1=min(s_k8*(f8_peak-p_0_f1)/u8_peak,k_0_f1)

c             write(iott,*)'k_0_f1 protect3',k_0_f1 
endif

c            Protect against zero slope 
if (k_0_f1 .le. 0d0) then
k_0_f1=.001*s_k8*f1dgnew/max(u_max1,u1_peak)

c             write(iott,*)'k_0_f1 protect0',k_0_f1 
endif
endif !curv_lst .and. dis_2 .lt. u1_r

endif !delta .lt.0.0
endif !dis .gt. 0

if (dis.lt.0.0) then

if (curv_lst .eq. 4.0)then
c         this will be N-R issue 

curve = 4.0
curv_lst=5.0
peak_ini=14
il=0
aslam=1.0

c         switch back to previous reversal values for curve4 
c         leave degradations that were calc for now
c         if it switches to C5 or C6 the wont degrade since the f8_r-f8rprv=0.0 

f8_r=f8rprv
u8_r=u8rprv
xn=xn-1.0/2.0

elseif ((cyklus.eq.2.0).or.(dis*dis_2 .gt. 0.0)) then
if(for .gt.0.0) then

c             if(cyklus .ne. 2.0) aslam=1.0 
curve = 6.0
curv_lst=5.0
peak_ini=16.0
il=0

u1rprv=dtol
f1rprv=p_0_f8 !changed 09_26_2007
dum=dlog(1.0D0/10.0D0)/(-alpha1)
dum1=f1dgnew*(1-dexp(-alpha1*dum))

dum=(dum1-alpha1*f1dgnew*dum/10)/(alpha1*f1dgnew*(1-1.0/10.0))
dum1=alpha1*f1dgnew*dum

p_0_f1=s_p8*f1_peak*(min(f1_peak/dum1,1.0D0)**(1/xn))

c             Boundary Conditions for curve6 
c             Need check for case where f8dgnew< calc p_0_f1-only makes sense when p_0_f1 can grow 

if(p_0_f1 .gt. dabs(f8_peak)) then
if(f8_peak .lt. f8dgnew) then

peak_ini=1.0
f8_peak=p_0_f1

c                     write(iott,*)'f8_peak=p_0_f1',p_0_f1 
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else
p_0_f1=f8dgnew
endif

endif

if(f1rprv/(alpha1*f1dgnew) .gt. u1rprv) then
k_0_f1=dabs(s_k8*(p_0_f1+f1rprv)/(u1rprv+1e-6*u_max1))!changed 11/10/2006 moved dabs () 

else
k_0_f1=p_0_f1/(u1rprv-f1rprv/(alpha1*f1dgnew))

endif
write(iott,*)'new k_0_f1',k_0_f1

c             Keep track of degradations,reversals for positive u 
u1_r=0.0
f1_r=-p_0_f1
f1dgold=max(ftol,f1dgnew)
dum=dabs((f1_r-f1rprv)/2.0)
f1dgnew=f1dgold*(f1dgold/(f1dgold+dum))**beta1

f1_peak=f1dgnew*(1-dexp(-alpha1*u1_peak))+eta_1*u1_peak

if(p_0_f8 .gt. f1_peak) then
if(f1_peak .lt. (f1dgnew+eta_1*u1_peak))then

f1_peak=p_0_f8+ftol
else

p_0_f8=f1_peak
endif

endif
c             This would be % of secant stiffness 

k_0_f1=min(dabs(s_k8*(p_0_f1+f1rprv)/u1rprv),k_0_f1)!moved dabs()11/10/2006

if((u8_peak .ne. 0.0) .and. (f8_peak .gt. p_0_f1)) then
k_0_f1=min(s_k8*(f8_peak-p_0_f1)/u8_peak,k_0_f1)

endif
c             Protect against zero slope 

if (k_0_f1 .le. 0d0) then
k_0_f1=.001*s_k8*f1dgnew/max(u_max1,u1_peak)

endif
c             Calculate f6bdry values  taken from F4->F5 

dum=(f8rprv-f8_r)/(u8rprv-u8_r)
c             CHANGED 05-01-2007 

if(dum .le.0.0) dum=(-f8_peak-f8_r)/(-u8_peak-u8_r)
dum=max(dum,(-f8_peak-f8_r)/(-u8_peak-u8_r))
u6bdry=dabs(u8_r+(-p_0_f1-f8_r)/dum) !changed 11/10/2006 misplaced () on dabs 
dum=(dexp(-alpha4*u8_peak)+alpha4*u8_peak-1.0d0)    
r2=(u8_peak*k_0_f1-f8_peak+p_0_f1)/dum
p2=-p_0_f1-r2
k2=k_0_f1-alpha4*r2
kr_last=k2+r2*alpha4*dexp(alpha4*(-u6bdry))

f6bdry=dabs(p2+k2*(-u6bdry)+r2*dexp(alpha4*(-u6bdry)))!f6bdry should be in absolute value like f8peak
else !!Remember for force>0 f6bdry intersects with F3 which always negative force 

c             currently this branch should never execute as for >0 for F5 
curve=3.0
peak_ini=13.0
u1rprv=dis_2
f1rprv=for_2
u1_r=0.0
f1_r=-p_0_f1
dum=dlog(1.0D0/10.0D0)/(-alpha1)
dum1=f1dgnew*(1-dexp(-alpha1*dum))

c             write(iott,*)'u1/10,f1/10',dum,dum1 
dum=(dum1-alpha1*f1dgnew*dum/10)/(alpha1*f1dgnew*(1-1.0/10.0))

dum1=alpha1*f1dgnew*dum

p_0_f1=s_p8*f1_peak*min(f1_peak/dum1,1.0D0)

p_0_f1=s_p8*f1_peak*(min(f1_peak/dum1,1.0D0)**(1/xn))

k_0_f1=p_0_f1/(u1rprv-f1rprv/(alpha1*f1dgnew))

c             endif 

if(p_0_f1 .gt. dabs(f8_peak)) then
if(f8_peak .lt. f8dgnew) then

peak_ini=1.0
f8_peak=p_0_f1
write(iott,*)'f8_peak=p_0_f1',p_0_f1

else
p_0_f1=f8dgnew

endif
endif
f1dgold=max(ftol,f1dgnew)
dum=dabs((f1_r-f1rprv)/2.0)
f1dgnew=f1dgold*(f1dgold/(f1dgold+dum))**beta1

f1_peak=f1dgnew*(1-dexp(-alpha1*u1_peak))+eta_1*u1_peak
k_0_f1=min(dabs(s_k8*(p_0_f1+f1rprv))/u1rprv,k_0_f1)

if((u8_peak .ne. 0.0) .and. (f8_peak .gt. p_0_f1)) then
k_0_f1=min(s_k8*(f8_peak-p_0_f1)/u8_peak,k_0_f1)
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endif

if (k_0_f1 .le. 0d0) then
k_0_f1=.001*s_k8*f1dgnew/max(u_max1,u1_peak)

endif
endif !for if statement

endif !curv_lst .eq. 4 if statement    
endif ! dis .lt. 0 if statement
if(aslam .ne.1.0)then
if ((curve .eq. 5.0) .and. (dis_2 .gt. 0.0D0).and.

x (delta .ge. 0.0)) curv_lst=5.0    !added delta .ge.0.0 2006-10-18
endif
endif

c     BEGIN CURVE 6 LOGIC 
if (curve .eq. 6.0) then
if (delta.gt.0.0)then !change .ge. to .gt.10/20/2006

if((dis .gt.0.0) .and.(curv_lst .eq.5.0))then !added 10/20/2006
curve=5.0
curv_lst=6.0

endif
if((dis_2 .gt.  u8_r) .and.(curv_lst .eq.4.0))then !added 10/20/2006

curve=4.0
curv_lst=6.0
u8_r=u8rprv
f8_r=f8rprv

endif
if(cyklus.eq.2.0) then
curve = 4.0
il=0

f8dgold=max(ftol,f8dgnew)
dum=dabs((f8_r-f8rprv)/2.0)

f8dgnew=f8dgold*(f8dgold/(f8dgold+dum))**beta8

f8_peak=f8dgnew*(1-dexp(-alpha_8*u8_peak))+eta_8*u8_peak
u8rprv=u8_r
f8rprv=f8_r
u8_r=dis_2
f8_r=for_2

c             careful with signs f8_peak is abs,f1_r has sign attached 
dum=dlog(1.0D0/10.0D0)/(-alpha_8)
dum1=f8dgnew*(1-dexp(-alpha_8*dum))

c             if(elem .eq. 1096) write(iott,*)'u8/10,f8/10',dum,dum1 
dum=(dum1-alpha_8*f8dgnew*dum/10)/(alpha_8*f8dgnew*(1-1.0/10.0))

dum1=alpha_8*f8dgnew*dum

p_0_f8=s_p*f8_peak*min(f8_peak/dum1,1.0D0)**(1/xn)

c          Need check for case where f1peak< calc p_0_f8 
if(p_0_f8 .gt. f1_peak) then

if(f1_peak .lt. f1dgnew) then
peak_ini=8.0
f1_peak=p_0_f8
write(iott,*) 'p_0_f8=f1_peak',f1_peak

else
p_0_f8=f1dgnew

endif
endif
if(f8_r/(alpha_8*f8dgnew) .lt. u8_r)then

k_0_f8=dabs(s_k*(p_0_f8-f8_r)/(u8_r-u8_r*dtol))  !changed 10/24/06
else

k_0_f8=p_0_f8/(f8_r/(alpha_8*f8dgnew)-u8_r)
endif

c          concavity limitations for curve4 
k_0_f8=min(s_k*dabs(p_0_f8-f8_r)/abs(u8_r),k_0_f8)

c          concavity limitation for curve5 
if ((u1_peak .ne. 0) .and. (f1_peak .gt. p_0_f8)) then

k_0_f8=min(s_k*(f1_peak-p_0_f8)/u1_peak,k_0_f8)
endif
k_0_f8=min(k_0_f8,alpha1*f1dgnew)

c             Protect against zero slope 
if(k_0_f8 .le. 0) then

k_0_f8=dabs(0.001*s_k*f8dgnew/min(u_max8,-u8_peak))
endif
if (peak_ini .eq. 1.0) then

c           Find point at which df8/du=k_0_f1 if F8 at this point is less than linearized 
c           F3 then k_0_f1 must be reduced 
c           f8_peak at this point must be greater than abs(p_0_f1) else slope  
c           would have to be negative 
c           checks if abs(dum) .gt. abs(dum1=disp at which F8=p_0_f1 force-this is not u=0) 
c           dum represents the disp where df8=k_0_f1 

dum=dlog(k_0_f1/(alpha_8*f8dgnew))/alpha_8
dum1=dlog(1.0-p_0_f1/f8dgnew)/alpha_8

c           write(iott,*)'dums',dum,dum1 
if(dum1 .lt. dum) then

dum=dum1
k_0_f1=.001*s_k*f1dgnew/max(u_max1,u1_peak)
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endif
c             IF dabs(f1) .gt. DABS(F2) then curves will never intersect with this  
c             value of k_0_f1 must be reduced  

f1=-p_0_f1+k_0_f1*dum
f2=-f8dgnew*(1-dexp(alpha_8*dum)) + eta_8*dum

if(dabs(f1) .gt. dabs(f2)) then
c             what is guarantee that f2>p_0_f1? 

k_0_f1=min(k_0_f1,(dabs(f2)-p_0_f1)/dabs(dum))

dum=dlog(k_0_f1/(alpha_8*f8dgnew))/alpha_8
f1=-p_0_f1+k_0_f1*dum
f2=-f8dgnew*(1.0D0-dexp(alpha_8*dum)) + eta_8*dum

do while (dabs(dabs(f1)-dabs(f2)) .gt. (0.001*dabs(f2)))
k_0_f1=(dabs(f2)-p_0_f1)/dabs(dum)
dum=dlog(k_0_f1/(alpha_8*f8dgnew))/alpha_8
f1=-p_0_f1+k_0_f1*dum
f2=-f8dgnew*(1.0D0-dexp(alpha_8*dum)) + eta_8*dum

end do
u8_peak=-dum
f8_peak=-f2

endif

c           Find the intercept between curves 3 and 8 (iterative) 
i=0

c            dum=-.01 now starting with dum  
 112 continue

i=i+1
dum=(dlog(1.0D0+(-p_0_f1+k_0_f1*dum)/rvr(14)))/alpha_8
f1=-p_0_f1+k_0_f1*dum

c            changed to add linear term eta*dum  
f2=-rvr(14)*(1-dexp(alpha_8*dum)) + eta_8*dum

if((i .lt. 100) .and. (dabs(dabs(f1)-dabs(f2)) .gt. 
x (0.005*dabs(f2)))) goto 112

u8_peak=max(-dum,dtol)
f8_peak=max(-f1,dtol*f8dgnew*alpha_8)
u8rprv=-u8_peak
f8rprv=-f8_peak

endif ! peak_ini=1

endif !cyklus endif
endif ! delta .ge.0.0if statement

if(dis_1 .lt.(-u6bdry)) then
if((-u6bdry*1.001) .gt. (-u8_peak)) then

curve=3.0
if (cyklus .eq. 2.0)   curv_lst=6.0 !added 07/24/2007 can mean step from c2->c7 is too large and goes past u7bdry
if (curv_lst .eq. 5.0) curv_lst=5.0 !
if (curv_lst .eq. 6.0) curv_lst=6.0 !
if (curv_lst .eq. 4.0) curv_lst=4.0 !added 07/24/2007

c             curv_lst=6.0                        !added 6/6/2007-commented out 9/24/2007 
else

if(fail .eq. 1.0) then
if(dis_1 .le. u_max8*0.99) then

curve=10.0
curv_lst=6.0 !added 6/6/2007
f_max8=for_1

endif
else

curve=8.0
curv_lst=6.0

endif
curve=8.0
curv_lst=6.0                        !added 6/6/2007

endif
endif

c         write(iott,*)'curve',curve
if ((curve .eq. 6.0).and.

x (delta .le.0.0).and.(dis_2 .lt. 1.0001*u8_r))curv_lst=6.0 !changed 11/10/2006

endif
c
C     BEGIN CURVE 7 LOGIC 

if (curve .eq. 7.0) then
if ((delta.lt.0.0)) then
if ((dis .lt. 0.0).and.(curv_lst .eq. 3.0)) then
curve=3.0
curv_lst=7.0

endif
if ((dis_2 .lt. u1_r) .and. curv_lst .eq. 2.0) then
curve=2.0
curv_lst=7.0
u1_r=u1rprv
f1_r=f1rprv
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aslam=1.0d0
islam=1

endif
if((cyklus.eq.2.0)) then !this would allow for dis <0 ?
curve = 2.0 !
curv_lst=7.0
il=0

f1dgold=max(ftol,f1dgnew)
dum=dabs((f1_r-f1rprv)/2.0)
f1dgnew=f1dgold*(f1dgold/(f1dgold+dum))**beta1
f1_peak=f1dgnew*(1.0-dexp(-alpha1*u1_peak))+eta_1*u1_peak
u1rprv=u1_r
f1rprv=f1_r
f1_r=for_2
u1_r=dis_2

dum=dlog(1.0D0/10.0D0)/(-alpha1)
dum1=f1dgnew*(1-dexp(-alpha1*dum))

dum=(dum1-alpha1*f1dgnew*dum/10)/(alpha1*f1dgnew*(1-1.0/10.0))
dum1=alpha1*f1dgnew*dum

p_0_f1=s_p8*f1_peak*(min(f1_peak/dum1,1.0D0)**(1/xn))

c         Need check for case where f8peak< calc p_0_f1 
if(p_0_f1 .gt. dabs(f8_peak)) then

if(f8_peak .lt. f8dgnew) then
peak_ini=1.0
f8_peak=p_0_f1

c                 write(iott,*)'f8_peak=p_0_f1',p_0_f1 
else

p_0_f1=f8dgnew
endif

endif
if(f1_r/(alpha1*f1dgnew) .gt. u1_r) then

k_0_f1=dabs(s_k8*(p_0_f1+f1_r))/(u1_r+1e-6*u_max1)
else

k_0_f1=p_0_f1/(u1_r-f1_r/(alpha1*f1dgnew))
endif

c         concavity for c2 
k_0_f1=min(dabs(s_k8*(p_0_f1+f1_r))/u1_r,k_0_f1)

c         Problem arises when k_0_f1 is too large.2nd deriv of F3 must be zero or negative for our functions 
c         Therefore r2 must be .le. 0. so k_0_f1 must be no larger than the following equation 

if((u8_peak .ne. 0.0) .and. (f8_peak .gt. p_0_f1)) then
k_0_f1=min(s_k8*(f8_peak-p_0_f1)/u8_peak,k_0_f1)

endif

c         Protect against zero slope 
if (k_0_f1 .le. 0d0) then

k_0_f1=.001*s_k8*f1dgnew/max(u_max1,u1_peak)

endif
c         NEW CHECK Must check new intercept of F3 and F8 when cycling positive
c         with no excursion into negative quadrant 

if (peak_ini .eq. 1.0) then
c         Find point at which df8/du=k_0_f1 if F8 at this point is less than linearized 
c         F3 then k_0_f1 must be reduced 
c         f8_peak at this point must be greater than abs(p_0_f1) else slope  
c         would have to be negative 
c         checks if abs(dum) .gt. abs(dum1=disp at F8=p_0_f1 
c         dum represents the disp where df8=k_0_f1 

dum=dlog(k_0_f1/(alpha_8*f8dgnew))/alpha_8
dum1=dlog(1.0-p_0_f1/f8dgnew)/alpha_8

if(dum1 .lt. dum) then
dum=dum1
k_0_f1=.001*f1dgnew/max(u_max1,u1_peak)

endif
c         IF DABS(F2) .lt. dabs(f1) then curves will never intersect with this  
c         value of k_0_f1 must be reduced  

f1=-p_0_f1+k_0_f1*dum
f2=-f8dgnew*(1-dexp(alpha_8*dum)) + eta_8*dum

c         write(iott,*) f1,f2 
if(dabs(f1) .gt. dabs(f2)) then
k_0_f1=min(k_0_f1,(dabs(f2)-p_0_f1)/dabs(dum))
dum=dlog(k_0_f1/(alpha_8*f8dgnew))/alpha_8
f1=-p_0_f1+k_0_f1*dum
f2=-f8dgnew*(1.0D0-dexp(alpha_8*dum)) + eta_8*dum

do while (dabs(dabs(f1)-dabs(f2)) .gt. (0.001*dabs(f2)))
k_0_f1=(dabs(f2)-p_0_f1)/dabs(dum)
dum=dlog(k_0_f1/(alpha_8*f8dgnew))/alpha_8
f1=-p_0_f1+k_0_f1*dum
f2=-f8dgnew*(1.0D0-dexp(alpha_8*dum)) + eta_8*dum

end do
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u8_peak=-dum
f8_peak=-f2

else
endif

endif !peak_ini

c     Find the intercept between curves 3 and 8 (iterative) 
if (peak_ini .eq. 1.0) then
i=0

c            dum=-.01 now starting dum with  
 777 continue

i=i+1
dum=(dlog(1.0D0+(-p_0_f1+k_0_f1*dum)/rvr(14)))/alpha_8
f1=-p_0_f1+k_0_f1*dum

c             changed to add linear term eta*dum  
f2=-rvr(14)*(1-dexp(alpha_8*dum)) + eta_8*dum

c            if ((i .lt. 100) .and. (f1.ne.f2)) goto 777 
if((i .lt. 100) .and. (dabs(dabs(f1)-dabs(f2)) .gt. 

x (0.005*dabs(f2)))) goto 777
c            write(iott,*)dum,f1,f2 

u8_peak=max(-dum,dtol)
f8_peak=max(-f1,dtol*f8dgnew*alpha_8)
u8rprv=-u8_peak
f8rprv=-f8_peak

c            peak_ini=1 leave peak_ini set until cross into F3 
endif

endif !cyklus .eq. 2
endif !delta .lt. 0.0

if(dis_1 .gt. u7bdry) then
if(u7bdry*1.001 .lt. u1_peak) then

curve=5.0
curv_lst=7.0                        !added 09_26_2007

if (cyklus .eq. 2.0)   curv_lst=7.0 !added 07/17/2007 can mean step from c2->c7 is too large and goes past u7bdry
if (curv_lst .eq. 3.0) curv_lst=3.0 !could omit these statements
if (curv_lst .eq. 7.0) curv_lst=7.0 !would just keep the same values
if (curv_lst .eq. 2.0) curv_lst=2.0 !added 10/20/2006

c             if (curv_lst .eq. 2.0) curv_lst=7.0 !added 10/21/2006    
else

if(fail .eq. 1.0) then
if(dis .ge. u_max1*0.99) then

curve=9.0
f_max1=for_1
curv_lst=7.0

endif
else

curve=1.0
curv_lst=7.0

endif
curve=1.0
curv_lst=7.0

endif

endif
if ((curve .eq. 7.0).and.

x ((delta .ge. 0.0).and.(dis_2.ge.1.0001*u1_r))) !changed 11/10/2006
c     x   ((delta .gt. 0.0).and.(dis_2.ge.1.0001*u1_r))) 

x curv_lst=7.0
endif

C     BEGIN CURVE 8 LOGIC 
c     Treats oscillation between 8 and 3, should stay on 3 

if (curve .eq. 8.0) then
if ((dis.gt.(-u8_peak)).and.(curv_lst.eq.3.0)) then

c          curve=3.0 
c         curv_lst=8.0 

aslam=1.0
islam=1 !added 10_19_2007

endif
if((dis .gt.0.0) .and. (peak_ini .eq.8.0))then

if(delta .lt. dtol) then
curve=1.0 !should I reset peak_ini=1.0?
curv_lst=8.0
peak_ini=1.0

endif
endif
if((dis .gt.0.0) .and.(curv_lst .eq. 2.0)) then

curve=2.0
curv_lst=3.0
f1_r=f1rprv
u1_r=u1rprv

endif
c         Prevent oscillation between 8 and 6.   

if ((dis_1.gt.(u8_r)).and.(curv_lst.eq.6.0)) then
curve=6.0
curv_lst=8.0

endif
c         added 10-10-2006 

if((delta .gt.0.0) .and. (curv_lst .eq. 4.0))then
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aslam=1.0d0
curve=4.0
curv_lst=8.0
u8_r=dis_2
f8_r=for_2

endif

c     If FAILURE keyopt is ON and u>0.99*U_max go to decending slope curve 

if (fail .eq. 1.0 ) then
if (dis .le. (0.999*u_810)) then
curve=10.0
f_max8=for_1

il=1
if (f_810 .eq. 0.0) then
f_810=for_1

c            CHANGED 2007-05-07 set u8_peak to u_max8,f8_peak to force calc at u_max8 
c             f8_peak=-for_1 
c             u8_peak=-dis_1 
c             u8_peak=-u_max8 

f8_peak=-(-f8dgnew*(1.0D0-dexp(-alpha_8*(-u_max8)))
x -eta_8*(-u_max8))

write(iott,*)'f8_peak',f8_peak
c             CHANGED 2007-11-13  

u8_peak=dabs(max(u_max8,dis_1))
f8_peak=dabs(max(-f8_peak,

x -f8dgnew*(1.0D0-dexp(-alpha_8*(-dis)))-eta_8*(-dis)))
write(iott,*)'f8_peak',f8_peak

endif
endif
endif

c
if((delta.gt.0.0).and.(cyklus.eq.2.0))then

curve=4.0
il=0

c           For curve 8 

u8_peak=-dis_2
f8_peak=-for_2
u8rprv=u8_r
f8rprv=f8_r
u8_r=dis_2
f8_r=for_2

c           For curve 4 boundary conditions 
dum=dlog(1.0D0/10.0D0)/(-alpha_8)
dum1=f8dgnew*(1-dexp(-alpha_8*dum))

c             write(iott,*)'u8/10,f8/10',dum,dum1 
dum=(dum1-alpha_8*f8dgnew*dum/10)/(alpha_8*f8dgnew*(1-1.0/10.0))

dum1=alpha_8*f8dgnew*dum
c             write(iott,*)'elem,u8y,f8y',elem,dum,dum1 

p_0_f8=s_p*f8_peak*min(f8_peak/dum1,1.0D0)**(1/xn)
c             write(iott,*)'new p_0_f8?',p_0_f8        
c           endif 

c           Need check for case where f1peak< calc p_0_f8 
if(p_0_f8 .gt. f1_peak) then
if(f1_peak .lt. f1dgnew) then

peak_ini=8.0
f1_peak=p_0_f8
write(iott,*) 'f1_peak=p_0_f8',f1_peak

else
p_0_f8=f1dgnew

endif
endif

if(f8_r/(alpha_8*f8dgnew) .lt. u8_r)then
k_0_f8=dabs(s_k*(p_0_f8-f8_r)/(u8_r-u8_r*dtol)) !changed 10/24/06

else
k_0_f8=p_0_f8/(f8_r/(alpha_8*f8dgnew)-u8_r)

endif
write(iott,*)'k_0_f8 new',k_0_f8

c           concavity limitations for curve4 
k_0_f8=min(s_k*dabs(p_0_f8-f8_r)/abs(u8_r),k_0_f8)

c           write(iott,*)'k_0_f8 protect2',k_0_f8  
c           concavity limitation for curve5 

if ((u1_peak .ne. 0) .and. (f1_peak .gt. p_0_f8)) then
k_0_f8=min(s_k*(f1_peak-p_0_f8)/u1_peak,k_0_f8)

c             write(iott,*)'k_0_f8 protect3',k_0_f8 
endif
k_0_f8=min(k_0_f8,alpha_8*f8dgnew)

c           write(iott,*)'k_0_f8 protect4',k_0_f8 
c             Protect against zero slope 

if(k_0_f8 .le. 0) then
k_0_f8=dabs(0.001*s_k*f8dgnew/min(u_max8,-u8_peak))

c             write(iott,*)'k_0_f8 protect 0',k_0_f8 
endif

C           finding intercept iteratively -linearized function 
c     New check 
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if (peak_ini .eq. 8.0) then
c           Find point at which df1/du=k_0_f8 if F1 at this point is less than linearized 
c           dum represents the disp where df8=k_0_f1 

dum=dlog(k_0_f8/(alpha1*f1dgnew))/(-alpha1)
dum1=dlog(1.0-p_0_f8/f1dgnew)/(-alpha1)

c           write(iott,*)'dums',dum,dum1 
if(dum1 .gt. dum) then

dum=dum1
k_0_f8=.001*s_k*f1dgnew/max(u_max1,u1_peak)

c             this is done for (dabs(f2)-p_0_f8)/dabs(dum) b/c f2(dum)<p_0_f8 
c                 write(iott,*)'slope would have been negative' 

endif
c           IF DABS(F2) .lt. dabs(f1) then curves will never intersect with this  
c           value of k_0_f1 must be reduced  

f1=p_0_f8+k_0_f8*dum
f2=f1dgnew*(1-dexp(-alpha1*dum)) + eta_1*dum

c            write(iott,*)'f1,f2',f1,f2 
if(dabs(f1) .gt. dabs(f2)) then
k_0_f8=min(k_0_f8,(dabs(f2)-p_0_f8)/dabs(dum))
dum=dlog(k_0_f8/(alpha1*f1dgnew))/(-alpha1)
f1=p_0_f8+k_0_f8*dum
f2=f1dgnew*(1.0D0-dexp(-alpha1*dum)) + eta_1*dum
do while (dabs(dabs(f1)-dabs(f2)) .gt. (0.001*dabs(f2)))

k_0_f8=(dabs(f2)-p_0_f8)/dabs(dum)
dum=dlog(k_0_f8/(alpha1*f1dgnew))/(-alpha1)
f1=p_0_f8+k_0_f8*dum
f2=f1dgnew*(1.0D0-dexp(-alpha1*dum)) + eta_1*dum

end do
u1_peak=dum
f1_peak=f2

else
endif

c          assume linear funcn for c3 p_0_f8+k_0_f8*u=F1=fmax(1-exp(-alpha1*u) 
c           write(iott,*)'iterat k_0_f8,p_0_f8',k_0_f8,p_0_f8 

i=0
c              dum=.01 
 222 continue

i=i+1
dum=-(dlog(1.0D0-(p_0_f8+k_0_f8*dum)/rvr(17)))/alpha1
f1=p_0_f8+k_0_f8*dum

c             add linear term  
f2=rvr(17)*(1-exp(-alpha1*dum)) +eta_1*dabs(dum)

c             write(iott,*)dum,f1,f2 
c              if ((i .lt. 100) .and. (f1.ne.f2)) goto 222 

if((i .lt. 100) .and. (dabs(dabs(f1)-dabs(f2)) .gt. 
x (0.005*dabs(f2)))) goto 222

c             write(iott,*)'elem,dum,f1,f2',elem,dum,f1,f2 
u1_peak=max(dum,dtol)
f1_peak=max(f1,dtol*alpha1*f1dgnew)
f1rprv=f1_peak
u1rprv=u1_peak

c              peak_ini=2.0 leave until on F1 
endif !peak_ini if

c          write (iott,*) 'k_0_f8,u1_peak,f1_peak' 
c          write(iott,*)k_0_f8,u1_peak,f1_peak      

endif

if ((dis .gt. 0) .and.(cyklus.eq.2.0))then
c          if(for .lt. 0.0) then 

curve=7.0

if (peak_ini .ne. 8.0) peak_ini=17.0
u8rprv=dis_2 ! update
f8rprv=for_2

dum=dlog(1.0D0/10.0D0)/(-alpha_8)
dum1=f8dgnew*(1-dexp(-alpha_8*dum))

c           write(iott,*)'u8/10,f8/10',dum,dum1 
dum=(dum1-alpha_8*f8dgnew*dum/10)/(alpha_8*f8dgnew*(1-1.0/10.0))

dum1=alpha_8*f8dgnew*dum
write(iott,*)'elem,u8y,f8y',elem,dum,dum1
p_0_f8=s_p*f8_peak*min(f8_peak/dum1,1.0D0)**(1/xn)
write(iott,*)'elem,new p_0_f8?',elem,p_0_f8
k_0_f8=p_0_f8/(f8rprv/(alpha_8*f8dgnew)-u8rprv)

c             Calculate new f8dgnew,f8peak 
u8_r=0.0
f8_r=p_0_f8
f8dgold=max(ftol,f8dgnew) ! degrade f8
dum=dabs((f8_r-f8rprv)/2.0)
f8dgnew=f8dgold*(f8dgold/(f8dgold+dum))**beta8

c           CHANGED 2007-10-26 calc for f8_peak 
f8_peak=f8dgnew*(1-dexp(-alpha_8*u8_peak))+eta_8*u8_peak

if ((u1_peak .ne. 0) .and. (f1_peak .gt. p_0_f8)) then
k_0_f8=min(s_k*(f1_peak-p_0_f8)/u1_peak,k_0_f8)

endif
c             Protect against zero slope 

if(k_0_f8 .le. 0) then
k_0_f8=dabs(0.001*s_k*f8dgnew/min(u_max8,-u8_peak))
write(iott,*)'elem,k_0_f8 neg need flat',elem,k_0_f8
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endif
c             Boundary conditions for curve7 
c             These are values from crossing u=0 ie values stored at F2->F3            

dum=(f1rprv-f1_r)/(u1rprv-u1_r)

u7bdry=u1_r+(p_0_f8-f1_r)/dum
dum=dexp(alpha6*u1_peak)-alpha6*u1_peak-1.0d0

r2=(f1_peak-p_0_f8-k_0_f8*u1_peak)/dum
p2=p_0_f8-r2
k2=k_0_f8-alpha6*r2
kr_last=min(k2+r2*alpha6*dexp(alpha6*u7bdry),

x alpha1*f1dgnew)
f7bdry=p2+k2*u7bdry+r2*dexp(alpha6*u7bdry)

if ((peak_ini .eq. 8.0) .and. (dis .gt. u7bdry)) curve=1.0
endif !dis .gt.0

c         Doesnt match F1 
if ((dis_2 .lt. -u8_peak) .and. (curve .eq. 8.0)

x .and.(aslam .lt. 1.0))then
curv_lst=8.0

endif
endif

C     END CURVE 8 LOGIC 
c     BEGIN CURVE 9 LOGIC 

if (curve .eq. 9.0) then
c      CHANGED 2007-11-15 added code to be consistent with c10 

if ((dis .lt. u1_peak) .and. (curv_lst .eq. 1.0)) then
curve=1.0
curv_lst=9.0

endif
if ((dis .lt. u1_peak) .and. (curv_lst .eq. 5.0)) then

curve=5.0
curv_lst=9.0

endif

if((delta .lt.0.0) .and. (curv_lst .eq. 2.0))then
aslam=1.0d0
curve=2.0
curv_lst=9.0
u1_r=dis_2
f1_r=for_2

endif

if ((delta.lt.0.0).and.(cyklus.eq.2.0)) then !c10 has .ge.0
curve = 2.0
il=0

c         For curve 1 
u_max1=dis_2
f_max1=for_2
u1_peak=dis_2
f1_peak=for_2
u1rprv=u1_r
f1rprv=f1_r
u1_r=dis_2
f1_r=for_2

f1dgold=max(ftol,
x (f1_peak-eta_1*dis_2)/(1-dexp(-alpha1*dis_2)))

f1dgnew=f1dgold

dum=dlog(1.0D0/10.0D0)/(-alpha1)
dum1=f1dgnew*(1-dexp(-alpha1*dum))

c             write(iott,*)'u1/10,f1/10',dum,dum1 
dum=(dum1-alpha1*f1dgnew*dum/10)/(alpha1*f1dgnew*(1-1.0/10.0))

dum1=alpha1*f1dgnew*dum

p_0_f1=s_p8*f1_peak*(min(f1_peak/dum1,1.0D0)**(1/xn))

c         Need check for case where f8peak< calc p_0_f1 
if(p_0_f1 .gt. dabs(f8_peak)) then

if(f8_peak .lt. f8dgnew) then
peak_ini=1.0
f8_peak=p_0_f1

c                 write(iott,*)'f8_peak=p_0_f1',p_0_f1 
else

p_0_f1=f8dgnew
endif

endif

if(f1_r/(alpha1*f1dgnew) .gt. u1_r) then
k_0_f1=dabs(s_k8*(p_0_f1+f1_r))/(u1_r+1e-6*u_max1)

else
k_0_f1=p_0_f1/(u1_r-f1_r/(alpha1*f1dgnew))

c                 write(iott,*)'new k_0_f1',k_0_f1 
endif

c         concavity for curve2         
k_0_f1=min(k_0_f1,dabs(s_k8*(p_0_f1+f1_r))/u1_r)
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if((u8_peak .ne. 0.0) .and. (f8_peak .gt. p_0_f1)) then
k_0_f1=min(s_k8*(f8_peak-p_0_f1)/u8_peak,k_0_f1)

c           write(iott,*)'k_0_f1 protect3',k_0_f1 
endif

c         k_0_f1 must be less than initial slope on f8 
k_0_f1=min(k_0_f1,alpha_8*dabs(f8dgnew))

c         write(iott,*)'k_0_f1 protect4',k_0_f1 

c         Protect against zero slope 
if (k_0_f1 .le. 0d0) then

k_0_f1=.001*s_k8*f1dgnew/max(u_max1,u1_peak)
c             write(iott,*)'k_0_f1 protect0',k_0_f1 

endif
c
c     New check 

if (peak_ini .eq. 1.0) then

dum=dlog(k_0_f1/(alpha_8*f8dgnew))/alpha_8
dum1=dlog(1.0-p_0_f1/f8dgnew)/alpha_8

c         write(iott,*)'dums',dum,dum1 
if(dum1 .lt. dum) then

dum=dum1
k_0_f1=.001*f1dgnew/max(u_max1,u1_peak)

c                 write(iott,*)'slope would have been negative' 
endif

c         IF DABS(F2) .lt. dabs(f1) then curves will never intersect with this  
c         value of k_0_f1 must be reduced  

f1=-p_0_f1+k_0_f1*dum
f2=-f8dgnew*(1-dexp(alpha_8*dum)) + eta_8*dum

c         write(iott,*) f1,f2
if(dabs(f1) .gt. dabs(f2)) then
k_0_f1=min(k_0_f1,(dabs(f2)-p_0_f1)/dabs(dum))
dum=dlog(k_0_f1/(alpha_8*f8dgnew))/alpha_8
f1=-p_0_f1+k_0_f1*dum
f2=-f8dgnew*(1.0D0-dexp(alpha_8*dum)) + eta_8*dum

c             write(iott,*)k_0_f1,dum,f1,f2 
do while (dabs(dabs(f1)-dabs(f2)) .gt. (0.001*dabs(f2)))

k_0_f1=(dabs(f2)-p_0_f1)/dabs(dum)
dum=dlog(k_0_f1/(alpha_8*f8dgnew))/alpha_8
f1=-p_0_f1+k_0_f1*dum
f2=-f8dgnew*(1.0D0-dexp(alpha_8*dum)) + eta_8*dum

end do
c             write(iott,*)k_0_f1,dum,f1,f2 

u8_peak=-dum
f8_peak=-f2

else
endif

endif
if (peak_ini .eq. 1.0) then

i=0
c            dum=-.01 now starting with dum 
 333 continue

i=i+1
dum=(dlog((-p_0_f1+k_0_f1*dum)/rvr(14)+1))/alpha_8
f1=-p_0_f1+k_0_f1*dum

c             added linear term 
f2=-rvr(14)*(1-dexp(alpha_8*dum))-eta_8*dabs(dum)

c            if ((i .lt. 100) .and. (f1.ne.f2)) goto 333 
if((i .lt. 100) .and. (dabs(dabs(f1)-dabs(f2)) .gt. 

x (0.005*dabs(f2)))) goto 333
u8_peak=max(-dum,dtol)
f8_peak=max(-f1,dtol*f8dgnew*alpha_8)
u8rprv=-u8_peak
f8rprv=-f8_peak

c            peak_ini=2.0 leave until on F8 
endif

c
endif

if (curve .eq. 9.0) curv_lst=9.0
endif ! goes with the check if curve eq.9

c     END CURVE 9 LOGIC 

C     BEGIN CURVE 9 PROTECTION  
if (curve .eq. 9.0) then
slp1old=-dabs(rvr(22))

c       New logic
brkpt1=u1_peak-f1_peak/slp1old  

c        write(iott,*) 'brkpt1=',brkpt1 
if (dis_1 .ge. brkpt1) then

c       makes the slope small and positive at u>u_max to prevent divergency 
c       could treat with sliding feature 

slp1=min(k_0_f1,0.001*alpha1*rvr(17))
f1dgnew=for
write(iott,*)'*************************************************'
Write(iott,*)'CHECK THE RESULTS-UEL101 HAS NO REMAINING 

x  CAPACITY'
write(iott,*)'elem,force,dis',elem,for,dis
write(iott,*)'FORCE IN THE ELEMENT SHOWN HERE IS NOT REALISTIC'
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write(iott,*)'*************************************************'
endif

endif
c     END CURVE 9 PROTECTION 
C     BEGIN CURVE 10 LOGIC 

if (curve .eq. 10.0) then
c     Added 2007-05-07 

if ((dis .gt.(-u8_peak)) .and.(curv_lst .eq. 8.0))then
curve=8.0
curv_lst=10.0

endif
if ((dis.gt.(-u8_peak)).and.(curv_lst.eq.3.0)) then

curve=3.0
curv_lst=10.0

endif
if((delta .gt.0.0) .and. (curv_lst .eq. 4.0))then

aslam=1.0d0
curve=4.0
curv_lst=10.0
u8_r=dis_2
f8_r=for_2

endif

if((delta.ge.0.0).and.(cyklus.eq.2.0))then !I dont know why this .ge.?
curve=4.0
il=0

c
c           For curve 8

u_max8=dis_2
f_max8=for_2
u8_peak=-dis_2
f8_peak=-for_2
u8rprv=u8_r
f8rprv=f8_r
u8_r=dis_2
f8_r=for_2

c
f8dgold=max(ftol,

x -(-f8_peak+eta_8*(-dis_2))/(1-dexp(-alpha_8*(-dis_2))))
f8dgnew=f8dgold

c           end new code 

c           For curve 4 

dum=dlog(1.0D0/10.0D0)/(-alpha_8)
dum1=f8dgnew*(1-dexp(-alpha_8*dum))

c             write(iott,*)'u8/10,f8/10',dum,dum1 
dum=(dum1-alpha_8*f8dgnew*dum/10)/(alpha_8*f8dgnew*(1-1.0/10.0))

dum1=alpha_8*f8dgnew*dum
c             write(iott,*)'elem,u8y,f8y',elem,dum,dum1 

p_0_f8=s_p*f8_peak*min(f8_peak/dum1,1.0D0)**(1/xn)
c             write(iott,*)'new p_0_f8?',p_0_f8 

k_0_f8=p_0_f8/(f8_r/(alpha_8*f8dgnew)-u8_r)

if(p_0_f8 .gt. f1_peak) then
if(f1_peak .lt. f1dgnew) then

peak_ini=8.0
f1_peak=p_0_f8

c                 write(iott,*) 'p_0_f8=f1_peak',f1_peak 
else

p_0_f8=f1dgnew
endif

endif
if(f8_r/(alpha_8*f8dgnew) .lt. u8_r)then

k_0_f8=dabs(s_k*(p_0_f8-f8_r)/(u8_r-u8_r*dtol)) !changed 10/24/06
else
k_0_f8=p_0_f8/(f8_r/(alpha_8*f8dgnew)-u8_r)

endif

c           concavity restrictions on curve4 
k_0_f8=min(dabs(s_k*(p_0_f8-f8_r))/abs(u8_r),k_0_f8)

c           concavity restrictions for curve5 
if ((u1_peak .ne. 0) .and. (f1_peak .gt. p_0_f8)) then
k_0_f8=min(s_k*(f1_peak-p_0_f8)/u1_peak,k_0_f8)

endif
c           Protect against zero slope 

if(k_0_f8 .lt. 0) then
k_0_f8=0.001*s_k*f8dgnew/min(u_max8,-u8_peak)

c             write(iott,*)'k_0_f8 negative' 
endif

if (peak_ini .eq. 8.0) then
c         Find point at which df1/du=k_0_f8 if F1 at this point is less than linearized
c         dum represents the disp where df8=k_0_f1 

dum=dlog(k_0_f8/(alpha1*f1dgnew))/(-alpha1)
dum1=dlog(1.0-p_0_f8/f1dgnew)/(-alpha1)

c         write(iott,*)'dums',dum,dum1 
if(dum1 .gt. dum) then

dum=dum1
k_0_f8=.001*s_k*f1dgnew/max(u_max1,u1_peak)

endif
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c         IF DABS(F2) .lt. dabs(f1) then curves will never intersect with this  
c         value of k_0_f1 must be reduced  

f1=p_0_f8+k_0_f8*dum
f2=f1dgnew*(1-dexp(-alpha1*dum)) + eta_1*dum

if(dabs(f1) .gt. dabs(f2)) then
k_0_f8=min(k_0_f8,(dabs(f2)-p_0_f8)/dabs(dum))
dum=dlog(k_0_f8/(alpha1*f1dgnew))/(-alpha1)
f1=p_0_f8+k_0_f8*dum
f2=f1dgnew*(1.0D0-dexp(-alpha1*dum)) + eta_1*dum
do while (dabs(dabs(f1)-dabs(f2)) .gt. (0.001*dabs(f2)))

k_0_f8=(dabs(f2)-p_0_f8)/dabs(dum)
dum=dlog(k_0_f8/(alpha1*f1dgnew))/(-alpha1)
f1=p_0_f8+k_0_f8*dum
f2=f1dgnew*(1.0D0-dexp(-alpha1*dum)) + eta_1*dum

end do
u1_peak=dum
f1_peak=f2

else
endif

endif
if (peak_ini .eq. 8.0) then
i=0

c              dum=.01
 444 continue

i=i+1
dum=-(dlog(1-(p_0_f8+k_0_f8*dum)/rvr(17)))/alpha1
f1=p_0_f8+k_0_f8*dum
f2=rvr(17)*(1-exp(-alpha1*dum))+ eta_1*dabs(dum)

c             write(iott,*)f1,f2,dum 
c              if ((i .lt. 100) .and. (f1.ne.f2)) goto 444 

if((i .lt. 100) .and. (dabs(dabs(f1)-dabs(f2)) .gt. 
x (0.005*dabs(f2)))) goto 444

u1_peak=max(dum,dtol)
f1_peak=max(f1,dtol*alpha1*f8dgnew)
f1rprv=f1_peak
u1rprv=u1_peak

c              peak_ini=2.0 leave until on F1 
endif

c
endif
if ((dis_2 .lt. -u8_peak) .and. (curve .eq. 10.0)

x .and.(aslam .lt. 1.0)) then
curv_lst=10.0
endif

endif
c     END CURVE 10 LOGIC

c      BEGIN CURVE 10 PROTECTION  Element protection
if (curve .eq. 10.0) then

slp8old=-dabs(rvr(23))

c     Old logic 
brkpt8=u_810-f_810/slp8old

c         write(iott,*) 'brkpt8=',brkpt8     
c     New logic 

brkpt8=-u8_peak-(-f8_peak)/slp8old
write(iott,*) 'elem,brkpt8=',elem,brkpt8
write(iott,*)'for,sl,dis',for,sl,dis
if (dis_1 .le. brkpt8) then
slp8=min(k_0_f8,0.001*alpha_8*rvr(14))    !
f8dgold=max(ftol,f8dgnew)                     
f8dgnew=max(-for,ftol) !

write(iott,*)'***************************************************'
Write(iott,*)'CHECK THE RESULTS CAREFULLY-UEL101 HAS NO REMAINING 
xCAPACITY'
write(iott,*)'Elem,force,dis',elem,for,dis
write(iott,*)'FORCE IN THE ELEMENT MAY NOT BE REALISTIC'
write(iott,*)'***************************************************'

endif
endif

c     END CURVE 10 PROTECTION 
 666 continue
c

C     BEGIN CURVE CALCULATION 
if (curve .eq. 1.0) then
sl=f1dgnew*alpha1*dexp(-alpha1*dis)+eta_1
for=f1dgnew*(1.0-dexp(-alpha1*dis))+eta_1*dabs(dis)

c       curv_lst=1.0 
if(peak_ini .eq. 8.0) peak_ini=11.0

c     protection in early cycles 
if (sl .gt. rvr(1)*rvr(17)) then

sl=f1dgnew*alpha1*dexp(-alpha1*dis)
for=f1dgnew*(1.0-dexp(-alpha1*dis))

endif
if(aslam .eq. 1.0)then

write(iott,*)'elem,preslam,slam 1',elem,sl,f1_peak/u1_peak
c         sl=for/dis 

sl=f1_peak/u1_peak
c         write(iott,*)'sl slam',sl 

endif
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c       CHANGED 2007-08-23 added conserv .eq.0 to make conserv=1 option work 
if((dis .lt. u1_peak).and.(conserv.eq.0.0))then

for=f1_peak
sl=f1_peak/u1_peak

c         sl=f1_peak/dis 
endif
end_pt1=u1_peak
end_pt2=u_max1

endif
c

if (curve .eq. 2.0) then
c         linear case is for N-R 
c         if(curv_lst .eq. 3.0) then 
c             sl=k_0_f1 
c             for=-p_0_f1+k_0_f1*dis 
c         elseif ((dis .le. u1_r) .and.(dis .ge. 0.0))then 

if ((dis .le. u1_r) .and.(dis .ge. 0.0))then
pom=alpha2*u1_r
dum=-1.0-pom+dexp(pom)
r2=(p_0_f1-u1_r*k_0_f1+f1_r)/dum
p2=-p_0_f1-r2
k2=k_0_f1-alpha2*r2
sl=k2+r2*alpha2*dexp(alpha2*dis)
for=p2+k2*dis+r2*dexp(alpha2*dis)

else
pom=alpha2*u1_r
dum=-1.0-pom+dexp(pom)
r2=(p_0_f1-u1_r*k_0_f1+f1_r)/dum
p2=-p_0_f1-r2
k2=k_0_f1-alpha2*r2
if (dis .gt. u1_r) then !oscillating b/w slightly less than

for=f1_r
end_pt1=u1_peak
end_pt2=u1_peak-f1_peak/(alpha1*f1dgnew)

else
sl=k_0_f1
for=-p_0_f1+sl*dis

endif
endif
if(aslam .eq. 1.0)then

write(iott,*)'elem,preslam',elem,sl
write(iott,*) 'slam',f1_peak/u1_peak

c             sl=for/dis 
sl=f1_peak/u1_peak

endif
end_pt1=u1_r
end_pt2=0.0d0

if ((for .le. -1.001*p_0_f1) .and. (dis .ge. 0.0))then
sl=.001*f1dgnew/max(u_max1,u1_peak)
for=-p_0_f1
k_0_f1=sl
write(iott,*)'sl2,for2',sl,for

endif

if(curv_lst .ne.2.0) then
sl=k2+r2*alpha2*dexp(alpha2*u1_r)

c             write(iott,*)'elem,sl',elem,sl
endif

endif
c

if (curve .eq. 3.0) then
if (peak_ini .eq. 1.0) then

for=-p_0_f1+k_0_f1*dis
sl=k_0_f1

c        write(iott,*)'f3 here' 
elseif ((dis .le. 0.0) .and. (dis .ge. -u8_peak))then

dum=(dexp(-alpha4*u8_peak)+alpha4*u8_peak-1.0d0) 
r2=(u8_peak*k_0_f1-f8_peak+p_0_f1)/dum   
p2=-p_0_f1-r2
k2=k_0_f1-alpha4*r2
sl=k2+r2*alpha4*dexp(alpha4*dis)
for=p2+k2*dis+r2*dexp(alpha4*dis)
else
dum=(dexp(-alpha4*u8_peak)+alpha4*u8_peak-1.0d0) 
r2=(u8_peak*k_0_f1-f8_peak+p_0_f1)/dum
p2=-p_0_f1-r2
k2=k_0_f1-alpha4*r2
if(dis .gt. 0.0) then

sl=k_0_f1
for=-p_0_f1+sl*dis

else
for=-f8_peak
sl=k2+r2*alpha4*dexp(alpha4*-u8_peak)

endif
endif
end_pt1=-u8_peak      !end_pt1 and 2 are listed 
end_pt2=0.0d0
if (cnvrgd .eq. 1 ) end_pt2=dis
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endif
c

if (curve .eq. 4.0) then

if((dis .ge. u8_r) .and.(dis .le. 0.0))then
pom=alpha5*u8_r
dum=-1.0+pom+dexp(-pom)
r2=(p_0_f8+u8_r*k_0_f8-f8_r)/dum
p2=p_0_f8+r2
k2=k_0_f8-alpha5*r2     
sl=k2+r2*alpha5*dexp(-alpha5*dis)
for=p2+k2*dis-r2*dexp(-alpha5*dis)

else
pom=alpha5*u8_r
dum=-1.0+pom+dexp(-pom)
r2=(p_0_f8+u8_r*k_0_f8-f8_r)/dum
p2=p_0_f8+r2
k2=k_0_f8-alpha5*r2 
if (dis .lt. u8_r) then
for=f8_r

end_pt1=-u8_peak
end_pt2=-(u8_peak-f8_peak/(alpha_8*f8dgnew))

else
sl=k_0_f8
for=p_0_f8+sl*dis

endif
endif
if(aslam .eq. 1.0)then

if (curv_lst .eq. 5.0)then
if (outel .eq. 1)write(iott,*) 'elem,slam,c4',elem,sl

sl=k_0_f8
for=p_0_f8+sl*max(dis,u8_r)

if (outel .eq. 1)write(iott,*) 'elem,slam,c4',elem,sl
else
if (outel .eq. 1)write(iott,*) 'elem,sl',elem,sl
sl=f8_peak/u8_peak

endif
endif
end_pt1=u8_r
end_pt2=0.0d0

if((for .gt. 1.001*p_0_f8).and. (dis.le.0.0)) then
write(iott,*)'sl4,for4',sl,for
sl=0.001*f8dgnew/dabs(min(u_max8,-u8_peak))
for=p_0_f8
k_0_f8=sl
write(iott,*)'sl4,f4_p_0',sl,for

endif
c                 CHANGED 2007-05-25 

if(curv_lst .ne.4.0) then
sl=k2+r2*alpha5*dexp(-alpha5*u8_r)

endif
endif

c
if (curve .eq. 5.0) then
if (peak_ini .eq. 8.0) then
for=p_0_f8+k_0_f8*dis
sl=k_0_f8
write(iott,*)'Linear F5',for
elseif ((dis .ge.0.0) .and. (dis .le. u1_peak)) then

dum=dexp(alpha6*u1_peak)-alpha6*u1_peak-1.0d0
r2=(f1_peak-p_0_f8-k_0_f8*u1_peak)/dum
p2=p_0_f8-r2
k2=k_0_f8-alpha6*r2
sl=k2+r2*alpha6*dexp(alpha6*dis)
for=p2+k2*dis+r2*dexp(alpha6*dis)

else
dum=dexp(alpha6*u1_peak)-alpha6*u1_peak-1.0d0
r2=(f1_peak-p_0_f8-k_0_f8*u1_peak)/dum
p2=p_0_f8-r2
k2=k_0_f8-alpha6*r2
if(dis .lt. 0.0)then

sl=k_0_f8
for=p_0_f8+sl*dis

else
for=f1_peak
sl= k2+r2*alpha6*dexp(alpha6*u1_peak)

endif
endif
if(aslam .eq.1.0)then !added 10/21/2006

write(iott,*)'elem,preslam,slam 5',elem,sl,f1_peak/u1_peak

sl=f1_peak/u1_peak
endif
end_pt1=0.0
end_pt2=u1_peak
if (cnvrgd .eq. 1 ) end_pt1=dis
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endif
c

if (curve .eq. 6.0) then

if((dis .ge.-u6bdry) .and. (dis .le. u8_r))then
dum=(alpha7*u8_r+alpha7*u6bdry+1.0D0)*dexp(-alpha7*u6bdry)-

x dexp(alpha7*u8_r)
r2=((u8_r+u6bdry)*kr_last-f8_r-f6bdry)/dum
k2=kr_last-alpha7*r2*dexp(alpha7*(-u6bdry))
p2=-f6bdry+k2*u6bdry-r2*dexp(alpha7*(-u6bdry))

sl=k2+alpha7*r2*dexp(alpha7*dis)
for=max(-f6bdry,p2+k2*dis+r2*dexp(alpha7*dis))
else

dum=(alpha7*u8_r+alpha7*u6bdry+1.0D0)*dexp(-alpha7*u6bdry)-
x dexp(alpha7*u8_r)

r2=((u8_r+u6bdry)*kr_last-f8_r-f6bdry)/dum
k2=kr_last-alpha7*r2*dexp(alpha7*(-u6bdry))
p2=-f6bdry+k2*u6bdry-r2*dexp(alpha7*(-u6bdry))
if(dis .ge. u8_r)then
for=f8_r
sl=k2+alpha7*r2*dexp(alpha7*u8_r)
else
for=-f6bdry
sl=k2+alpha7*r2*dexp(alpha7*(-u6bdry))
endif

endif
end_pt1=-u6bdry
end_pt2=u8_r

c         curv_lst=6.0 
endif

c
if (curve .eq. 7.0) then

if((dis .lt. u7bdry) .and. (dis .ge. u1_r))then
dum=(alpha8*u1_r-alpha8*u7bdry-1.0D0)*dexp(-alpha8*u7bdry)

x +dexp(-alpha8*u1_r)
r2=((u1_r-u7bdry)*kr_last-f1_r+f7bdry)/dum
k2=kr_last-alpha8*r2*dexp(-alpha8*u7bdry)
p2=f7bdry-k2*u7bdry+r2*dexp(-alpha8*u7bdry)
sl=k2+r2*alpha8*dexp(-alpha8*dis)
for=p2+k2*dis-r2*dexp(-alpha8*dis)
else

dum=(alpha8*u1_r-alpha8*u7bdry-1.0D0)*dexp(-alpha8*u7bdry)
x +dexp(-alpha8*u1_r)

r2=((u1_r-u7bdry)*kr_last-f1_r+f7bdry)/dum
k2=kr_last-alpha8*r2*dexp(-alpha8*u7bdry)
p2=f7bdry-k2*u7bdry+r2*dexp(-alpha8*u7bdry)
if (dis .lt. u1_r)then

for=f1_r
sl=k2+r2*alpha8*dexp(-alpha8*u1_r)

else
for=f7bdry
sl=k2+r2*alpha8*dexp(-alpha8*u7bdry)

endif
endif
if(aslam .eq.1.0)then

write(iott,*)'elem,preslam,slam 7',elem,sl,f1_peak/u1_peak
c         sl=for/dis 

sl=f1_peak/u1_peak
endif
end_pt1=u1_r
end_pt2=u7bdry

c        curv_lst=7.0 
endif

c
if (curve .eq. 8.0) then
sl=f8dgnew*alpha_8*dexp(-alpha_8*(-dis))+eta_8
for=-f8dgnew*(1.0D0-dexp(-alpha_8*(-dis)))-eta_8*(-dis)

c        curv_lst=8.0
if(peak_ini .eq. 1.0)peak_ini=18.0

c       protection for first few cycles will keep original equations the same until 
c       the curves flatten less than alpha*fmax 

if (sl .gt. rvr(3)*rvr(14)) then
sl=f8dgnew*alpha_8*dexp(-alpha_8*(-dis))
for=-f8dgnew*(1.0D0-dexp(-alpha_8*(-dis)))

endif
if(aslam .eq. 1.0)then

write(iott,*) 'elem,slam,c8',elem
c             sl=for/dis 

sl=f8_peak/u8_peak
endif

c       CHANGED 2007-08-23 to make conserv option work 
if((dis .gt.-u8_peak).and.(conserv.eq.0.0))then

sl=f8_peak/u8_peak
c             for=-f8_peak+sl*(dis-(-u8_peak)) 

for=-f8_peak
endif
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end_pt1=u_max8
end_pt2=-u8_peak

endif
c

if (curve .eq. 9.0) then
c        if (slp8 .eq. slp8old) then 

if (slp1 .eq. slp1old) then

for=slp1*(dis-u1_peak)+f1_peak
end_pt1=u1_peak
end_pt2=brkpt1

else
for=slp1*(dis-brkpt1)
end_pt1=brkpt1
end_pt2=2.0d0*brkpt1

endif
sl=slp1

c        curv_lst=9.0 
endif

c
if (curve .eq. 10.0) then

if (slp8 .eq. slp8old) then

for=max(slp8*(dis-(-u8_peak))-f8_peak,-f8_peak)
sl=slp8

if((dis .gt.-u8_peak)) sl=for/dis
end_pt1=brkpt8
end_pt2=-u8_peak

else
for=slp8*(dis-brkpt8)
sl=slp8
end_pt1=2.0d0*brkpt8
end_pt2=-u8_peak

endif
c        sl=slp8 
c        curv_lst=10.0 

endif

c     End CURVE calculations 

if ((outel.eq.1).or.(outel.eq.elem)) then
write(iott,*)'f1_peak',f1_peak
write(iott,*) 'f8_peak',f8_peak
write(iott,*)'for',for
write(iott,*)'curve,curv_lst'
write(iott,*)curve,curv_lst
write(iott,*)'k_0_f__'
write(iott,*)k_0_f1,k_0_f8
write(iott,*)
endif

if ((curv_lst.eq.6).and.(for.lt.(-f8_peak))) then
curve=8.0

write(iott,*)'elem',elem
c     write(iott,*)'for,f8_peak going to 666' 

write(iott,*)for,f8_peak
write(iott,*)'curve,k_0_f1'
write(iott,*)curve,k_0_f1

c        goto 666 
endif

if ((curv_lst.eq.7).and.(for.gt.f1_peak)) then
curve=1.0

write(iott,*)'elem',elem
c     write(iott,*)'for,f1_peak going to 666' 

write(iott,*)for,f1_peak
c       goto 666 

endif

if (sl.le.0.0)then
if (curve .lt. 9) then

write(iott,*) 'MISTAKE SLOPE IS NEGATIVE',sl
write(iott,*) "ELEM,curve,curv_lst ",elem,curve,curv_lst
write(iott,*) "f1_peak,f8_peak",f1_peak,f8_peak
write(iott,*) "dis,dis_2,delta,cyklus",dis,dis_2,delta,cyklus

if(dis .ge.0.0) sl=f1dgnew*alpha1
if(dis .lt.0.0) sl=f8dgnew*alpha_8

endif
endif

c
 680 continue
c

if (cyklus .gt.10)then
c         for_1=for_2         !get a convergence then let logic start again 
c         for=for_1

if (dis .ge. 0.0) sl=alpha1*f1dgnew
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if (dis .lt. 0.0) sl=alpha_8*f8dgnew
endif

for_2=for_1
for_1=for
fornr = for_1

if ((outel.eq.-1).or.(outel.eq.elem)) then

write(iott,*)
write(iott,*) 'time=',timval
write(iott,*) 'Elem At end of logic',elem
write(iott,*) 'load stp,substep,cumulative',ldstep,isubst,numitr
write(iott,*) 'cyklus,cnvrgd,delta',cyklus,cnvrgd,delta
write(iott,*) 'dis_1,dis_2:=',dis_1,dis_2
write(iott,*) 'delta=',delta
write(iott,*) 'peak_ini:=',peak_ini
if (symm .eq. 1) then

write(iott,*) ' Symmetric case'
else

write(iott,*) ' Unsymmetric case'
endif

if (conserv .eq. 1) then
write(iott,*) ' Conservative domain'

else
write(iott,*) ' Nonconservative domain'

endif
c

if (fail .eq. 1.0) then
write(iott,*) ' Fail enabled'

else
write(iott,*) ' Fail not activated'

endif
write(iott,*) 'slam',aslam
write(iott,*) 'Curve, curv_lst =',curve,curv_lst
write(iott,*) 'f1dgnew,f8dgnew:=',f1dgnew,f8dgnew
write(iott,*) 'f1dgold,f8dgold:=',f1dgold,f8dgold
write(iott,*) 'u1_r,f1_r:=',u1_r,f1_r
write(iott,*) 'u1rprv,f1rprv:=',u1rprv,f1rprv
write(iott,*) 'u8_r,f8_r:=',u8_r,f8_r
write(iott,*) 'u8rprv,f8rprv:=',u8rprv,f8rprv
write(iott,*) 'u1_peak,f1_peak:=',u1_peak,f1_peak
write(iott,*) 'u8_peak,f8_peak:=',u8_peak,f8_peak
write(iott,*) 'u7bdry,f7bdry',u7bdry,f7bdry
write(iott,*) 'u6bdry,f6bdry',u6bdry,f6bdry
write(iott,*) 'kr_last',kr_last
write(iott,*) 'p_0_f1,k_0_f1:=',p_0_f1,k_0_f1
write(iott,*) 'p_0_f8,k_0_f8:=',p_0_f8,k_0_f8
write(iott,*) 'xn',xn
write(iott,*) 'u_810,f_810 :=',u_810,f_810
write(iott,*) 'u_max1,f_max1:=',u_max1,f_max1
write(iott,*) 'u_max8,f_max8:=',u_max8,f_max8
write(iott,*) 'brkpt1,brkpt8:=',brkpt1,brkpt8
write(iott,*)
write(iott,*) 'dis_1 , dis_2 =',dis_1,dis_2
write(iott,*)
write(iott,*) 'for_1,for_2:=',for_1,for_2
write(iott,1997) for,sl

1997 FORMAT('for,sl ',d10.4,1x,d16.8)
write(iott,*)'dtol,ftol',dtol,ftol
write(iott,*)
write(iott,*)'endpts',end_pt1,end_pt2
write(iott,*)'spare(2)',spare(2)

write(iott,*) 'cyklus ',cyklus,'cnvrgd',cnvrgd
write(iott,*)

c
endif

c
if (outel.eq.-2)then

write (2,1998) f1_peak,f8_peak,f1dgnew,f8dgnew
1998 FORMAT(1f10.4, 1x, 1f10.4, 1x, f10.4, 1x, 1f10.4)

endif
if ((outel.eq.-1).or.(outel.eq.elem)) then

c     write (2,1999) timval,elem,curve,f7bdry,u7bdry,p_0_f8,k_0_f8, 
c     xp_0_f1,k_0_f1 
 1999 FORMAT(1f7.4, 1x, 1i3, 1x, f3.0, 1x, 1f11.2, 1x, 1f9.6, 1x, 

+ 4(1f14.2, 1x))
write (1,2000)timval,elem,curve,for,dis,f8_peak,u8_peak,sl,

xf6bdry
endif

 2000 FORMAT(1f7.4, 1x, 1i4, 1x, f3.0, 1x, 1f11.2, 1x, 1f9.5, 1x, 
+ 4(1f14.3, 1x))

slope(1)=dis_1 ! saved variables
slope(2)=dis_2
slope(3)=u1_r
slope(4)=f1_r
slope(5)=u8_r
slope(6)=f8_r
slope(7)=u1rprv
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slope(8)=f1rprv
slope(9)=u8rprv
slope(10)=f8rprv
slope(11)=f1dgold
slope(12)=f1dgnew
slope(13)=f8dgold
slope(14)=f8dgnew
slope(15)=curve
slope(16)=for_1
slope(17)=for_2
slope(18)=f_max1
slope(19)=f_max8
slope(20)=u_max1
slope(21)=u_max8
slope(22)=p_0_f1
slope(23)=k_0_f1
slope(24)=p_0_f8
slope(25)=k_0_f8
slope(26)=cyklus
slope(27)=curv_lst

slope(28)=f7bdry
slope(29)=u7bdry
slope(30)=f6bdry
slope(31)=u6bdry

slope(32)=kr_last
slope(33)=start_c
slope(34)=u1_peak
slope(35)=f1_peak
slope(36)=u8_peak
slope(37)=f8_peak
slope(38)=peak_ini
slope(39)=conserv
slope(40)=f_19
spare(1)=f_810

spare1=xn

if (kuphvr .eq.1 ) then
if (outel .eq. 1) write(iott,*)'autots',autots
gpt(3) = gpt(2)
gpt(2) = gpt(1)
gpt(1) = u21
do 600 i = 1,3

gptar(i) = gpt(i)
 600 continue

if (kprnt .ge. 3) then
call pplock (LOCKOT)
write (iott,2201) gptar

 2201 FORMAT (12H GPTAR          , 3E12.4)
call ppunlock (LOCKOT)

endif
if (kprnt .ge. 3) then
call pplock (LOCKOT)
write (iott,2202) gptar,i,isl,imin,imax

 2202 format (' FOLLOW DATA' , 3e12.4,4i4)
call ppunlock (LOCKOT)

endif
if(fail .ne. 1.0) then
if((curve .ne. 1.0) .or. (curve .ne. 8.0)) then

if (autots .eq. 1) then
if (outel .eq. 1)write(iott,*)'end_pts',end_pt1,end_pt2  

call timgap (elem,gptar(1),end_pt1,0.5d0) 
call timgap (elem,gptar(1),end_pt2,0.5d0)

endif
else
if(curve .eq.1.0)call timgap (elem,gptar(1),end_pt1,0.5d0)
if(curve .eq.8.0)call timgap (elem,gptar(1),end_pt2,0.5d0)

endif
else

if (autots .eq. 1) then
call timgap (elem,gptar(1),end_pt1,0.5d0)
call timgap (elem,gptar(1),end_pt2,0.5d0)

endif
endif

c        ****** call gaptim with velocity (noncons only) ****** 
gvel(3) = gvel(2)
gvel(2) = gvel(1)
gvel(1) = 0.0d0
if (timint .eq. 1) gvel(1) = u(2,puvel) - u(1,puvel)
if (kprnt .ge. 3) then

call pplock (LOCKOT)
write (iott,2204) gvel

 2204 format (' GVEL'   , 3e12.4)
call ppunlock (LOCKOT)

endif
if (autots .eq. 1) call timgap (elem,gvel(1),0.0d0,0.5d0)

endif
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c --- ----------------------------------------------------------- 
c --- end of the old  portion of this element 
c --- ----------------------------------------------------------- 
c
c     Following el set fornr=0 if force is small 
c     spare(2) is smaller of slopes at u_max* 

if (abs (fornr) .le. 2.0d0*spare(2)*dtol) fornr = 0.0d0
c     if (abs (fornr) .le. 2.0d0*spare(2)*dtol)write(iott,*)'fornr=0' 
c     --- reset stiffness reform key if needed 
c     the 3 in mreuse indicates the element is nonlinear so kelin(1)=1 
c     except at convergence when kelin(1)=0 

call mreuse (kelreq(1),kelfil(1),elem,ielc(1),0,0,i,3,0,0,
x vect(1),vect(1),2,vect(1),vect(1),con,con,kelin(1))

c     write(iott,*)'kelin(1)',kelin(1),'kelreq(1)',kelreq(1) 
c     write(iott,*) 

if (kelreq(1).eq.1 .and. kelin(1).eq.0) then
c        write(iott,*)'ke curve,curv_lst',curve,curv_lst 

if (istat .ne. istprv) then
kelin(1) = 1
if ((istat*istprv).gt.1 .and. islprv.eq.isl) kelin(1) = 0

endif
if (islam .eq. 1) kelin(1) = 1

endif
c

if (kelin(1).eq.1) then
c     write(iott,*)'update stiffness',kelin(1) 

if (ktyp .gt. 0) then
c           --- two/three dimensional element 

call vzero (zs(1,1),nr*nr)
zs(1,1) = sl
call mctac (zs(1,1),nr,tr(1,1),3, nper,nper)
do 720 i = 1,nper

ii = i + nper
do 700 j = 1,nper

jj = j + nper
zs(ii,j)  = -zs(i,j)
zs(i,jj)  = -zs(i,j)
zs(ii,jj) =  zs(i,j)

  700 continue
  720 continue

else
c           --- one dimensional element

zs(1,1) =  sl
zs(2,2) =  zs(1,1)
zs(1,2) = -zs(1,1)
zs(2,1) =  zs(1,2)

endif
kelout(1) = 1

endif
c
c --- stress stiffness matrix 

if (kelin(4).eq.1) then
call vzero (gstif(1,1),nr*nr)
if (ktyp .eq. 1 .or. ktyp .eq. 3) then

if (fornr .ne. 0.0d0) then
c              --- two/three dimensional element 

gstif(2,2) = fornr/aleng
if (ktyp .eq. 1) gstif(3,3) = gstif(2,2)
call mctac (gstif(1,1),nr,tr(1,1),3, nper,nper)
do 760 i = 1,nper

ii = i + nper
do 740 j = 1,nper

jj = j + nper
gstif(ii,j)  = -gstif(i,j)
gstif(i,jj)  = -gstif(i,j)
gstif(ii,jj) =  gstif(i,j)

  740 continue
  760 continue

endif
kelout(4) = 1

endif
endif

c --- restoring force for newton-raphson
if (kelin(6) .eq. 1) then

if (kprnt .ge. 3) then
write(iott,*)'elem',elem
write(iott,*)'kuphvr,kfstit,updt n-r',kuphvr,kfstit,kelin(6)
endif

if (ktyp .gt. 0) then
c           --- two/three dimensional element 

vect(1) = -fornr
vect(2) =  0.0d0
vect(3) =  0.0d0
call matxb  (tr(1,1),vect(1),zscnr(1), 3,3,nr, nper,1,nper)
do 800 i = 1,nper

ii = i + nper
zscnr(ii) = -zscnr(i)

  800 continue
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else
c           --- one dimensional element 

zscnr(1) = -fornr
zscnr(2) =  fornr

endif
kelout(6) = 1

endif
c
c --- produce output 

if (outkey .eq. 1) then
c
c        ---- kill strain energy output 

elener(1) = 0.0d0
c        --- write out results 

if (btest(eomask,PPRE)) then
ic = crush
call pplock (LOCKOT)
write (iott,2010) elem,nodes(1),nodes(2),uorig,for,dis,

x istat,istprv,u(1,putot),u(2,putot),ic,sl
 2010 format (/' EL=',i8,'  NODES=',2i8,'  UORIG=',g12.5,

x '  FORCE=',g12.5,'  STRETCH=',g12.5,'  STAT=',i3,
x '  OLDST=',i3,3x,'USER101'/12x,'UI=',g12.5,'  UJ=',
x g12.5,'  CRUSH=',i4,'  SLOPE=',g12.5)

call ppunlock (LOCKOT)
endif

c        --- call user routine to produce data 
call vzero (vect(1),3)
call usereo (elem,iott,nssvr,ssvr(1),0,vect(1),0,vect(2),

x 0,vect(3),nusvr,usvr(1),2,nodes(1),xyz(1,1),0.0d0,0.0d0,
x timval,timinc,nr,u(1,putot),ielc(NMNMUP),nudb,udbdat(1))

c
c        --- database results

if (btest(eomask,PDBE)) then
if (btest(eomask,PDBMIS)) then

c              --- summable misc data 
vect(1) = for
call eldwrtL (elem,EDEMS,lcerstL,edindxL(1),

x                                   ielc(NMSMIS),vect(1))
c
c              --- non summable misc data 

vect(1) = dis
vect(2) = u(1,putot)
vect(3) = u(2,putot)
vect(4) = uorig
vect(5) = istat
vect(6) = istprv
call eldwrnL (elem,ielc(1),lcerstL,edindxL(1),

x nudb,udbdat(1),ielc(NMNMIS),vect(1),15)
endif

endif
endif

c
c     --- save previous rvrs 

call vmove (rvr(1),rvr1bk(1),40)
c
c --- write out the element saved variables 
  999 continue
c     --- base variables 

call svrput (svindx(1),1,nssvr,ssvr(1))
c     --- user-defined variables 

if (nusvr.gt.0) call svrput (svindx(1),8,nusvr,usvr(1))
c     --- write out the svr index vector 

call svpidx (locsvrL,svindx(1))
c

call esecur
call TrackEnd ('uel101')
zass(1,1)=0.0d0
damp(1,1)=0.0d0
zsc(1)=0.0d0
elvol=0.0d0
elmass=0.0d0
center(1)=0.0d0
return

end
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*deck,uec101     parallel               user      2/23/90                pck 
subroutine uec101 (elcdn,ielc,kerr)

c     to learn what all the values are for a particular element type with 
c      the values of keyopts that are being used, simply input /debug,,,,,1 
c      before the prep7 run. 
c     ***** this subroutine defines the characteristics of user101. 
c
c         *** ansys(r) copyright(c) 2004 
c         *** ansys, inc. 
c *** Notice - This file contains ANSYS Confidential information *** 
c
c     typ=int,dp,log,chr   siz=sc,ar(n)   intent=in,out,inout 
c
c  input arguments: 
c     variable (typ,siz,intent)      description 
c     ielc (int,ar(IELCSZ),inout) - element characteristics 
c                                        see include deck elccmt for details 
c     kerr   (int,sc,inout)       - error flag up to this point. 
c                                    (do not initialize to zero) 
c
c  output arguments: 
c     variable (typ,siz,intent)     description 
c     elcdn   (chr,sc,out)        - name of element 
c     ielc (int,ar(IELCSZ),inout) - element characteristics 
c                                          see include deck elccmt for details 
c     kerr   (int,sc,inout)       - error flag (set to 1 if error) 
c       note to programmers:  the validity of keyopt values may be checked here 
c
#include "impcom.inc" 

external erhandler

#include "echprm.inc" 
c

external nminfo,erinqr
integer erinqr
integer ielc(*),i,kerr
character*28  elcdn

c
c   *** customer should remove the below warning when making any changes *** 

if(erinqr(15).eq.1) then
c

call erhandler('uec101',5000,2,
x 'MSC.-supplied version of coding for UEC101 has been 
x    used.'
x ,0.0d0,' ')

c
endif

c     **** define element name *** 
call nminfo (ielc(1),'USER101 ')
elcdn = 'USER ELEMENT 101            '

c
c     **** element type characteristics: 
c         elem char defined in echprm.inc and elccmt.inc 

ielc(KDIM  ) =    3
IF (ielc(KYOP4) .LT. 1) then
ielc(KCOIN) = 3
ielc(MATRXS) =    2
ielc(NOTRAN) =    1

ielc(ISHAP ) =    JPOINT
if (ielc(KYOP3) .le. 1) then

ielc(KDOFS ) = UX 

elseif (ielc(KYOP3) .eq. 2) then
ielc(KDOFS ) = UY

elseif (ielc(KYOP3) .eq. 3) then
ielc(KDOFS ) = UZ

elseif (ielc(KYOP3) .eq. 4) then
ielc(KDOFS ) = ROTX
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elseif (ielc(KYOP3) .eq. 5) then
ielc(KDOFS ) = ROTY

elseif (ielc(KYOP3) .eq. 6) then
ielc(KDOFS ) = ROTZ

end if
ELSEIF (ielc(KYOP4) .EQ. 1) then

ielc(KCOIN ) = 2 ! fatal if coincident
ielc(KDOFS)=UX+UY+UZ ! TRANSLATIONS IN ALL THREE DIRECTIONS

c       stifm=2 sstifm=16       defined in echprm.inc 
ielc(MATRXS) =    18

ielc(NOTRAN) =    0
ielc(ISHAP ) =    JLINE

ELSEIF (ielc(KYOP4) .EQ. 3) then

ielc(KCOIN ) = 2 !  fatal if coincident    
ielc(KDOFS)=UX+UY ! TRANSLATIONS IN UX+UY DIRECTIONS

c       would like to see STIFM    stifm=2 sstifm=16    
ielc(MATRXS) =    18

ielc(NOTRAN) =    0
ielc(ISHAP ) =    JLINE

ELSEIF (ielc(KYOP4) .EQ. 4) then

ielc(KCOIN ) = 2 !  fatal if coincidentno warnings
ielc(KDOFS)=UX+UZ ! TRANSLATIONS IN UX+UZ DIRECTIONS

ielc(MATRXS) =    18
ielc(NOTRAN) =    0
ielc(ISHAP ) =    JLINE

ELSEIF (ielc(KYOP4) .EQ. 5) then

ielc(KCOIN ) = 2 !  fatal if coincident    
ielc(KDOFS)=UZ+UY ! TRANSLATIONS IN UZ+UY DIRECTIONS  

ielc(MATRXS) =    18
ielc(NOTRAN) =    0
ielc(ISHAP ) =    JLINE
END IF

c     GEOMETRY     

ielc(IDEGEN) =    0
ielc(MSHLIM) =    2

c     Element usage 
ielc(JSHELL) =    0
ielc(KFLUID) =    0
ielc(KSURF ) =    0
ielc(JPIPE ) =    0
ielc(KLAYER) =    0
ielc(NMLYMX) =    0
ielc(SHCHEK) =    0

c     commented out for v90 
c      ielc(KPSO  ) =    0 

ielc(JDEAD ) =    1
ielc(KSWTTS) =   39
ielc(KSWTEI) =    0

c     commented out for v90
c note in elccmt says adaptive descent was discontinued in version8 
c      ielc(ADADES) =    0 

ielc(NLSSAD) =    0
ielc(JNONLR) =    1
ielc(JSTAT ) =    1
ielc(KTRG  ) =    0
ielc(PELEM ) =    0
ielc(KSUPER) =    0
ielc(MTSYM ) =    0
ielc(POSDF ) =    0
ielc(INSS  ) =    0
ielc(INLD  ) =    0
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ielc(KELSTO) =    0
ielc(NMDRLC) =   40
ielc(NMTRLC) =   40
ielc(KNORLC) =    0
ielc(LCANGL) =    0
ielc(KXYZRC) =    0
ielc(MATRQD) =    0
ielc(MATISO) =    0

c     commented out for v90 
c      ielc(MATMUL) =    0 

ielc(TBRQD ) =    0
ielc(NCOMPN) =    0
ielc(JSECT)=    0

c     ELEMENT NODES 
ielc(NMNDMX) =    2
ielc(NMNDMN) =    2
ielc(NMNDNE) =    2
ielc(NMNDST) =    2
ielc(NMNDAC) =    2
ielc(NMDFPN) =    1

c      ielc(MATRXS) =    2 
c     commented out for v90 
c      ielc(KTANS) =    0 
c      ielc(KDOFS ) =      1 

ielc(KDOFF ) =    0
c     new for 6.1 

ielc(KDOFS2) = 0
ielc(KDOFS3) = 0
ielc(KDOFS4) = 0

c     uncommented NMVCTF 
ielc(NMVCTF) =    1

ielc(EDGEEL) =    0
ielc(MNODE ) =    0
ielc(KSEKU ) =    0
ielc(JORIENT)=    0

c     ELEMENT LOADS & SURFACES
ielc(JMASS ) =    0
ielc(NMPTSF) =    0
ielc(NMFGSF) =    0
ielc(NMPRES) =    0
ielc(NMCONV) =    0
ielc(NMIMSF) =    0
ielc(NMMFLU) =    0
ielc(NMCDSF) =    0
ielc(NMRAD ) =    0
ielc(NMPORT) =    0
ielc(NMSHLD) =    0

c     added 6.1 
ielc(NMFSIN) =    0

c
c     commented out NMFRSF 
c      ielc(NMFRSF) =    0 

ielc(NMRDSF) =    0
ielc(NMVFRC) =    0

c     ADDED for 6.1 
ielc(NMPERB) =    0

c     ELEMENT FIELD LOADS 
ielc(NMTEMP) =    0
ielc(NMFLNC) =    0
ielc(NMHTGN) =    0
ielc(NMMSCN) =    0
ielc(NMVTDP) =    0
ielc(NMVLCD) =    0
ielc(NMCRDN) =    0
ielc(NMVLTG) =    0

c     POSTDATA FILE
ielc(NMNDNO) =    2
ielc(KCONIT) =    0
ielc(KLINTP) =    0
ielc(NMLINX) =    0
ielc(NMLINR) =    0
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ielc(NMSHLR) =    0
ielc(MEASTR) =    0
ielc(KRDB  ) =    0
ielc(KINITS) =    0
ielc(KNORM ) =    0
ielc(KMAGC ) =    0
ielc(NOEMAT) =    0

c     commented out for v90 
c      ielc(ELFORCE)=    0 
c     Commented out for v90 
c      ielc(NOESAV) =    0 

ielc(NMSMIS) =    1
ielc(NMNMIS) =    6
ielc(NMNMUP) =    6
ielc(NCPTM1) =   39
ielc(NCPTM2) =   54
ielc(JSTPR ) =    1

c     NUMBER OF SAVED VARIABLES 
ielc(NMSSVR) =  191
ielc(NMFSVR) =    0
ielc(NMMSVR) =    0
ielc(NMNSVR) =    0
ielc(NMPSVR) =    0
ielc(NMCSVR) =    0
ielc(NMOSVR) =    0
ielc(NMUSVR) =    0
ielc(NOELEM) =    0

c     *** dummy logic to use all variables to keep analyzer happy 
c     *** this should be removed by user element programmer 

i = kerr
i = i + 1
return
end
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